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RULES.

OBJECTS.

The objects of the Amerioan Ceramic Society are to promote tlie

arts and sciences connected witli Ceramics by means of meetings for

social intercourse, for the reading and discussion of professional

papers, and for the publication of professional literature.

MEMBEKSHIP.

The Society shall consist of Honorary Members, Members and
Associates.

Honorary Members must be persons of acknowledged pro-

fessional eminence, and shall not exceed five in number.
Members shall be persons competent to fill responsible positions

in Ceramics and liave suitable qualifications.

Associates shall include persons interested in Ceramics and the

allied arts.

Honorary Members shall be proposed by at least five Members,
approved by the Council, and receive at least 90 per cent, of the

votes cast by letter ballot at the annual meeting.

Members and Associates shall be proposed by at least three

Members or Associates, approved by the Council, and receive at

least 75 per cent, of the votes cast by letter ballot. A candidate for

admission must make application on a form prepared by the Coun-

cil which shall contain a written statement of his age, professional

experience, and that he will, if elected, conform to the laws, rules,

and requirements of the Society.

All Honorary Members, Members, and Associates shall be
equally entitled to the privileges of membership, except that only

Members shall be entitled to hold office and to vote. Applicants for

a change in grade of membership shall conform to the requirements
of a new applicant.

Any person can be stricken from the membership of the Society

on the request of five or more Members, on the recommendation of

a majority of the Council, if he fails to resign on the advice of the

Council. Such person, however, shall first be notified of the charges

against him, and be given a reasonable time to appear before the

Council, or present a written defense, before final action is taken by
the Council.
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DUES.

Honorary Members shall be exempt from all dues.

The initiation fee of Members shall be ten dollars, and of

Associates five dollars, which if not paid within six months after

election, will render the election void.

The annual dues for Members will be fixed by the Council, but

shall not exceed five dollars per year.

The annual dues for Associates will be fixed by the Council, but

shall not exceed four dollars per year.

Any Member or Associate in arrears for over one year may be

suspended from membership by the Council until such arrears are

paid.

OFFICERS.

The affairs of the Society shall be managed by a Council, con-

sisting of a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and

three Managers, who shall be elected from the members at the

annual meeting, and hold office until the adjournment of the meet-

ing at which their successors are elected.

The President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer shall be

elected for one year, and the Managers for three years; and no

President, Vice-President, or Manager shall be eligible for immedi-

ate re-election to the same office.

The duties of all ofiicers shall be such as usually appertain to

their offices, or may be delegated to them by the Council or the

Society; and the Council may at its discretion require bonds to be

furnished by the Treasurer.

Vacancies in any office shall be filled by appointment by the

Council, but the new incumbent shall not thereby be rendered ineli-

gible to re-election at the next annual meeting to the same office.

On the failure of any officer to execute his duties within a reason-

able time, the Council, after duly warning such officer, may declare

the office vacant, and appoint a new incumbent.
A majority of the Council shall constitute a quorum; but the

Council shall be permitted to carry on such business as it may
desire by letter.

ELECTIONS.

At the annual meeting, a nominating committee of five Mem-
bers, not officers of the Society, shall be appointed, and this com-
mittee sliall send the names of nominees to the Secretary at least 60

days before the annual meeting, who shall immediately forward the

same to the Members. Any other five members may also i^resent

tlie names of any candidates to the Secretary, provided it is done at
least 30 days before the annual meeting. The names of all candi-
dates, provided their assent has been obtained, shall be placed on
the ballot without distinction as to nomination by the regular or an
independent nominating committee, which shall be mailed to every
member, not in arrears, at least 20 days before the annual meeting-
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The ballot shall be inclosed in an inner blank envelope, and the

outer envelope shall be endorsed by the voter, and mailed to the

Secretary for collection. The blank envelopes shall be opened by

three Scrutineers appointed by the Chair at the annual meeting,

who will report the result of the election. A plurality of the votes

cast shall elect.

MEETIXGS.

The annual meeting shall take place at such time and iilace as

the Council may decide, at which time reports shall be made by the

Council, Treasurer, and Scrutineers of election, and the accounts of

the Treasurer audited by a committee of three appointed by the

Chair.

Other meetings may be held at such times and places during the

year as the Council may decide, but at least 20 days notice shall be

given of such meetings.

Seven Members shall constitute a quorum at any regular meet-

ing, and a majority shall rule, except where otherwise specified.

The order of business at the annual meeting shall be :

1. Reading of Minutes of last meeting.

2. Reports of the Council and Treasurer of the Society.

3. Announcement of Election of Members.
4. Announcement of Election of Officers.

5. Appointment of Nominating Committee.

6. Old Business.

7. New Business.

8. Reading of Papers.

PUBLICATIONS.

The Council shall act as a Publication Committee, and decide as

to what to publish. The publications of the Society shall be sent to

all Members and Associates not in arrears, and ten extra copies to

the author of each paper.

The Society is not, as a body, responsible for the statements or

opinions expressed in its publications, papers or discussions.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDARD.

Roberts' ''Rules of Order" shall be the parliamentary standard

on all points not covered by these rules.

AMENDMENTS.

These rules may be amended at any regular meeting by a two-

thirds vote of a letter ballot at the subsequent annual meeting pro-

vided a written notice of such proposed change is sent to each

Member at least 30 days before said annual meeting. Said proposed

amendments shall be printed on the ballot for officers and counted

by the same Scrutineers.
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PREFACE.

The following pages contain the papers and discussions of the

Second Annual Meeting, held at Detroit, Michigan, February 6th,

7th, and 8th, 1900. In addition, the Committee on Equivalent

Weights, acting under instructions of the Society, presents herewith

the Manual of Ceramic Calculations, which the Society earnestly

hopes may prove a useful addition to the Ceramic literature now

available in the English language.

The discussions of this issue have been edited and freely

extended by their respective authors wherever possible, and an

effort has been made to present the report of the meeting, accurate

and complete in all important details.

The growth of the Society has been so rapid that the Council

has decided that for the present, the lists of the Members and

Associates and the rules shall be printed with each annual report

for the convenience of the public, as well as that of the Members

themselves, and accordingly they will be found herewith complete

to date.

The Council also wishes to emphasize to the public, that the

Society holds itself responsible for formal reports, resolutions, etc.,

which have received its formal sanction, but not for the statements

of fact or opinion expressed in the various papers and discussions.

Members are invited to send in to the Secretary, at any time,

written discussions of any paper which has been presented to the

Society; these will be published with the original article when
received in time, and otherwise under appropriate heading in the

next succeeding issue.

The previous publications of the Society are comprised in one

volume, the price of which is $4.00 to persons not members of the

Society. Members can obtain extra copies of Vol. I at 50 cents each,

until further notice. Volume II will be sent promptly on publica-

tion to all members not in arrears. Extra copies will be sold to

members at $1.00 per copy.

Please address all correspondence for the purchase of copies of

the Transactions to Stanley G. Burt, Treasurer, Rookwood
Pottery, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Edward Orton, Jr.,

Columbus, O., June 15, 1900. Secretary.



RETIRING ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

BY

HERBERT R. WHEELER, E. M., St. Louis, Mo.

The completion of the first presidential term of the
American Ceramic Society, with which position you hon-
ored me a year ago, is an event worthy of a few retiring

remarks. It is an especially opportune moment to tie to-

gether those loose pioneer strings of our infantile history

that finally culminated in uniting us as a well-knitted^

organized body at Columbus, Ohio, just a year ago.

The poverty of ceramic literature of a higher order in

the journals of this country is only too well known to all

active students, while the opportunity to meet with fellow

investigators has been only possible through special private

trips, and with questionable assurance of being rewarded
with an exchange of professional courtesies at the end of

the journey.

This grave lack of facilities and means of progress was
not so severely felt a generation ago, when the limited

amount and rudimentary character of our advanced ceramic

work was entirely initiative, and patterned after only the

inferior grades of the English potteries. But under the fos-

tering influences of our protective tariff", the development of

our ceramic industries that produce these lower grades has

so grown as to largely, if not quite entirely, emancipate us
from the foreign producer, so that home competition is now
stimulating the manufacture of the higher and better grades

of ware, which have hitherto been surrendered to the for-

eign potter.

This demand for a higher and better class of goods
requires a marked advance in the ability of the technical

department of the ceramic business, whereas the literature

and facilities for furnishing it are only just beginning to

respond to the demand.
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The National Brick Manufacturers' Association is an

organization that has made a most worthy effort to advance

the brickmakers' art, and its 357 members have been greatly

benefited by its thirteen annual meetings. Its scope, how

ever, is well represented by its name, as its main work has

been devoted to brickmaking, and the other clay industries

have only received collateral attention.

Several states, notably Ohio, Illinois, Iowa and

Nebraska have organizations of a similar character, but their

efforts have rather attempted to localize the work of the

National Association than to develop or advance along

higher or broader lines. It was under such stimulating

conditions that some of the younger and more aggressive

members of the National Brickmakers' Association concluded

that the time was ripe for organizing a society that would

cover a broader field, and especially to take up the higher

and more technical branches of the ceramic arts, than was

possible among the brickmakers. Accordingly at the Pitts-

burgh meeting of the National Brickmakers' Association, in

February 17th, 1898, Messrs. Geysbeek, Gorton, Orton,

Bleininger, Fiske, Gates, Giessen, Holl, Lovejoy and Richard-

son held an informal meeting, and outlined a scheme for start-

ing a society of ceramic technologists, to which they invited

Messrs. Binns, Burt, Griffin, Langenbeck, Mayer, Mueller,

Pass, Ries, Stover, Walker, Zimmer and Wheeler to join

them at Columbus, Ohio, on February 6th, 1899, to effect a

permanent organization. The success of that initial meet-

ing, which was attended by seventeen out of the twenty-one

charter members, is well known to most of you, and while

the number was small, the enthusiasm and results of that

meeting auger well for the future of the society, and the

value of its work and influence.

The subsequent excursion meeting last July at Cleve-

land, Ohio, from whence a delightful vacation trip was made
to Put-in-Bay, followed by a shop excursion to Akron, has

established a very valuable precedent for carrying out one of

the most valuable functions of our society, or the visiting of

active ceramic centers, and the cultivation of friendships

with a free interchange of professional experiences under
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most favorable auspices. In fact, the great advantages of

utilizing the summer meeting for a shop and vacation outing,

with the numerous opportunities it aflfords for personally

meeting every other member, makes it desirable to pause

and hesitate in the contemplation of a huge technical society

in which we will be only a single section. For this sacri-

fice, together with the much greater difficulty of visiting cer-

amic plants, may far outweigh the advantages offered by the

larger organization. It seems highly desirable to the writer

that the summer meetings should continue to be reserved

for an informal coming together of congenial professional

spirits, with some attractive ceramic center as the objective,

to combine shop visiting with innumerable meetings of

numerous groups of the " Section Q '' type, where confidences

can be safely exchanged beyond the reach of the repor-

ters' ears, while the winter meetings can monopolize the

formal papers and heavy work of the society.

Before passing on, it would be ungracious to not ac-

knowledge the debt we owe the National Brick Manufactur-

ers' Association, whose annual meeting this week follows

ours in this same hotel, and under whose auspices we
started. We will probably find it greatly to our mutual
advantage to continue to have our winter meetings in com-
mon, as many of our members belong to both organizations,

and our interests and aims touch at many points. We should

especially admire and strive to emulate the broad and pro-

gressive step they have taken in expending $250.00 annually

to maintain a scholarship at the Ohio Ceramic School, the

recipient of which devotes his attention to the investigation

of some problem in ceramics that is selected by the Associa-

tion. All honor to our worthy foster parent, and may it long

continue to do such excellent work.

The pioneers of our society keenly recognize that the

value and usefulness of its meetings and transactions would
depend on the ability, energy and disposition of its working
members. They therefore exercised most commendable
caution and conservatism in the selection of new members,
to see that they not only had the ability, but also the will-

ingness to utilize it, and the breadth to freely impart it to
2 Cer
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their fellow workers. This precedent can be none too care-

fully followed and guarded in the future selection of the

working material of the society, as a well-knitted, harmon-

ious, sympathetic working membership, even though small

in members, is likely to prove much stronger, more efifective,

and more successful than a much larger body of heteroge-

neous, indigestible, non-reciprocative material. There are

still a large number of active, progressive workers in cer-

amics in America, however, that should be members of our

society, and every member should take a personal interest

in seeing that every such element of strength is added to

our membership.

Our associate grade of membership is a valuable provi-

sion for adding a large class of members who may not at

all be active contributors to our transactions, but whose

interest and financial support will be advantageous, and from

whom the society can look forward for valuable increments

of new working material. For the experience of other socie-

ties shows that it takes liberal support to bear the expense

of a creditable volume of proceedings, and some of the most

valuable members graduate from the ranks of the associates.

The first volume of our transactions has just been issued

and this is really our maiden bow before the public, the first

time that the ceramic world has had an opportunity to gauge

us, and pass judgment on our efforts. Being the printed

proceedings of our first meeting, when much time and effort

was expended in perfecting our organization, it is to be

hoped that patience and consideration will temper their

criticisms, as the infant must crawl before it can walk.

Still the infant presents a healthy, vigorous appearance, and
gives promise for the future. Whether this promise will be

fulfilled depends on every member of the society. For on
the originality, value, and number of the papers presented

at our winter meetings will depend the usefulness of this

publication, and by this publication will most of the ceramic

world know and judge us. It therefore behooves every

member to contribute his share towards the success of the

whole, so that our transactions will become so invaluable

that every ceramist will find it compulsory to join the
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society, in order to secure a copy, as engineers now find it

necessary to join their professional societies. For the

transactions of an active professional society are always

abreast of the times, and ahead of the books, so that the live,

progressive worker must join his professional society in

order to keep up with the times, and meet the demands of

modern competition.

While commenting on the modest size, though excellent

caliber, of our first volume of transactions, it is timely to

remind you that an unselfish band of some of our energetic

members is now actively engaged in the transaction of that

monumental work of the ceramic world, or Segers Ceramic

Contributions. Ere long the arduous efforts of these praise-

worthy workers, backed by the financial aid of the society,

is likely to place an English translation of this most valuable

publication before the Ceramic world. This is not only

going to redound greatly to the credit of the translators, but

be an invaluable step in the progress of American Ceramics,

which should be the highest ambition of our society.

It has been predicted that our society could not succeed,

as many potters would not allow their technical men to at-

tend the meetings, or if they did, that they would be under

strict injunctions to keep their mouths shut, but their eyes

and ears wide open. While I am well aware that some of

our most valuable workers are thus prevented by their

employers from making contributions in the form of papers

or discussions, lest supposed secrets or valuable trade

information might be imparted to their competitors, this is

a sad blunder out of which our society will have to try to

educate them. For if the objections are keenly analysed,

they will be found to be relics of ignorance and unprogres-

siveness. ,

It is only too true that we have transplanted the inher-

ited secrets and family monopolies of the English potter, and

the art is severely suffering today from the bars and barriers

that circumscribe the industry by such narrow ideas.

For while some intellects are brighter than others, and

the facilities of a few exceed that of many workers, no one

man can hope to monopolize all the best things in any
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industry, and the ability of a congress greatly exceeds that

of the individual. But while it is going to take time and

patience to educate the majority of ceramic capitalists to

recognize that their interests are best subserved by an open,

free, untrammelled discussion of all that pertains to the art

in our professional meetings, we should not falter or be

discouraged. For it is scarcely a generation ago that the

steel industry was very heavily and severely handicapped by

even greater obstructions to the young and ambitious

student, by barriers of secretiveness, midnight manipulations

and locked doors, that was simply appalling. But the

chemists began to tear oflf the mask of ignorance, though in

very small fragments at first, and by persistence, energy and

aggressive struggles for truth and light, they have finally

built up and developed this industry to a science, rather

than an art, and to a collossal magnitude that the secretive

manufacturers of old never dreamed of, much less thought

could be realized and developed in the life of one man.
Today there is no industry that is more thoroughly under-

stood, that has made such technical and economic advances^

that maintains such a large corps of scientific technologists,

and which has a more prolific, up-to-date literature than this

same steel industry, and this was only accomplished through

the aggressiveness, patience, and persistency of the members
of the technical societies that covered this subject.

Though it requires time to educate the capitalist that in

imparting information of a technical character, that he is

investing brains and experience at compound interest, he
will eventually find that his captains will receive from
others far more than they give, and that all will be benefited

by a broad, free interchange of experiences and criticisms.

We have made an ambitious start, and the responsibiity

is now upon us to see that we at least meet the expectations

that can be justly demanded of us. We have started out to

cover a much higher, broader plane than is attempted by
any other organization in America that is based on ceramics,
in which the scientific and technical features of the art are

to be given special prominence.
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This, our second meeting, will be the opportunity to

show what a year's growth can accomplish. And in urging

you one and all to see that this meeting shall be a decided

step forward, I can only ask you to give the hearty support

and kindly consideration to my successor, that you have so

generously accorded to me during the past year in the

pleasant administration of the executive office of your
society.

Note by the Secretary.— At the conclusion of this address,
President Wheeler vacated the executive chair in favor of Vice-
President Binns, who served throughout the meeting in the absence
of President Langenbeck.



A CAUSE OF VARIATION IN THE FIRING OF KILNS

AND A REMEDY FOR THE SAJ/E.

BY

KARL LANGENBECK, Zanbsville, Ohio.

It is a common experience at all clay working establish-

ments that they have a "best kiln," which the burner will

point out, when asked, without a moment's hesitation.

It is usually and very naturally the most dilapidated

one, for it is the one that is worked uninterruptedly when
lack of business shuts down the greater part of the plant,

and it is patched and replaced piece-meal, when others in a

similar condition would be torn down, for entire rebuilding.

I have never succeeded in eliciting an intelligible reason

or theory from either burner or superintendent of works, for

the virtues of the "best kiln" or the delinquencies of its

companions, many or most of which are built on exactly

the same pattern and are in practically the same position

with relation to the prevailing wind, etc.

The Mosaic Tile Factory started with two kilns on the

down draught principle with a centre stack ; the kilns are

twenty feet in diameter and eight and one-half to the spring

of the crown. The kilns are under cover of a substantial

building, from the roof of which only the stacks protrude.

The floor of the kiln shed is paved with brick, but in

order to put the kiln doors on a level with the floor of the

placing-room, so that the placer need not ascend to the kiln

by steps, but can walk in on a level plank, this kiln-shed

floor is eighteen inches below the general factory level and
the ground outside.

The winter and spring of 1895 were extremely wet.

All the foundation trenches of the building had been full of

water during the building, and when in the first firing of the

kilns the time of burning, which I had calculated to require
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in the neighborhood of 120 hours, took much longer, it was
not much cause for wonder. Still it was disquieting and

took some measure of faith in causality, to push one burning

for 288 hours before the required heat could be reached.

Gradually, however, the length of fire sank to the expected

level.

From the very beginning, No. 2 established its charac-

ter as the " best kiln," while No. 1 was continually irregular,

took more coal and longer to fire.

The factory is situated in a broad valley, but nearer to

the hills on the west and south. Through a gap in the hills

there is almost always a movement of air from this quarter,

bearing right down on the factory, kiln No. 2 being more
directly in the track of this prevailing wind. As this fea-

ture is so very marked, there being a breeze in Brighton

when there is merely a breatlf of air elsewhere, and a gale on

the slightest provocation, it was but natural to assign the

difference in the behavior of the kilns to some subtle influ-

ence of this cause.

I was away from the factory on business trips most of

the time, and had little opportunity for observing and study-

ing the conditions. Still I felt this explanation very unsat-

isfactory, as the kilns were placed too nearly alike and the

stacks of both were controlled by dampers. On one occa-

sion of my being at home during several firings, I had the

stack of the delinquent No. 1, raised two feet, with appa-

rently good effect, so that a farther increase in heighth of

two more feet was made. As a result, kiln No. 1 could usu-

ally be fired off in about the same time as No. 2. Still it

was noticed that it consumed ordinarily more coal, at it was

frequently much more unreliable in its regulation.

The most inexplicable phenomenon that not infrequently

presented itself during the firing of kiln No. 1, and at times,

though rarely in the case of the " best kiln," No. 2, was, that

with a good heat in the center, the spy-holes over the

mouths would suddenly become dark, although the draft

was good and the coal was consumed readily and freely in

the mouths.
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It was about a year after the raising of the stack of kiln

No. 1 four feet over that of kiln No. 2, which had brought a

noticeable improvement, that I again had the opportunity

of being at the factory a sufficient length of time to observe

a number of successive firings.

I then became convinced that the position of the kilns

with reference to their position to the track of the wind had

little or nothing to do with their difierence in behavior.

I may say that the flues of the two kilns had been over-

hauled a number of times and were proven to be identical in

form and contained no obstructions. The trouble lay with

ground moisture.

Kiln No. 1 is situated at the end of the kiln shed with

a then unpaved yard on one side. This yard was often

flooded in wet weather from the leaky or overflowing spouts

of the converging roofs. On the other side is the railroad

switch and road, both yard and switch lying higher than

the floor of the kiln shed, as I have already explained.

Kiln No. 2 is farther along in the kiln shed and com-

pletely protected by the buildings from any seepage from

the outside.

Still, if the water from immediate rain-falls were alone

at fault, it would hardly have taken even the ordinary fire-

man three years to note a connection between the wet

weather and the unsatisfacrory behavior of kiln No. 1.

The truth is that the whole ground is water-logged. It

was very difficult for me to grasp this fact, in spite of a

number of observations that continually pointed to it:

namely that where we have a wooden instead of brick or

cement floors, the joists are continually rotting out ; then

the iron drain pipes from the steam heaters gave much
trouble by rusting through, so that they had often to be re-

placed. These facts as will be readily understood were a

long time in disclosing themselves. The fact that was ever

present in my mind was that the soil on which the factory

is located is sandy, with numerous out-crops oi gravel, and
that immediately below the sandy loam on which the factory

is built, at a depth of six feet is a deep deposit of coarse

gravel. Furthermore, immediately to the west of the
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factory, at a distance of some two hundred and fifty yards,

and immediately at the base of the western hills, before

mentioned, is a deep ravine, the stream at the base of which

has a good fall and affords excellent drainage.

The inference originally drawn from this topography,

was that the sandy soil with its gravel base must allow a

rapid drainage for all water falling on the surface to the creek.

You can well understand that in carrying out the plan

of a new factory many expenses occur which it is impossible

to foresee, and one is compelled to give up many ideas

looking to a refinement of the engineering, which must be

cut out to economize the means for many small and urgent

necessities.

I had intended to place a saucer-shaped cement bed

under the foundations of the kilns and cover it with a

heavy coating of asphalt, so *as to prevent any contact of the

foundations and brick work of the kilns with the actual

ground.

Convinced however by the topography of the location,

that the ground was most perfectly drained, I cut out this

expenditure to apply the two or three hundred dollars thus

saved elsewhere. It proved a fatal mistake.

When once convinced of the root of the evil, I dug down

into the soil under the kiln shed to find the cause of its lack

of drainage.

The six foot bed of sand was there but quite moist,

although the weather had been very dry; under it was the

coarse gravel and the trend toward the bed of the creek was

quite marked. However, this digging disclosed an impor-

tant though hitherto unsuspected deposit ; a thin vein of

tough clay which separated the sand from the gravel, which

was as impenetrable to water as a layer of india-rubber.

Here lay the key to the mystery.

The entire rain-fall on the basin-like valley finds lodge-

ment in the sandy loam, and is prevented from seepage into

the gravel which would drain it into the creek but for this

impervious clay septum.

The condition in the case of kiln No. 1 was aggravated

by the surface water which got to it from the unpaved yard
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and the poorly drained track and road. This discovery

accounted for the extraordinarily long firing of the kilns

during the wet season, when the factory was. first started
;

also for the longer firings occasionally necessary in after

times, which could be directly associated with periods of wet

weather.

It also accounted for the advantage found in giving the

more exposed kiln, No. 1, a higher stack, for the stronger

draft and more rapid consumption of fuel neutralized by

evaporation the moisture ascending in the kiln walls.

It also explained the darkening of the outer zone of the

kiln, for the strongest ascent of moisture by capillarity was

in the porous brick masonry of the hob and the walls. It

leaves but this natural doubt: "Could so much moisture

ascend so rapidly into a burning kiln by capillarity ?
''

It is difficult to grasp, but these are the facts. Kiln No.

1 averaged during four years 6^ per cent., or two tons of

coal for each fire more than kiln No. 2, which required about

thirty tons for firing. This is hardly a measure of the diffi-

culty, however, for the increased expense of firing this kiln

was the least consideration, although an important one from

a business point of view.

The exceptional times, when the excessive coal con-

sumption was very much greater, its erratic behaviour and

difficulty of regulation, the losses in cracked, flashed and

blistered ware, and the continual anxiety and worry as to

the outcome were the most vital trials.

I have given you a more detailed description of the slow

discovery of the real trouble, than the real facts would seem

to warrant ; but the reasons pointing to a different cause

were so striking, that without it, you could hardly understand

why the true reason was so slow in disclosing itself.

The trouble once located, the problem became, how to

remedy it. The simplest and most thorough remedy would
have been to tear down the kilns, put down a cement and
asphalt saucer-shaped base and erect new ones. But one

hardly feels justified in throwing away three thousand dollars

so summarily.

I came to the conclusion that there never was an actual
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flow of water in the water-bearing loamy sand ; that it was
merely capillary movement, and that if this could be broken

in an isolating ring around the kilns, the protection to the

latter would be accomplished.

I therefore had a trench dug entirely around the kilns,

seven feet deep through the sandy deposit and the impervious

clay into the gravel. This trench was filled with broken

tile, covered over on top with cinders and the paving brick

replaced. If the water in the sandy stratum should actually

collect in drops, it would find an outlet at the bottom of the

trench into the gravel.

The result was magical. Unfortunately it is not possi-

ble to give you comparative data on fuel consumption, for

shortly after the above was done natural gas was put into

one of the kilns. But the distinction of the " best kiln " has

disappeared, and both have lost the worst of their one time

vagaries. I hope and believe that so extreme a case will

never come under your notice, and that you may never have

to battle on the ragged edge of ruin as long as I had to from

this very simple cause, or that your abilities will ever be so

gravely questioned by yourself and others, as was most

naturally the consequence. But I would most earnestly

counsel you not to under-value the capillary movement of

moisture in the ground on which your kilns are built.

Secure your kilns at any cost from contact of their porous

bricks with the earth, cover them with good buildings and

see that the surrounding ground is well drained ; discharge

your fire gases from the kilns by means of stacks that can be

built higher or lower as the exigencies require, and supply

them with a damper for control. In this way you secure

yourself against those two fickle elements wind and water,

and with these under control, mechanical considerations of

kiln structure, the physical and chemical action of the fire

gases and temperature and focus of the fire are more easily

dealt with.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Frank W. Walker : I do not feel like starting the

ball rolling, but I can sympathize with friend Langenbeck,
for I have experienced the same trouble for ten or twelve
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years, and expect to continue with it, as I do not know how

to remedy it. Our works lie very low, along a run, and at

times the water is higher in the run than the kiln shed floor.

Underneath the works is a vein of tough, red clay, five or

six feet thick. We dug a ditch around the foundation of the

kiln shed to the vein of clay, and filled it in with clay, pug-

ging it in thoroughly, and succeded in shutting out consid-

erable of the water, but we are still troubled with it very

much in wet weather. Aside from the trouble this causes

us in handling the kilns, we find it takes more fuel to fire

them. We intend to put in a deep cistern and try draining

the water into it, and then pumping it out.

The Chair : You recognize, then, that moisture is the

cause of your trouble ?

Mr. Walker : I do not think there is any doubt about

it. It not only takes more coal but causes other trouble.

Mr. Edward C. Stover : We had some trouble of this

kind and finally put drains around the kilns and I am quite

sure we have gotten rid of the efiect of the steam on the

ware. I would like to know whether any one else has had

trouble with the efiect of the steam on the finished ware,

beside the burning up of so much coal ?

Mr. Stanley G. Burt: We do not have any trouble in

that line at all. We went to the expense which Mr. Lang-

enbeck says he dodged, and put down a carefully cemented

foundation for our kilns. Also, our works are located right

on the edge of a precipice, where natural drainage is avail-

able, hence moisture in the kilns is not an active question

with us.

Professor Edward Orion., Jr. : I can add no new ideas

on this subject, but I can substantiate the points brought

out in Mr. Langenbeck's paper. It was my forturne once to

put a paving brick plant into operation which had been idle

for some months. No provision had been made in the con-

struction of this plant for draining the foundations of the

kilns. The whole plant lay on a sloping hill-side. The
kilns were built on the lower portion of the slope, so that

the natural drainage of the hill-side above tended to concen-
trate on the almost level kiln yard before passing on down to
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the river valley beneath. On inspecting the work that had

already been accomplished in the plant, viewing the ample

piles of culls, and observing the general character of the

work done by the kilns, I came to the conclusion that they

were suffering from wet bottoms.

Only after a spirited argument could I obtain the con-

sent of my company to surround the entire battery of

kilns with well constructed ditches or drains. I built

branches of this system between each pair of kilns, and

even connected the center flues of the kilns themselves to this

ditch system. We used tile in the bottom of the ditch, put-

ting brickbats and loose refuse on top of that, making a porous

zone which could not choke up rapidly, and which would

intercept the water from the hill above. On tapping into

the flue of one kiln, the men struck a strong flow of water

which had accumulated in the bottom of the kiln. It must

have been a foot deep. Yet they wondered why they had

never been able to get good burns

!

One kiln was new and was to be fired for the first time

under my management. I again incurred the criticism of

the company by insisting on firing the empty kiln up to a

dull red heat, preliminary to putting brick in it for the first

time. We saved money on the first kiln of brick we burned

by using that amount of fuel to dry out the masonry and

foundations to begin with. It is beyond question to my
mind, that it is cheaper to evaporate the water out of the

walls and foundations of the kilns with extra fuel used for

the purpose, rather than endanger the quality of a whole

kiln of wares by trying to accomplish the operation of dry-

ing the kiln and burning the ware, both at the same time.

Plans and specifications have sometimes been furnished

by the Department of Ceramics for the construction of kilns,

and we have in every case tried to have our clients put down
a heavy block of cement concrete as a preliminary to put-

ting the kiln on it. I think it pays.

Mr. IV. D. Gates: We have experimented in this

matter of kiln foundation. In one case we arched over the

foundation, making a brick arch from the outside to the

center of the kiln. This arch carried the kiln floor and the
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center stack and left a space underneath ; the kiln was really

built on this arch. I was never satisfied that we gained

enough to pay for the additional expense, however. Most

of our kilns are built upon clay, with gravel underneath, but

we took precaution to tile them thoroughly under the

foundation. As they are on a side hill, this gives the water

an opportunity to readily pass ofi, the tile catching it on the

Tipper side of the kiln.

Still, I think we can readily notice the difiference in

burning between a kiln that has stood for some time, and

one that has just been burned and is still dry and warm.

Capillary attraction will carry moisture up into any kiln in

time. I was thinking when Mr. Langenbeck's paper was

read, of a kiln recently torn down which was one of the first

we constructed and underneath which we did not tile. In

putting in some foundations on the site of this kiln I found

that the bottom flue was really only a little above the level

of a pond of water near by, and that this flue had to carry

away a large amount of moisture with every first burn. Of
course, that is an expensive operation ; it takes coal, and

plays the mischief with the burner and the whole work-

ing force, sets them all to working on difierent theories, and

we are lucky if we get off without bad ware.

I think perfect drainage is a very important point in the

construction of a kiln.

Mr. Ross C. Purdy : When the Mosaic Tile Company
built their last kiln, they used a double precaution against

ground moisture. They not only encircled the kiln with a ring

filled with broken tile, as described by Mr. Langenbeck, but
they also insulated the kiln from the ground by laying a

saucer-shaped cement concrete foundation. In this kiln,

the behavior of the fire is more regular than in the others,

but two peculiarities are to be noticed. The first is, that it

is easier to get the bottom hard, and the second is that after

the fires are shut off, the cones will often go down further
without a seemingly corresponding increase in the hardness
of the ware. That is if the fires are turned off with the
finishing cone half over, invariably the cone will go down
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flat, while in the other kilns it will remain as it was at the

shutting off of the heat.

Pf'ofessor Orton : If a kiln foundation is damp, and has

access to moisture during the firing, it will continue to

deliver a certain quantity of moisture into the kiln gases.

Ordinarily this moisture delivers directly into the gases

which are flowing away from the ware to the chimney, and
therefore it would be powerless to affect the ware ; but

where the foundation of the kiln is damp, it is not at all

improbable also that an undue amount of water will be

passing through the kiln during the entire process of

burning.

Now, if that is the case, the ware is being subjected

during its rising temperature to the action of highly super-

heated steam, the degree of superheating being greater, of

course, as the progress of the burn goes on. The effect of

superheated steam on clay wares has been tried to some
extent. Professors Hertzfeld and Hauenschild, German
chemists, who have made marked contributions to science

regarding the production of lime for the beet-sugar industry,

have shown that lime can be burnt with superheated steam,

without any other medium ; and furthermore that the tem-

perature required for the complete dissociation of carbonate

of lime is about 300 degrees lower with an atmosphere of

steam than where the normal kiln atmosphere of air and
carbonic acid is employed.

This experiment was not directed towards a ceramic

application. It was directed only towards obtaining a high

grade of lime for a particular purpose, but it may throw
some light on our problem. Considered from all points of

view except expense, the steam method was a great im-

provement over the old method. It produced lime at a

lower temperature, gave better results on slacking, and the

lime obtained from this process did the exact work required

in the sugar business better than lime burned in the other

way. Therefore, there was every inducement to carry on
the process, but the inventors were compelled to give it up
for financial reasons. Once in two weeks, they had to reline

^ the entire apparatus and reconstruct the steam pipe-line for
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carrying the superheated steam. It was found that they

were not only dealing with an agent which could dissociate

lime at low temperatures, but one which was acting on the

fire brick, iron-pipe, in fact everything with which it came

in contact. The fire brick crumbled down in as short a time

as two weeks.

Of course, this is an extreme case. They had really a

kiln atmosphere of steam, and we would hardly produce

such conditions, under the circumstances which we are dis-

cussing. But if superheated steam in large quantities is

able to do this, it may very well be credited with the power

to affect the constitution of both body and glaze at the tem-

peratures at which it meets them in the kiln. We may say

that superheated steam is never absent from any kiln while

under fire. The air used for combustion contains it. The
fuel and the ware both give off water in small quantities, so

that its vapor is invariably a constituent of kiln gases. But

wet foundations may very sensibly increase the normal

quantity without much outside indication of this fact.

Therefore, I can conceive that it has a disintegrating

action on both body and glaze, tending to make the porous

body weaker, and tending to affect the glaze by volatilizing

the fluxing ingredients, thus driving out what should remain

to promote fusion. Therefore, it seems to me not unreason-

able to expect that the ware might come dull and clouded

from the kiln if treated with superheated steam in excess of

the usual amount.

Mr. Stanley G. Burt: The dulling of the glaze comes
at a much lower heat, as for instance in overglaze muffle

kilns. You will remember that last year I spoke of the use
of steam for the convection of heat. I experimented to

some little extent on that line, but never had any imperfec-
tion of body or glaze, no matter how much steam I put in

the kiln. So the trouble must lie in some cause we have
not yet unearthed.

Mr. Earl McK. Ogle: As to the effect of steam on the
glaze, I agree with Mr. Burt ; we used steam on our muffle
kilns as I said last year, and as far as I was able to judge,
the glaze was even better than it was in the ordinary kiln
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fired without steam. I agree with Mr. Burt, that I can see

no reason why the glaze should be dulled by the introduction

of water vapor passing through the fire-box, as it simply acts

as a vehicle fi)r the transmission of heat, carrying it from

one point and depositing (the heat) in another, and I should

think if it seeps up through the walls of the kiln, it would
act the same or about the same, as if introduced at the point

of the jet in the fire-box, although it would probably act

better if mixed with gas or fuel in the fire-box.

Mr. Edward C. Stover : Some of you gentlemen may
be acquainted with Hawthorne's kiln. He is a Trenton man
who has a patent on kiln mouths. He inserts a trough on

each side of the kiln mouth, connected with a metal box

where he pours water, it going into the mouth where it

enters the bag of the kiln. He contends that when the fire

gets to a high point, it will make just steam enough to

perfect combustion and carry oflf the gases. I remember
looking over a number of color trials which he had made,

and he contends that he gets better results on color work
with the patent device than without it. I am interested in

knowing about this dulling efiect, as we have a good deal of

it, which we lay sometimes to the coal, to sulphur, to steam,

etc., and I wondered if we could get some light on it.

Vice-President Binns (to Mr. Burt) : What is your

opinion, with regard to the chemical condition of the atmo-

sphere, with regard to steam— does it become oxidizing or

remain neutral?

Mr. Bicrt: The water vapor does not dissociate until it

has passed a thousand degrees C. Then you have oxygen,

which would be an oxidizing agent, and hydrogen which is

a reducing agent ; but as nascent hydrogen and oxygen at

this temperature I think they are probably neutral, combin-

ing with each other again as soon as the temperature falls

enough to permit.

Dr. Williatn H. Zivimer : We have to distinguish be-

tween physical and chemical difiiculties resulting from the

dampness of our kilns. In the first place, a damp kiln,

necessitating the evaporation of an extra amount of water,

requires a larger amount of fuel to get a certain degree of
3Cer
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heat. That, of course, is a disadvantage to the manufac-

turer. Then in starting to fire a damp kiln we have to con-

tend with the fact that steam will give a condensation of

water, as the kiln is not hot enough to carry that certain

amount ot steam, and an excessive condensation of water

may be detrimental to certain kinds of ware.

Outside of those physical conditions, the water-steam

is strongly oxidizing. We have sulphur in our kiln gases

all the time, and the presence of steam will help to convert

that sulphur into sulphuric acid in oxidizing fire. In brick

the body contains a certain amount of lime. If we give

that lime a chance to be saturated by sulphuric acid, formed

with the aid and help of the hot steam, then the carbonate

of lime will be transformed into sulphate of lime. If this

happens, we will have the danger that the iron in the brick

or in any pottery ware will have no more chance to form a

combination with lime— an iron lime silicate. Those iron-

lime silicates show little color, while free oxide of iron will

give a distinctly red coloring, and consequently saturation

of the lime with sulphuric acid may cause in many instances

what we call flashing.

Professor H. A. Wheeler: I would like to ask Mr.

Zimmer whether he thinks this action by the sulphur on the

lime in the clay takes place at a high or low heat? For as

soon as we start to burn with coal we produce sulphuric

acid, as we have no coals but what contain some sulphur,

some as high as three and four per cent, in the form of the

bisulphide of iron— pyrites ; and as at least half of this sul-

phur is set free and oxidized, we have to contend with sul-

phuric and sulphurous acids in the burning. There is no
doubt that the sulphuric acid attacks the lime and forms a

sulphate at low temperatures in the presence of moisture.

But after the clays have attained a dull red, I doubt if the

sulphuric acid has the slightest effect on the lime, and at

higher temperatures, it is very doubtful. This question as

to whether it is possible for the sulphuric acid to combine
with lime at high heat is important, and I would like to hear
from Dr. Zimmer further on this point.

Dr. Zimmer : I cannot give exactly the temperature at
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which the combination will take place ; I suppose it will be

the most active at a rather low heat ; but I will state that

sulphuric acid, or rather the sulphates formed by it, will

exist and stay at a fairly high temperature. I experimented

with one of the Le Chatelier pyrometer tubes, the glaze of

which is a white lime-spar glaze. After it had been ex-

posed to twelve or thirteen hundred degrees C, it showed
that red color or flashing, and I was able to show very dis-

tinct traces of sulphuric acid in the glaze, after it had stood

twelve to thirteen hundred C. Originally there was no sul-

phuric acid in that glaze.

Prof. Wheeler : Was the kiln perfectly dry ?

Dr. Zimmer : The kiln was dry but the pyrometer tube

had been used from time to time, so it had accumulated sul-

phuric acid in a good many^fires. I could distinctly show
that sulphuric acid in the glaze.

The Chair: The subject has proved most interesting

and I have just one word to say in closing. I think we are

losing sight of the influence of water vapor during cooling.

The efiect of water vapor on glazed ware is to produce a dull

surface. Whether this is due to the partial volatilization of

the ingredients or to the action of sulphur I do not know

;

but I am convinced that it takes place during the cooling.

We know that the development of ferrous oxide and blister-

ing, take place after firing off", during the time the kiln is

cooling and before it has turned to a dull red. Water can

be introduced under the kiln without the slightest harm
during the firing; but if the kiln be allowed to cool in a

moist atmosphere and the water vapors are drawn in right

up to the time the kiln is cold, we can not escape damage.

I am very glad to have had this paper and discussion. It

cannot help but be profitable.

Mr. Walker: I have never noticed that it had any

dulling eff'ect on our ware; our experience has been more in

the cost of extra fuel.

The Chair: The extra fuel used in evaporating the

water ?

Mr. Walker : Yes ; I think there is a difference, though,

between the water being introduced in the kiln in the shape
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of steam at the point of combustion, and being taken into

the kihi all over the bottom and walls by capillary attraction.

I think there is a very great diflference. During the wet

season, when there is much more moisture than usual around

our kilns, we have found a small crystalline flaky spot ap-

pear on top of the glaze, sometimes, only on one piece of tile

in a sagger, with none on the tile in the adjoining saggers.

I am not prepared to state that it is caused by the

moisture in the kiln, as I have not been able to trace the

cause of it, nor to be enlightened from other sources of in-

formation I have sought. I think, however, there is consid-

erable in your statement as to the effect of moisture in the

kilns during cooling and worthy of careful investigation.

The Chair: That crystalline diaper of which Mr.

Walker speaks, in my opinion is due to sulphur. Mr. Zimmer
states that the presence of steam induces a strong oxidizing

atmosphere, which oxidizes the sulphur to sulphuric acid,

which in turn aflfects the glaze.

Mr. Walker : We do not experience that at all when
firing with natural gas, or during the winter months.

Mr. Burt: I would like to ask Mr. Binns what condi-

tion he considers that sulphur to be in. Suppose sulphuric

acid is formed and deposited on the glaze under favorable

conditions. Do you imagine the actual decomposing of the

glaze is possible? Sulphuric acid, to be crystalline, would
have to be combined with some base. If often takes time to

decompose a glaze by boiling in the acid. A mere deposition

on the surface of a glaze would hardly account for decompo-
sition enough to produce visible crystals.

Mr. Adolph F. Hottinger : From my experience it seems
to me if we have, in cooling oflf, the pervading sulphur fumes,

S O3, and also steam going up through the kiln, we have
everything favorable for an active solution of Hg S O4, which
would certainly tend to at least partially decompose the

glaze.

Professor Orion : I question whether the joint presence
of S O3 and steam at such a high temperature as visible

redness or above, could be construed as equivalent to the
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action of sulphuric acid on the glaze. Why should H2 O
and S O3 combine to form H2 S O4 at such a temperature?

We can take sulphuric acid and decompose it into S O3 and

H2 O at temperatures far below this. Why then should they

combine?

Mr. Hottinger : There does some action take place

under such conditions. I cannot explain it exactly, but know
from analysis, that practically all of the sulphur in our glaze

is present as S O3, so there must have been some action

taking place converting S O2 to S O3.

Professor Orton: I will agree that sulphuric acid

burned at or above red heat is very likely to be burned to

S O3; but I don't see why we need to call in the action of

water vapor to account for it. I think direct oxydation from

the atmospheric oxygen is a more probable reaction.

Mr. Hottinger : It is not necessary to assume the action

of water vapor, but it seems very probable, nevertheless.

Mr. Purdy: We have wandered away from the question

as at first presented, The water from the ground, through

seepage or capillary attraction of the brick wall, is brought

into the kiln directly, but not through the flame ; and it is

claimed that as such the steam is injurious and causes the

eflfect to which Mr. Langenbeck called attention.



NOTE ON THE USE OF PRODUCER GAS IN

BURNING BRICKS.

BY

CARL GIESSEN, Canton, Ohio.

In submitting a paper on the use of producer gas for

burning brick, I do not presume to attempt any scientifically

correct analysis of the method. I have noticed of late that

the attention of clay workers is becoming very generally

directed towards the introduction of this method of burning.

I have lately had opportunities for a considerable period of

witnessing this method of burning on a large scale, and in

very successful operation, and take this occasion to state

what I have observed as to the working of the plan.

The continuous kiln at Mt. Savage, Maryland, which

was designed and built by Mr. James Clifford of that place,

has had an uninterrupted success for a period of twenty

years.

As far as I am aware, the kiln at present is only semi-

continuous, as will presently appear. The kiln is rectangu-

lar and may be of any length ; it consists of one long con-

tinuous structure, subdivided by flues and doors into com-

partments, called chambers, eighteen feet in length. The
height, eight to nine feet, and width, fourteen to fifteen feet.

The main flues run along the whole length of one side of

the kiln at a distance of about three feet from the kiln wall.

I understand that the reason the kiln was not made wholly

continuous by building it in an ellipse or circle, was the

conformation of the ground available. It is right up in the

mountains and there was only room to build the kiln in one
direction. Each chamber has one cross flue, fourteen by
twenty-four inches, connecting with the main flue, the latter

being three feet by four. Dampers made of fire clay slabs

are arranged to drop into a trough of fine sand to secure

a perfect seal just outside the kiln wall.
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The crown of the kiln is semi-circular in shape, and has

seven port holes running crosswise ; the distance lengthwise

between one row of the holes and another is twenty-seven

inches. Situated at one end of the kiln, which may be

called the commencement, are the fire boxes which are of

the ordinary type.

The method of setting on the bottom is the same as for

an updraft kiln, that is to say, five small arches at equal dis-

tance across the kiln three inches wide by fourteen inches

high, are run the whole length of the kiln. Above these

arches the brick are set close together and as near the crown
as possible, with vertical holes or flues from top to bottom,

directly beneath the corresponding port holes on the crown
previously mentioned.

Three chambers are set in this way ; then at the end of

the third chamber, an iron partition is placed in position

against the brick. It is proper to mention here that this

partition is sometimes made of paper, in which case the set-

ting is continued in the following chamber close to the par-

tition, allowing the paper to burn out when the necessary

heat reaches it.

When the iron partition is used the setter leaves a space

of three feet from the partition, which is filled up with brick

rapidly, and the partition removed at the proper time, as

afterward explained. In either case the partition must be

so constructed as to be absolutely air tight.

The first three chambers being filled, fires are started at

end of kiln, the damper at the third flue is opened and the

brick undergo the process of water smoking. If the brick

have not been thoroughly dry before having been set, the

damper at the first flue is opened that the moisture may not

penetrate through the other brick. By the time the brick

in the third chamber are dry, when the heat will be 250 to

300 degrees Fr., the setters will have advanced two or three

chambers, when partition is put up as before described.

The first partition, if of iron, is then removed and the vacant

space filled with brick, as already said.

By this time, the heat at the beginning of the kiln, will

have attained suflBcient intensity for the ignition of the gas
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from the producer. The producer is a hollow oblong struct-

ure made of iron and lined on the inside with fire brick. It is

fourteen feet in length and four feet in breadth and about

the heighth of the kiln.

The bottom, which is about two feet from the ground, is

covered with grate bars. A small door is located at each end

to enable the burner to stir up the fuel and clean out. On
top of the producer are four cylinders projecting a little way
into the body of the producer. Inside the cylinders, are

hollow bell shaped dampers, the small end being uppermost,

the bottom being slightly flanged. A chain is hooked onto

the bell, and is attached to a rod working in a fork-like lever,

at the other end of the rod is a weight sufficient to hold the

damper in position when cylinder is loaded with coal. By
raising the weight the damper descends, and all the dampers

working conjointly, the fuel is regularly and evenly distri-

buted over the grate surface.

From the center of the producer a tube twenty-eight

inches in diameter and lined with fire brick, runs across the

kiln with outlets connecting with the port holes, before

described. The producer is portable, and moves on wheels

on a track along the side of the kiln on the side opposite to

the main flue.

The idea of having the producer portable is that by
being able to move it to successive chambers, the gases are

still hot when they enter the kiln, and ignite more readily

than if conveyed through flues or pipes from a stationary

producer. In the latter case, the gases owing to long travel

would become cold and decarbonize, and require a great heat

to ignite them on reaching the kiln.

As has been explained, when the heat in the kiln has

become high enough, the gas from the producer is introduced

which immediately bursts into flame. A good red heat must
be obtained before gas will ignite. The starting fires in the

furnaces are now allowed to die out after a heavy charge of

coal has been thrown in and the fire holes sealed up, care

being taken to provide for the admission of just sufficient

air to produce complete combustion.

Every twenty-four to forty-eight hours, eighteen to
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twenty-two thousand brick are burnt and the producer is

moved three to four holes up, or a distance of from seven to

eleven feet at a time. Care must be taken to keep the pro-

ducer back far enough, owing to the gases traveling in an

angular direction from top to bottom, in order to burn the

bottom on each advance.

One drawback in connection with this otherwise excel-

lent system is, that the problem of getting sufficient heat to

burn high-grade fire-brick down to the bottom of the kiln by

means of the gas producer alone has not yet been satisfac-

torily solved. In order to facilitate the burning of the bot-

tom bricks, a small quantity of coal is thrown into the

bottom through the port holes. This is not absolutely in-

dispensable, as the necessary heat would reach the bottom

if sufficient time was allowed, but by this means the same
result is more expeditiously obtained, and the producer can

be moved more frequently, thereby burning a larger number
of bricks in the same time, and thus materially reducing the

cost of operating.

In ordinary clays, however, heat sufficient for all pur-

poses is generated throughout, without the necessity of in-

troducing the coal. The temperature used here is about

three thousand degrees Fahrenheit.

After the third chamber has been burnt, and the pro-

ducer has been moved, the wicket of the first chamber may
be partly opened, and the cooling of the brick is thereby

begun. Care must be taken in opening and drawing a con-

tinuous kiln, that the producer shall always be at least three

chambers ahead of the wicket last opened. When the proper

conditions are observed, the air passing through the hot

bricks, reaches the brick under process of burning in a highly

heated condition, thereby assisting the process of combus-

tion. When the air is admitted too close in rear of the

burning chamber it may be cold enough to check the kiln,

if not actually stop the ignition of the gas from the producer.

Should it happen that the heat has been reduced from

this cause, the remedy is to partly close the damper ahead

of the producer, thereby reducing the suction of cold air

upon the heated or burning brick.
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If I have succeeded in placing before you an approxi-

mately correct idea of the method I have been attempting to

describe, I think you will perceive its very evident advan-

tages over the ordinary method of burning clay ware.

I briefly refer to some of these

:

Economy of space.

Steady maintenance of uniform heat.

Economy in saving of time.

Uniform burns from top to bottom.

Saving of labor.

Reduction in the cost of repairs.

No air checked or blistered brick.

But the greatest and most obvious advantage, and
therefore the most interesting feature of the system, is its

greater cheapness. It has been shown that from eighteen to

twenty-two thousand brick are burned about every twenty

to twenty-four hours ; the quantity of fuel used in the same
time is as nearly as possible three tons or a little under.

This gives an average consumption of three hundred pounds
for every thousand brick burned at three thousand degrees

Fahrenheit.

For ordinary brick that are burned at a less heat, the

quantity of coal required per thousand by the same process

would be considerably reduced. This is at least twelve

hundred to fifteen hundred pounds per thousand less by this

method than is required by the ordinary mode of burning.

The saving in labor is about twenty-five cents per thousand.
No doubt when this kiln comes to be more generally used,

improvements on the system will be effected, and amongst
others, the introduction of gas from the bottom instead of

from the top or both, thereby insuring absence of all dirt

and dust.

I understand that in Dunnachie's kiln at Glenboig,
Scotland, the gas is introduced from the bottom with very
excellent results, indeed, there is no difficulty in eflfecting

this arrangement.

I believe there is a big future for this kind of a kiln and
that the time when it will be in general use, superseding.
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entirely the old method, is close at hand. The great amount
of fuel thus saved would leave thousands of dollars to be

divided as dividends among the clayworkers.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Herbert A. Wheeler : You burn on an aver-

age of three hundred pounds of coal to a thousand brick. Do
you attribute any of that economy of fuel to the producer

itself ?

Mr. Giesseti: Yes, sir; undoubtedly.

Professor Wheeler: Why?
Mr. Giessen : You have a steady supply of heat going

into the kiln all the time, which I don't think you can get if

you don't use producer gas or other gas fuel.

Prof. Wheeler: This is a very valuable paper, and a

contribution in a direction in which there is perhaps a bright

future, as the convenience of producer gas is very great.

While every clay burner recognizes that gas is the ideal

fuel, when it comes to the cold blooded question of dollars

and cents, by which commercial success must be gauged, I

am not aware that fuel gas has ever succeeded.

When we look at the gas producer critically, it is noth-

ing more than the ordinary numerous fire boxes concentrated

in one big box. The single gas producer is more conven-

ient for feeding than several fire boxes ; it needs less frequent

attention ; there is less staining and flashing from dust and

ashes that are carried over by the fire, and a much cheaper

grade of labor may be employed, which are attractive feat-

ures; but when it comes to pounds of coal to a thousand

brick, I fail to see where there is any economy. In thus

concentrating the fire in one big fire box or gas producer,

instead of five to twenty-five little fire boxes distributed

around the kiln, there is usually trouble in getting uniform-

ity of heat throughout the kiln, and the producer itself is

pretty expensive. I know where gas-producers have been

attempted again and again for boilers, and in a few instances

for kilns ; but outside of the industries which have to use

very high heats, I have not known them to be a financial

success. Its use certainly presents grave complications in
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distributing the heat equally, and I would like to have

specific data as to where the actual saving of fuel comes in.

The convenience and cleanliness of gas we all realize, but it

is necessary to use regenerators with a gas producer to secure

fuel economy, and this is not done in Mr. Giessen's design,

nor in any of the kiln applications of the gas producer that

the writer is aware of, which is a most vital omission. I do

not think it is possible to burn 1,000 fire brick to 3,000

degrees F. on a fuel consumption of only 300 lbs. coal with

or without a gas producer in a down-draught kiln, though it

could be done in a continuous kiln.

Professor Edward Orion, Jr. : Mr. Giessen, how was

that temperature measured?

Mr. Giessen: They used cones, and the son of Pro-

fessor Cook, of New Jersey, measured it the last time by

some other process. They burn now by trials.

Vice-President Chas. F. Binns : Do you know what

number cone came down?
Mr. Giessen : It would be about number twenty.

The Chair: You are taking the cones from the tem-

perature, rather than the temperature from the cones?

Mr. Giessen: Professor Cook's son took the tempera-

ture of the kiln, and said it was three thousand degrees.

Mr. H. B. Skeele : This is a very interesting subject,

and the inflation that is being experienced in the prices of

oil now to those using oil, and the fact that there is often a

class of goods with which we cannot use coal, makes the sub-

ject of producer gas interesting. As to the expense, I was talk-

ing with a man who uses 800 tons of coal a day for making

steam, and he put in producers and he finds that he can

make steam cheaper by putting the coal through the pro-

ducer than putting it on the grate bars. And as to the com-

parison of the expense of operating continuous kilns and

others, will say I know where 500 pounds of slack coal is

the entire quantity used per thousand, and the paper puts it

where we might expect, in the use of 300 pounds. But the

great trouble has been in the use of producer gas in kilns

already built, is getting it there. It must be used hot right

out of the producer, and I do not know of any operation
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that was successful where it is burned at any great distance

from the producer. If any one knows how to use it at any

distance, to convey it over the yard, I would like to hear

from him.

Prof. Wheeler : I do not like to question Mr. Giessen's

figures, as he has obtained them from indirect sources, but

I had hoped that he would give us the reason why there is

economy of fuel in the concentration of the fires in one box.

We recognize the convenience of the design and the ad-

vantages of cheaper labor, but 300 pounds coal consumption

to the thousand fire brick with the continuous kiln that this

gas producer fired is economical, though not remarkable.

In a continuous kiln 300 pounds coal consumption for 1000

fire brick is excellent, but we could do as well as that, with

about forty small producers or ordinary fire boxes and dis-

tribute the heat more successfully. A single fire box is

simply a convenience, but without the regenerator system,

I do not see where there is a fuel economy over the multiple

or common fire box system, and Mr. Giessen's very low fuel

consumption is due to the continuous kiln as no regenerator

was iised.

Mr. Ellis Lovejoy : Mr. Giessen's economy of fuel is

due, not to the use of producer gas, but to the application of

the continuous kiln principles.

The air to feed the fires enters from the cooling cham-

bers at a temperature nearly equal to that required to burn

the ware, and comparatively little fuel is required to bring

the temperature of this air to the required limit. Even so,

yet 300 pounds of coal seems to me, extremely low for a

ware requiring such high temperatures ; we cannot do it

with coal, and I do not see how the application of the coal

in the form of producer gas will lessen the quantity required.

We have a continuous kiln of twelve chambers, in each

chamber of which a gas producer is constructed. The coal

is fed through the top of the kiln into an open box on the

floor ; the division wall separating the chambers forms one

side of this box. The hot air from the cooling chambers

passes through holes in this division wall— part of it passing

up through the coal, just as in a producer, giving us the
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primary combustion, while the remainder comes in over the

producer box to complete the combustion. Thus we have

an automatic producer in every chamber, and, moreover, we

have no heat carried away in the ashes, or lost by radiation

from the producer or its connections. In this way, we can

burn light buff bricks in a continuous kiln, using coal direct,

without any discoloration.

We, however, use more than 300 pounds of coal per

thousand, and our ware does not require above cone eight.

Prof. Wheeler : What do you find is your consumption

—

the saving of fuel ?

Mr. Lovejoy : That question has been asked me a great

many times and I don't know how to answer it. It depends

entirely on the kind of brick you are burning as to how

much fuel it takes.

Prof. Wheeler : What is the relation between the con-

tinuous kiln and up-draft and down-draft kilns on the same

ware?
Lovejoy : Twenty-five per cent, of the fuel used in the

down-draft kiln will burn the same ware in the continuous

kiln.

Prof. Wheeler : Can you tell about how many feet of

gas is equal to a ton of coal ?

Mr. Lovejoy : In natural gas ?

Prof. Wheeler: Yes.

Mr. Lovejoy: I have no measurement on our contin-

uous kilns to determine whether we are burning in them as

economically with gas as we did with coal. In our down-

draft kilns we have found by measuring the gas used in

several burns that 22,000 feet of gas does the work of one

ton of coal, and assuming that there is the same economy in

the continuous kiln with gas as with coal, we would be using

500 to 600 cubic feet in these kilns to do the work of 22,000

feet in the down-draft kilns.

There is one danger in using producer gas, or any gas,

in a continuous kiln, which has not been brought out, and

that is the loss of fuel through excess of air. The temperature

of the producer gas is comparatively constant, and the quan-

tity introduced can be nicely regulated, but the air to com-
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plete the combustion, coming from the cooling chambers, is

constantly changing in temperature, and consequently in

volume introduced into the fires. There must be a slight

excess of air to insure an oxidizing flame, if such is wanted,

but unless handled with a care, and knowledge, beyond that

of even a careful workman, there is danger of considerable

variations in the air, with chances in favor of large excess.

Any excess means loss of fuel, and wide variations may mean
loss of ware. With coal, we take in large excess of air— up
to 300 per cent.— in the first chamber; the products of this

combustion, with the excess of air, passes through the fuel

in the second chamber, which lowers the excess; the third

chamber will still further reduce the excess, and our exper-

ience is, that we seldom have any air left to support com-

bustion beyond the third chamber. The great advantage of

gas over coal in a continuous kiln is that it can be intro-

duced into any part of the kiln, without damage to the ware,

while the coal must be burned apart from the ware, and the

heat from it cannot be conducted to all parts of the kiln, to

maintain equal temperatures, and insure uniform results.

Prof. Orton: It seems to me that Mr. Giessen has

brought out a paper which should be valuable to the society,

but the real excellence of his paper has been obscured, per-

haps, because he did not distinguish between the nature of

all the problems involved.

To consider the fuel record it is necessary to compare

the fuel record of a continuous kiln fired with gas, and the

fuel record of the same kind of a kiln fired with solid coal.

It has been made plain by several speakers that while 300

pounds of coal per 1000 brick is a most excellent record for

a continuous kiln, it is not phenomenal. Seger gives 200

kilograms or 440 pounds to the thousand as an average.

This means that the amount falls much below that in some

instances, depending on the temperature attained in the

kiln, and other points of the sort. So far as the excellence

of the record is concerned, we are not in a position to form

much of an opinion about that. From the data submitted,

simply judging this kiln by other continuous kiln perform-

ances, it seems good, but not extraordinary.
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Several allusions to the value of producer gas have been

made, and it may be worth while to recall to your minds the

actual facts on which the economy of producer gas must

rest.

In the producer, we perform the first reaction, burning

the carbon substantially to C O. Of course there are numer-

ous other side reactions taking place, but the gas produced

is essentially C O, and it still contains locked up 5600 heat

units per pound of carbon contained. We may carry, then,

this pound of carbon in the form of producer gas to the point

where we wish to burn it, and there liberate the remaining

5600 heat units. If the gas is cooled down to atmospheric

temperature, it means the loss of 2,473 units out of 8,080

;

a heavy proportion to pay for the advantage of producer gas.

If the producer is located a long distance from the kilns

so that the gas reaches them cool, you lose substantially

thirty per cent, of the heat contained in the fuel. On the

other hand, if the producer is located very close, you may
greatly reduce the loss. Of the 2,473 heat units given off in

making the gas, a large part may remain in the gases as sen-

sible heat of the gases themselves ; and these heat units

may be carried by the gas directly into the kiln, where the

remaining heat units are given off when the gas meets air.

Therefore, if you are using gas hot from the producer,

and throwing it into the zone of combustion with compar-

atively little cooling off, there is no great loss of efficiency in

using coal in this form. In a gas producer process, that

point should be carefully studied. The efficiency of the

process depends on using the gas from the producer at as

small a distance as possible, and the utmost pains should be

taken to prevent cooling down of the gas before it reaches

the scene of its final combustion.

There is another source of economy in the use of pro-

ducer gas. This lies in the fact that it is perfectly possible

to approximate much more closely to the theoretically per-

fect combustion. To burn a pound of coal requires, as we
know, about eleven pounds of air (speaking in averages), yet

we often use twenty-two or thirty three pounds, or even fifty-

five pounds of air per pound of coal in actual operations.
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An excess of 300 per cent, of the theoretical amount of air

required is not uncommon.
With the use of producer gas, it is quite safely possible

to cut down the excess of air in cases where it is the inten-

tion merely to consider the efficiency of heat production.

In clay burning, the chemical condition of the atmosphere

is often most important, and all questions of fuel economy
must be considered as secondary to this. But it is possible

in the use of gas to limit the excess of air very much more
than with solid fuel, while still maintaining an oxydizing

fire and consequently there is less heat carried out as sensi-

ble heat of the waste gases, and so economy may come in

that way.

I would say that producer gas gives the greatest econ-

omy where it is produced very close to the scene of its use

and is brought to combustion without cooling ofi much, and

where the quality and kind of ware is such that the preva-

lence of a neutral and occasionally reducing atmosphere

will do no harm. Under these conditions, we could get a

high degree of economy with the producer.

4Cer



NOTE ON A SEMI-MUFFLE KILN.

BY

HERBERT A. WHEELER, E. M., St. Louis, Mo.

The note that I am about to give you is on a kiln that

has a patent tied to it, and consequently I want to bring for-

ward an important feature that concerns our publications

:

That is, that the society has nothing whatever to do with

endorsing or backing the opinions of its members. The

Council has taken this position from the beginning, and con-

sequently if any member thinks he has something better

than any one else, even if it has a patent tag tied to it, he is

at liberty to bring it here and have it discussed and criticised.

Notwithstanding some societies have taken a very

decided position on this matter and never allow private

interests or personal matters to come before them, so as to

avoid personalities and the possible utitilization of the time

and facilities of the organization to advance private inter-

ests, we have thought on the whole we would be benefited

more by letting patentees come forward with their new ideas,

if they were willing to take the chances of being vigorously

criticised and dissected.

The time required to ''soak'' the usual down-draft kiln

to obtain uniform results is especially annoying when the

plant is rushed on deliveries or is short of kiln capacity (the

usual condition of a growing plant), yet this expense and

loss in capacity must often be sustained to meet market

requirements.

There is also a decided risk of overburning and spoiling

the top of the kiln, in slowly trying to bring the bottom

up to the right temperature, while more frequently the

burner closes down the kiln prematurely, with underburned

goods on the bottom, rather than risk spoiling the top goods,

for from the nature of the problem in the usual down-
draught, the heated gases are brought to the top of the kiln,
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and after traveling down through from six to fifteen feet of

goods, they escape at the bottom after the temperature has

been greatly reduced by passing through the thick mass of

goods.

As raw or burned clays are very poor conductors of heat,

there must necessarily be a great difierence in the tempera-

ture between the goods at the top of the kiln, where the hot

gases first meet them, and the bottom goods where the gases

escape after doing their work.

This marked difference in temperature between the top

and bottom goods, which varies from 300 degrees to 800

degrees F. during the heating up of the kiln (depending on

the setting, depth of goods, and mode of burning, as well as

the kiln design), results in a very marked difference in the

color, hardness, strength, and value of the goods. To pre-

vent this great variation, it* is necessary to run the kiln so

slowly after the top goods have attained the correct temper-

ature as to carry this same degree of heat down to the bot-

tom, and yet prevent the top from getting overheated in

thus " soaking '' the kiln.

This requires patience and a delicate adjustment of fuel,

air, and dampers, that imposes a great responsibity on the

burner, and in consequence uniformly burned kilns are the

exception. For the average burner is not overburdened

with an excess of intelligence, nor has he usually had a

training that enables him to weigh and appreciate slight dif-

ferentiations. To bring uniform results safely within the

ability of the every day burner, and to reduce the time, labor,

and fuel that are necessary in "soaking to uniformity," as

well as to increase the capacity of the plant by carrying on

the burning and cooling more rapidly, the writer devised the

modification of the down-draught kiln shown in the sketch,

which he terms a " semi-mufiie kiln," as the lower portion is

practically a muffle.

In this (Wheeler's) semi-muffle kiln, the hot gases from

the fire-boxes, which in the sketch is shown as the dead-

bottom type, passes first under the floor of the kiln, before

it rises up through the bags or flash-wall, thence it passes

down from the crown through the ware, as in the usual
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down-draught kilns, to special port-holes or escape ducts in

the sides or ends of the kiln that are located some distance

above the floor. The location of these escape ducts will

depend on the details of the design, height of setting, etc.,

but will usually be from 30 to 40 per cent, of the height of

the bogs or flash-wall.

This divides the kiln into two portions, a lower or muffle

portion B, in which the ware is heated by convection or radi-

ation through the floor and sides of the kiln, and an upper

portion a, in which the ware is heated by direct contact with

the heated gases, as in the usual down-draught practice.

The portion A is really a down-draught kiln, and the por-

tion B is a muffle kiln, and the dividing line between these

two zones is regulated by the vertical location of the escape

ports.

By having the floor of the kiln of proper thickness, the

ware at the bottom has the same temperature as at the top

of the kiln, so that the bottom and top heat up uniformly

together, and the heat works from both the bottom and top

of the kiln towards the center, or to the zone of the escape

ports. Thus the maximum heat has to only work about

half way through the kiln to reach the coolest portion,

instead of through the entire thickness of the ware to the

bottom, as in the usual down-draught kiln.

Thus in this design is not only the bottom of the kiln

as hot as the top, with all economy of time, fuel, and reduced

losses that this means, but the time of running is materially

reduced by the bottom heat working upwards, and the

down-rushing hot gases carrying their heat downward until

at the horizon of the escape ports they respectively equalize.

This locating the escape ports from a third to half way
above the floor secures a marked saving in time and fuel,

in distinction from a kiln in Northern Ohio that locates them
on the floor level, to reheat the gases as they are about to

escape from the kiln.

The idea is applicable to either round or square kilns,

and by locating the escape ports in the side-wall, this idea

can be used on rectangular kilns of indefinite length.
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Either bags or flash walls can be used, as tile can carry the

flue across to the side-walls, if the latter system is used.

Only one fireplace is shown in the section, but the

transverse passage of the hot gases from the fires on each

side or end of the kiln alternately pass one another to the

opposite sides of the kiln in separate flues.

Any design of firebox may be employed, though on in-

ferior coal the writer has had excellent sucpess with the

type illustrated in the diagram.

Another great advantage of this underfloor system of

burning is the very much greater safety from checking and

firecracking the goods, as the long flues under the floor and

up the bags or flash-walls act as excellent safeguards in

avoiding sudden inrushes of either heat or cold. The solid

floor also saves the fouling of the flues from sand and

rubbish, and makes a smooth floor for trucking.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Edward Ortoti^ Jr. : I would like to ask

Professor Wheeler how long ago he instituted proceedings

for a patent on this kiln.

Professor Wheeler : About a year ago.

Professor Orton: I have used identically the same de-

vice. You will find in the publications of the National

Brick Manufacturers' Association, in the first annual report

of the Committee on Technical Investigation, a complete
drawing of a kiln which I have used for two years past, and
which embodies the same idea you have there.

Professor Wheeler : Well, the patent ofiice backs me
up. But the principle, of course, is nothing new whatever.

A similar kiln is used in Northern Ohio quite extensively.

Mr. Ellis Lovejoy : I would like to ask a question. A
great deal of ware is dried in kilns. Whatefl'ect, during the

drying stage, would this kiln have on ware below the ports

from which the gases are let off" ?

Professor Wheeler: I wouldn't expect the kiln to dry
ware as satisfactorily as where you have a constant draft, as

in the regular down-draft kiln for instance. This kiln was
used on dry ware.
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Mr. Lovejoy : I would like to ask Mr. Wheeler another

question. I am familiar with the Northern Ohio kiln, of

which he speaks, for we have been using one more than a

year. In that kiln, the floor is made of single bricks—2J

inches thick—laid rather loose. We burn dry press brick,

which are also dried in the kiln, and we have found this

floor very satisfactory for the drying, but in the burning,

we got too much heat in the bottom. How would you
construct a floor to obviate this overheating in the bottom?

and retain the drying advantage? W^ould you make it

thicker to avoid the one trouble, and slightly open to retain

the present benefits?

Professor Wheeler : If you are going to dry in the kiln,

of course it would be advantageous to leave the floor slightly

open ; there is no doubt of that. P^s regards to the thickness

of the floor, the Northern Ohio kiln has a very thin floor or

bottom ; I don't know on what this was based, but the first

kiln I built I made the floor considerably thicker, and the

bottom was still hotter than the top, though it is a matter of

local conditions as to what thickness of floor is necessary to

insure the top and bottom of the kiln having the same
temperature. We have found it necessary to make the floor

about nine inches thick, as, if we have it much thinner than

that, we get too much heat at the bottom, compared with

the top. We are after uniformity, and we want the heat

that comes up through the bottom to be the same as the

heat which reaches the top of the kiln, and when the thick-

ness of the bottom or floor is so adjusted as to secure this,

you obtain very uniform, even burns.

Mr. Lovejoy : Do you have any trouble in heating up
those flues ?

Professor Wheeler: We had some trouble with the

first brick used, though it was from a firm whose ware is

usually very satisfactory. But on getting a better grade of

brick we had no trouble.

Mr. Lovejoy: What is your temperature ?

Professor Wheeler : I don't think it exceeds twenty-

four or twenty-six hundred Fahrenheit.
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Professor Orion : Does any of the gas pass through the

bottom upwards? Is the bottom perfectly tight, and the

heating merely by conduction?

Professor Wheeler: I make it perfectly tight. As I

say, if we could afford it, we would not have anything else

but muffle kilns on the yard, but they are expensive to run,

expensive to build and maintain. I don't want any gases to

come up through from below ; there is no dust at all on the

bottom ware, and of course we can burn extremely sulphur-

ous coal without risk of scum or whitewash.

Professor Orion : About what proportion of the height

of setting is below the point where the gases are removed?

Professor Wheeler: That would depend somewhat on

the mode of setting and handling. It would be between

thirty and fifty per cent.

Professor Orion : The ducts, then, are a little below

the middle of the kiln ?

Professor Wheeler : Yes ; in almost all cases it would
be somewhat less than half height.

The Chair : Does the character of " semi-muffle '' de-

pend upon the solid bottom ? Do you call your kiln " semi-

muffle " because it has a solid bottom?

Professor Wheeler : Not at all.

The Chair: What other feature led you to call it

" semi-muffle? "

Professor Wheeler: Because with wares in which no
kiln drying is to be done, the lower part of the kiln is used
as a muffle.

The Chair : And your ducts are to prevent the pro-

ducts of combustion reaching the bottom of your kiln?

Professor Wheeler : Yes, sir.

The Chair : Heating the lower part by conduction ?

Professor Wheeler : Up to the level of the chimney
ducts.

The Chair : I would like to ask Professor Wheeler,
does he claim that the dust and obnoxious products of com-
bustion are introduced into the kiln in the start at the
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bottom and by this means he gets rid of them ? What I am
trying to get at are the advantages of the kiln constituting

the claims to being "semi-muffle."

Professor Wheeler : It is used for its cleanliness, due

to the fact that the flames are kept from actual contact with

the ware. From these ducts down, it is a muffle and free

from dust ; from there upward, everything is dust covered.

It has the advantage of not only arresting the heavy stuff on

the top ware, but in the innumerable small channels formed

by the setting of the ware, you there arrest the finer stuff;

what isn't stopped there goes up with your draft and you

have no trouble with dust on the material from there down-

wards.

Mr. H. B. Skeele : Have you had any trouble with the

flames coming through the bottom ?

Professor Wheeler: No ; the floor is so thick we do not

have that trouble.

Mr. Lovejoy: Is there any relation between the height

of the holes above the floor and the thickness of the floor?

I agree with your statement that different materials will

burn to a diSerent height from the bottom and will require

different thickness of floor, and our material I found needed

a floor five or six inches thick with the ports on the bottom.

You say you use a floor twelve inches thick; that seems ex-

cessive. Would having the port holes require a higher

heat?

Professor Wheeter : I am glad, indeed, to have had

that question asked. That very thickness to which Mr.

Lovejoy alludes (that I have to use twelve inches and he

uses six) shows the economy in putting the ports on the

sides. In putting the ports higher up, we have to make a

thicker bottom to prevent over-burning the ware.

Mr Lovejoy: Your soft zone is about fifty percent of

the height of the kiln : that is, you made the statement that

these ports were 30 to 50 percent above the floor, which is

12 inches thick. Add twelve inches, and it would be at least

fifty percent.
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Professor Wheeler: You misunderstood me. The
height of the ports is 30 to 50 per cent, of the height of the

ware.

Mr, Lovejoy: That lower half is heated from the bot-

tom ?

Professor Wheeler: Yes.

M. Lovejoy : And the Upper half is heated from the

top ?

Professor Wheeler: Yes.

Mr. Lovejoy: Our soft zone is 18 inches or two feet

from the bottom. With you, the heat is going through 12

inches of floor and up half of the ware by conduction, while

the convected heat comes down from the top to meet it. We
accomplish the same thing just as quickly, it seems to me, with

a thinner floor ; with us, the heat goes through the floor up-

wards and meets that coming downwards one-third of the way
above the bottom. Your thick bottom stores up heat for too

long a time, and hinders the heating of the ware downwards
by convection.

Professor Wheeler: Your soft zone is 18 inches to 2 feet

from the bottom : then your bottom heat is not doing much
good.

Professor Orion: It seems to me that the only differ-

ence between Prof. Wheeler's kiln and the ordinary down-
draft is the increased use of conduction as a means of heating

the wares with a corresponding reduction in the use of con-

vection. All down-draft kilns accomplish their ends by the

joint use of these two methods, but ordinarily use convection

principally and conduction to a smaller extent. I believe

that this fundamental conception of Prof. Wheeler's kiln is a

good one, and that for the burning of certain sorts of wares, it

will be found advantageous. But I do not believe that this

difference is so great as to justify a claim lor novelty in the

construction, or as to justify a patent being granted, or as to

enable a patent if granted to be defended before the courts,

for I see no single feature of this kiln which has not been in

public use for years, and as I have said, the combination of

these features has been made and used for at least one year

prior to Prof. Wheeler's application for letters patent.
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The muffle or semi-muffle feature I do not regard as of

any particular importance ; it is an attractive way of calling

attention to the merits of the kiln, which as I have said be-

fore, are undeniable for certain classes of wares.

But the real excellence of the kiln over other common
down-draft kilns will be found to depend on the principles

to which I have just called attention.

I found in my own work, that the gasses should be

taken out of the kiln at a point about one-third of the way
above the bottom, which was four inches thick, but of course

this distance will depend on the height of the setting, the

intensity of the draft and the kind of ware to be burnt, so

that in constructing a kiln of this sort no law can yet be laid

down as to the proportion of the ware which shall be burnt

by conduction.

Professor Wheeler: Your floor was four inches thick

?

Professor Orton : Yes.

Professor Wheeler : Didn't you find your bottom over-

heated ?

Professor Orton: No. With so small a kiln as my
little test kiln, it was only a few minutes work to change the

position of the outlet to the stack, and I varied the point of

escape up and down in order to locate the best point for my
conditions. With a thin bottom, of course the tendency

would be to drop the point of escape nearer to the floor.

The Chair : Gentlemen, we still have a few minutes,

if you are disposed to discuss this further. If not, if Pro-

fessor Wheeler desires, he may say a few words to close the

discussion.

Professor Wheeler: I have nothing further to say.
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BY

ELMER E. GORTON, Terra Cotta, Illinois.

Much has already been said of the cone system as a

means of gauging the condition of the ware in burning and

of determining the state to which the burning has been car-

ried ; and although this subject is one which was discussed

at some length at our meeting a year ago, and many points

were brought out, there still remain many others no doubt

which were omitted, and one which most of all seems a very

potent factor in the cone composition was entirely over-

looked without criticism.

The use of these cones is not restricted to any special

branch of ceramic manufacture, but is as applicable to a

brick or sewer pipe kiln as to a pottery kiln. The acknowl-

edged merit of this system of trials is shown by their exten-

sive use in the Fatherland and the constantly increasing use

in this country. There are several systems of trials on the

market, but for general use the cones offer the most econom-
ical and safest means of determining the condition of the

ware in burning. Like all other systems much has been
said pro and con regarding the use of the cones for measur-
ing high temperatures. And to be more explicit they should
be referred to as recording the result of temperature, for in

reality this is what they do rather than register any particu-

lar degree of heat. Duration of heat plays a very important
part in the burning of clay waie as well as the degree to

which the ware is subjected. Being composed ot a clay

base with additions of silica, feldspar, calcium carbonate and
oxide of iron, they naturally act as a clay when subjected to

the conditions of the kiln heat.

The criticism that since they are made up of fusible and
infusible materials, and if not very carefully and thoroughly
mixed are liable to give erratic and misleading results, and
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also that the accuracy of the results depends not only upon
the intimacy of the mixture, but upon the fineness of grain,

plasticity, diflference of crystallization, etc., has but little

weight to cause them to be set aside from practical use. If

the consumer is not in a position to manufacture his own
cones, the same can be purchased at a minimum cost from

responsible dealers and one is thereby assured of receiving

reliable cones which have been made from properly pre-

pared mixtures which have been standardized before being

marketed.

Exception has also been taken because they do not reg-

ister the same number of degrees apart throughout the

series. It is of no import to a manufacturer whether he

knows the temperature in degrees at which his work is

burned, nor whether there is twenty-nine degrees diflference

between cones nine and ten* and thirty-five degrees dijQference

between ten and eleven. The estimated temperature is only

approximate. So long as he is using a set of standardized

cones, and burns his kiln to the same cone each time under

like conditions it is immaterial to him whether the variation

in exact number of degrees is constant or not. Again it has

been stated that the whole principle upon which they are

founded is wrong, but since they are composed of a clay base

and act as a clay in burning, and since their use is endorsed

by prominent factories and prominent ceramists throughout

the country, who are using them, it would seem that the

principle was not so far out of line as might be inferred.

There is no fault with the principle. The principle is all

right, and it is the duty and privilege of ceramists to modify

these formulae and improve the system in general if it is

possible to do so, and the one great benefit to be derived

from a technical gathering of this kind is the freedom which

is oflfered to point out and criticise the weak points or de-

fects of any subject under consideration, and the more thor-

oughly this is done, the more eflfective will be the results

and just so much earlier shall we near perfection.

From later developments it has been questioned as to

whether Dr. Seger was right in assuming his No. 4 cone to

be the most fusible porcelain mixture. It is quite probable
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that he failed to use the most fusible porcelain mixture pos-

sible as a starting point, and nothing short of a few sys-

tematic experiments will prove or disprove the point at hand
;

—however this has no direct bearing on the adaptability of

the cone system.

One serious mistake however to which allusion has

already been made and which in the writer's opinion, Dr.

Seger made in formulating the cones Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and

which element was introduced by Dr. Cramer throughout

the series from 010 to 01 inclusive, was through the intro-

duction of sesquioxide of iron (Fe2 O3). This is the only

element which enters into the composition of cone mixtures

above the melting point of gold, which is capable of oxida-

tion or reduction. For use in certain places and under cer-

tain conditions, this might not be considered a serious defect

;

in other places the use of iron is highly objectionable. The
general idea that the low temperature cones which contain

so high a percentage of fluxes are more readily affected by

a sudden rise of temperature than those of the higher num-
bers where the percentage of fluxes becomes proportionately

less is undoubtedly true. From personal experience I can

state that on short burns either in a muffle or open kiln that

I have experienced no trouble with any irregularity with

either high or low numbered cones, but in using cones of

the Cramer series in large muffle (terra cotta) kilns the gen-

eral tenor is interrupted. The kilns are under fire for from

thirty-six to ninety-six hours, and the long time necessarily

required to reach Cramer 03 or Seger 1, together with the

fact that the heat is transmitted to both the ware and the

cones mainly by conduction and radiation, which necessarily

is slow, might exert a detrimental influence on the action of

the cones, but further investigation proved that the question

of time was not so objectionable a feature as was the pres-

ence of iron in the mixtures. These cones when used as

above stated, failed to act with the same regularity as when
conditions were more favorable. A hard tough skin would
form on the surface of the cones, and the inside would begin
to soften as the heat was advanced, and bubble and blister

and rather tend to squat and flatten out ; and if by chance
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one should bend and melt down in the usual way there was

no certainty that the apex of the cone was going to soften

first and gradually begin to bend at that point, but the bend

was more liable to occur one-half or two-thirds the way
down. These irregularities cause cones made from the

Cramer formulae to be unreliable for use under the above

stated conditions. If it is true, as held by some scientists,

that whenever iron does enter into combination that it does

so in the lower form of oxidation, as is the case in the black

core of brick when ferrous silicate is formed, and even if

under the most oxidizing conditions of the puddling furnace,

where a combination of iron occurs, it is due to a combina-

tion of iron in the ferrous condition, and even though the

cause of its union with some other element be traced to con-

tact with some element wh^ch would cause this reduction or

whatever the surrounding conditions may be, it cannot rea-

sonably be expected that a given quantity of Fcg O3, having

a molecular weight of one hundred and sixty, will exert the

same fluxing influence in a given mixture if an oxidizing

atmosphere is maintained, as would the same iron present

as 2 Fe O with a molecular weight of one hundred and forty-

four under alternating reducing and oxidizing or under thor-

oughly reducing conditions.

It is not the object of this brief review to try to over-

throw anything, but merely to point out what appears to

the writer to be a weak point in the composition of the

Cramer cones. In view of the foregoing, a series after the

following formulae were made up, maintaining the constant

acidity of four as in the Cramer series, with an introduction

of more boric acid at the expense of the silica and eliminat-

ing the Fe2 O3 from the formulae:

"^~
.7 CaO I ••' ^^-^' \ .20 B2O3

i 3.75 SiO^
"^~ " "

I
.25B,03

„„
J
3.70 SiO^

"^~' " " .30B,O,

04— 3.60 SiOa
.35B,0,
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0^ .7CaO [
-SAl.Oa

{ .40B,O,

06-
( 3.55 SiO^
I

.45B2O3

( 3.50 Si02
07- " '• 1 .50B,O3

Cones made from this series of mixtures gave none of

the troubles experienced in the use of cones containing iron.

01 above corresponds approximately to Cramer's 01 in the

scale of fusibility. Cones in which the increments of SiOg

and C2O3 would be .025 equivalents could readily be made,

instead of .050 equivalents as now used, if the market

demanded it. As our requirements were such as to not

necessitate a more complete investigation into the merits

of the point at issue, and did not call for the measurement

of temperatures lower than represented by the last formula

given above the matter was not carried further.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Edward Orton^ Jr.: I regret that Mr. Gorton

could not have been here to read his paper himself, as he

could have done it more justice than I was able to do. I

have received a letter from him, however, in which he stated

if it met the approval of the society, he would like to see a

committee appointed to do something toward remedying the

fault in the construction of the Seger cones series.

Mr. William D. Gates : I did not hear the first part of

the paper, but may state that the whole paper was the out-

growth of considerable difl&culty we had in the use of these

cones. The experience in our kilns with the red cones was

they would dry up, as Mr. Gorton said, and the edges and

the whole surface become leathery or hard. The bubbling

inside was very marked. Very often the bubbling would be

to the extent that the whole cone would swell up. It would
remain upright, until all at once it would go down and gen-

erally bend at the base. My recollection is that the bend
would begin fully one-half or one-third down, or more than

that, the upper part remaining perfectly stiff and hard. The
other cones substituted by Mr. Gorton acted very well, indeed.
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Under the formulae he has given, the mxtures act as the

Seger cones ought to do.

Mr. Ernest Mayer : I have never experienced the diffi-

culty referred to at all. I have had no trouble from cones

failing to come down evenly as they should do.

Mr. Gates: Your cones are higher in the series, for

measuring higher temperatures, are they not?

Mr. Mayer: Yes.

Professor Heinrich Ries : I sometimes find that cones

of the lower numbers blister or swell if heated quickly, but

the same cones if heated slowly will not do that at all.

Professor Ortoft: That is contrary to my experience.

The Cramer series has always worked nicely with me ; in

fact, none of my kiln-work is protracted over long enough

periods to cause the trouble Mr. Gorton refers to, but I have

seen the kilns in which Mr. t^orton does his work and have

verified the fact that the cones do act in that way under his

conditions.

Professor Ries: When I was in Berlin, I was talking

with Herr Cramer about the cones, and he admitted they

would do that on quick heating, but claimed he never found

this difficulty to occur on slow heating.

Mr. H. B. Skeele: Were the cones Mr. Gorton used

imported or of your manufacture?

Professor Orion : I think the ones he first used in his

investigations were made by me, but whether he tried the

German cones later, I do not know. Mr. Gates will know.

Mr. Gates: I am not sure. I think he had some of

your cones, and some he made himself.

Mr. Skeele: It seems to me in discussing this it should

be stated what cones are meant. We have used Professor

Orton's cones and never had any trouble.

Mr. Gates: Ours are not heated rapidly ; our heat rises

very slowly and is radiated heat entirely, as we use muffle

kilns, in which the combustion gases do not pass through

the ware.

Professor Orton: I think the peculiarity Mr. Gorton

alludes to is something inherent in the lower cone series,

5Cer
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and is caused by the use of oxide of iron. Whether it hap-

pened to be cones of my manufacture that failed, or those

from the German factory, I think is immaterial. Mr. Skeele

says he has used certain numbers of mine with success, but I

infer that his kilns do not present the same conditions that

Mr. Gorton experienced, or he would have had the same

trouble.

Mr. Stanley G. Burt: As far as blistering goes, I ex-

perimented with the lower cones, doing my testing in a little

gas kiln, and I found that if you fire at all fast, you are very

apt to vitrify the surface of the cone, thus closing the pores,

and if fired fast enough so as to close these pores, the cone

will swell up like a soap bubble, as big as your fist. The
gases cannot escape, and the cone is bound to expand to

contain them. It is very apt to do this, as Mr. Gates has

said, not regularly all the way down, but by swelling at the

base and falling over as a stick would. I never attributed

this fault to the iron used in the composition.

Mr. Adoiph F. Hottinger : I have never made use of

the Seger cones in a large kiln except in the case I men-

tioned in a previous discussion. My theory is that the lower

cones are afifected by sulphur fumes in the kiln, which tend

to carry away some of the boracic acid, leaving the exterior of

the cone deficient in flux and the interior with the normal

proportion of flux, so that when it reached a certain temper-

ature it was apt to drop in this stiff" and irregular way.

Mr. Mayer : The only experience I have had with the

lower numbers of Seger cones was with a box I got of Pro-

fessor Orton to take to England. I used them there for the

purpose of getting the temperatures of the English glost

kilns. All I put in worked very nicely ; couldn't be better.

I got accurate records and found no hitch in any way. They
worked very satisfactorily and worked in exactly the same

way the higher numbers work. I had them in a great many
kilns over there and they were all the same. I have never

used them on my own place, though.

Mr. A. D. Frost: I have never used cones below No. 1.

All I have had came from Professor Orton, and except for a
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short time just after I began to use the cones, they have

always been very satisfactory, indeed.

Professor Orton : I would like to inquire of Mr. Burt

what he thinks of Mr. Hottinger's theory ?

Mr. Burt: I would like, in turn, to refer it to Dr. Zim-

mer. I think he is the best able to give us the chemistry

of it.

Dr. Zimyner : I didn't quite understand Mr. Hottinger's

point about the effect of sulphuric acid.

Mr. Hottinger: I started to make cones for my own
purpose and from my own mixtures. As a starting point, I

was trying to make an alkaline glaze to burn in a muffle

kiln. I iound I never could get a strictly alkaline glaze

without lead. To remedy that, the idea stuck me to use the

formulae for Seger cones. We burn between cone 02 and 03. I

took the mixture for cone 03 and started to use it for a glaze,

but never got satisfactory results because the glaze would

not vitrify ; there was apparently no borax in the mixture.

I found, on investigating the kiln gases, sulphuric acid

derived from pyrites in the clay, and decided that was the

reason for the glaze not maturing. We fire in 36 to 48 hours

in a muffle kiln, where the gases haven't a chance to escape.

It is different from burning in an open kiln where the gases

escape freely.

Professor Orton: If I understand Mr. Hottinger cor-

rectly, he has taken a glaze, having a composition identical

with one of the cones which Mr. Gorton says do not melt

properly, and he has fired it in a kiln similar to the one in

which Mr. Gorton has had his difficulty with the cones, and

he finds on drawing the glaze from this kiln, that it is dull

and dead. He takes the same glaze, and fires it in a small

kiln, where the kiln gases are flowing rapidly through the

kiln, without offering any opportunity for accumulation or

for long continued action of SO3. From this little kiln, the

same glaze applied to the same body, comes out bright and

clean. If this phenomenon will act on the glaze, why not

on the cone made from the same mixture ? I have witnessed

the peculiar behavior of the cones I shipped to Mr. Gorton.

He has used the proper term in describing their appearance
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when he called them " dried up.'' They seem to shrink in

size, and get as hard as a bone on the small extremity ; the

base of the cone appears to swell up and get strongly vesic-

ular.

In the past year, he has attributed this peculiarity to

the segregation of the fritted ingredients of the cones. The

fritt itself melts originally at a low temperature. The frit-

ted compound melts easier after it is once fritted than in

the operation of fritting, because after fritting it is a com-

pound, not a mixture. By itself, it melts at a temperature

much below cone 010, and in a long burn, it would tend to

soften, molecule by molecule, and drain downwards towards

the base of the cone, leaving the more infusible oxide of iron,

clay and feldspar by themselves as a spongy framework for

the upper part of the cone. We know that the liquation of

gold and platinum may occur from a perfect alloy of the two

metals and it does not seem unreasonable to me, that the

boracic acid fritt used in the Cramer cones might liquate out

in a similar way. The swelling at the bottom, and shrinking

and hardening at the top, bear out that theory.

I am interested in Mr. Hottinger's notion in this matter

;

the idea is novel with me, and it seems an ingenious line of

explanation on this point. But there is one fact which Mr.

Gorton has brought out, which seemes to me to stand in the

way of accepting it as a solution of the trouble, viz : When
iron is left out of the mixture and the boracic acid fritt is

increased slightly to make up for it, the cones no longer give

trouble, though burned in the same muffle kiln and in the

same dead atmosphere, reeking with the same SO3 gas. If the

expulsion of B2O3 by SO3 were the cause of the cone failing

to fuse, the new cone should act worse than the old, which

is contrary to the facts. If iron is the cause of the old cones

giving trouble, its removal should assist in the regularity of

the fusion, which agrees with the experience of Mr. Gorton.

I am free to confess that I think the weight of the evidence

is on Mr. Gorton's side of this argument.

However, I think Mr. Hottinger has touched on a very

important and interesting field and I hope he will work it

out thoroughly now that he has begun it. The presence of
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sulphuric acid in the kiln gases is general in all clay indus-

tries, but its influence is by no means well understood, and

it is entirely possible that it may be a contributory cause of

this difficulty with the Cramer cones, though I do not think

it can be the whole cause.

Mr. Hottmger : It might be well to mention that the

conditions under which the firing was carried on were

strictly oxidizing, so that the iron would not have much in-

fluence one way or the other.

Professor Orion: How do you interpret the fact that

these cones do melt perfectly and come down in proper posi-

tion when the iron is withdrawn from the mixture ?

Mr. Hottinger : I can't say as to that ; all I am certain

of is that boracic acid is carried oflf by exposure to SO3. I

am quite positive of that (act, as I have proved it by exper-

iment and analysis. But I cannot connect the two.

Professor Wheeler : I see the President shakes his head

in this direction, so I suppose he expects me to sing another

funeral dirge on Seger cones. It is certainly a very serious

error to use the iron-bearing cones in all kinds of kilns.

For there is a marked diflerence whether the iron cones are

introduced into an oxidizing or reducing atmosphere, and

the results would certainly be very different. How much
they would vary between the ferrous condition in a reducing

atmosphere and the ferric state in an oxidizing kiln I can-

not say at present, possibly 200° F, but it would be very

marked. The position I took last year I still maintain, to-

wit : That while the Seger cone is very valuable as a step-

ping stone, this society ought to encourage a thoroughly

reliable instrument like the LeChatelier pyrometer, as the

first cost is justified by the reliability of the results.

But the serious errors that are likely to arise from the use

of iron oxide in Seger cones can be remedied by using cryolite

or other forms of fluorine, as all possible sources of error should

be eliminated if possible. I cannot agree with Mr. Gorton

as to the lack of influence of fineness of the clay, and the

quality of the raw material used. But these difficulties can

be eliminated, when we recall the few pounds of raw material

used in the ceramic world for Seger cones, by the use of the
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best, and above all, of thoroughly uniform material, and mix-

ing it thoroughly— at least as thoroughly and completely as

it is possible to mix dry substances. By taking the precau-

tions Mr. Mayer told us about last year, we can very largely

and perhaps entirely eliminate that serious trouble which

Professor Orton tells us about when he talks of liquation.

I think Mr. Gorton has made a valuable suggestion, and

I hope it will be followed up, so that these iron cone series

will have the oxide of iron replaced by a flux that is not

affected by the condition of the atmosphere of the kiln.

Later on I hope the society will advocate the LeChat-

elier pyrometer, or some other instrument, that is more
reliable and delicate than the Seger cones.

Professor Orton: I would like to ask, as a matter of

information, how many of the members have Chatelier pyro-

meters?

(Response in affirmative by Mr. Burt, Mr. Gates, Dr.

Zimmer, Prof. Wheeler and several others.)

Mr. Edward F. Stover : Do you mean how many have

instruments, or how many are actually firing by it ?

Professor Orton: I want first to know how many pres-

ent possess Chatelier pyrometers. I see that six or seven

instruments are represented. I now desire to ask how many
of the six or seven gentlemen who have Chatelier pyrome-
ters, regularly use the pyrometer in determining the finish-

ing point of their kilns? (Notes responses.)

Mr. Fisk: The Grueby Faience Co. use it.

Professor Orton: Now I want to ask these same six or

seven gentlemen, how many of them use cones in determin-
ing the finishing point of the kiln ? (Notes responses.) I see

that of those present who own Chatelier pyrometers, all but
one are actually using the cones to determine the finishing

point of their wares. It seems that this ought to be a rather

conclusive answer to the remarks of Professor Wheeler, made
a year ago and repeated just now. Those who have both
methods available, still prefer the cones to tell the finishing

point of the kiln.

Professor Wheeler: They have the LeChatelier to check
up each new batch of cones.
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Professor Orton: You are mistaken. They don't use

the cones in that way. The use of the pyrometer is in giving

us an idea of the progress of the burn ; the rate at which the

temperature increases or decreases ; it tells us the fluctua-

tions of temperature. But, I don't believe that anything is

likely to replace the cone in the final determination of the fin-

ish of the burn ; because it measures like with like. The clay

ware is vitrified by the same laws that the cone is vitrified.

When the cone gives its warning, it tells you of work done

by the heat, while the pyrometer only tells of the tempera-

ture and nothing of its efiect on the ware. I esteem both

methods in their place, but I do not regard them as equiv-

alent or as suited for the same purpose.

Mr. Gates: The difficulty of applying the Chatelier

pyrometer all around the kiln, and the cost of each breakage

is such that we have not used it as much as we otherwise

would ; I really must confess that we burn our kilns by all

three methods — trials, pyrometer and cones : my impres-

sion is the burner still banks on his trials.

Mr. Burt: To get back to the cone question again, I

do not feel that the trouble is due in large part to the vola-

tilization of the boracic acid. I suggest as an experiment to

take calcium sulphate, and iron as a sulphate, and make up

a cone using these sources of lime and iron and put the cone

into the kiln, under the conditions under which the ordinary

cone comes out well, and see if that cone would not come
out badly. This would then indicate that it is a saturation

of the sulphur and not volatilization of the boracic acid.

The great advantage of the pyrometer is in heat soak-

ing. After the cones have gone down, you are helpless, as

far as telling whether the heat is rising or falling. But the

pyrometer will tell you whether you are soaking or going

backward or ahead, or where you are. In that regard it is

very valuable, but I think that it will never displace the

cones.

The Chair : Mr. Gorton has suggested that a commit-

tee should be appointed to investigate the matter of irregu-

larities in the behavior of the lower numbers of cones.
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Mr. Stover : I would like to make that as a motion.

(Seconded by Mr. Gates.)

Professor Orton: I want to say in regard to this motion,

without at all trying to diminish the enthusiasm of the soci-

ety from taking up work, that I think there is danger of

setting a bad precedent in referring matters of this sort to

committees. It should be the function of the society to stimu-

late tndiviaual work. When a man gets an idea here, he

should take it home and work it out and bring in his con-

tribution to the society at its next meeting. I hope Mr.

Hottinger will appoint himself a committee of one to sub-

stantiate the truth of this theory of the action of vSOs in rob-

bing cones and glazes of their boric acid and thus preventing

their proper fluxing. I think each one of us who is inter-

ested is very apt to go home and get light by himself. But

trying to settle scientific problems by committee action, I

think is hardly the way for a society like ours to work.

Mr. Stover: If the Chair appoints a good sized com-

mittee to undertake that investigation, and each man makes

it his business to take up the matter, we will have a report

next year. Members are apt to feel that what is everybody's

business is nobody's business, and if a committee is not ap-

pointed we might not have any results next year.

Mr. Ellis Lovejoy: It seems the advantage of a com-

mittee would lie in the fact that they would correspond with

each other during the year and thus arrive at conclusions at

the end of one year which it might take several years to

reach by individual effort. During the year, correspondence

between the members of the committee would bring out

these points which otherwise would not come up until the

next meeting.

Mr. Gates: I think the appointment of a committee
should not hinder individual action in the meantime, and
the report of the committee would bring up the subject at

the next meeting. I think we should be moderate in mak-
ing changes in established formulae. I think this would
bring out good work on the part of the committee and in

the meantime each one interested could make experiments
and we could have a good discussion of it next meeting.
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(Motion put to vote and carried.)

Mr. Skeele : I would like to inquire from a strictly non-

scientific-associate-membership basis, whetlier it is right to

call all cones " Seger cones?'' I hear them spoken of as

Standard cones and Orton cones, etc. Why is it not best to

call them pyrometric cones?

Professor Orton: I hope no one will ever apply my
name to the cone system in any way, because Dr. Seger de-

serves all the glory which there is in having brought us this

most convenient system. My cones are labeled "Standard

pyrometric cones.'' I have hesitated to print the term
'' Seger cones " on my output because the German cone

makers who were partners of Dr. Seger's and who are now
making and selling his cones, might feel that I was attempt-

ing to cut under or defraud them. I have made no secret of

the fact that I use the formuke of Dr. Seger as nearly as possi-

ble, and Ijhave perpetuated what I think are several errors in

the original formulae, rather than introduce new systems to

still further complicate the subject. I think the name " Seger

cones " should apply to this method for the determination of

the finishing of kiln-firing, even if, from time to time, it is

found advisable to change the formulae in minor respects.

The name "Seger cone" will then become a sort of mon-

ument to that preeminent man, who must always be recog-

nized as the first scientific ceramist of all history.



NOTES ON FLASHING.

BY

ALBERT V. BLEININGER, Columbus, Ohio.

The subject of flashing represents a peculiar phase of

the front brick industry and as such has received considera-

ble attention from the practical side. By the term flashing,

is understood the superficial coloring effect produced by

subjecting a light-burning clay to reducing kiln conditions,

either during the entire burn or only during the last stage of

the firing, and allowing the kiln to cool in the usual manner.

The surface color thus obtained varies from a light gold to a

rich reddish-brown, and at the present time is a very much
desired color-effect. Some works use the same clay for man-

ufacturing both buff and flashed brick by burning the first

in an oxidizing, the second kind in a reducing atmosphere.

In the past year the writer spent some time at a brick

plant where flashing is done, and had occasion to do a little

work in connection with the burning, having in view

chiefly the practical side of the topic. He has not had the

time to attack the problem from the strictly scientific stand-

point, although the subject would prove a fruitful field of

research, not only as far as flashing is concerned, but also in

regard to the coloring effect of iron in general.

Flashing depends upon well known principles, the

formation of ferrous silicate and ferrous oxide and subsequent

partial oxidation to the red or ferric form. On closing the

kiln the brick are found to be of a light grayish color and on

the surface are covered with black specks and blotches of

fused ferrous silicate. During the cooling, however, the hot

oxygen of the air oxidizes the surface of the brick and pro-
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duces the characteristic coloring effect. This phenomenon
is well illustrated in the case of porcelain, which during the

latter part of the burning is exposed to reducing conditions.

The iron is, hence, in the lower state of oxidation, and since

it is finely divided, the color effect as a whole, does not inter-

fere with the white which is desired, provided the iron is

kept as much as possible in the ferrous state. If, however,

the porcelain is allowed to cool slowly, as is the case in con-

tinuous kilns, oxidation takes place and the ferric oxide

gives rise to the yellowish tint which makes the ware unsala-

ble.

To return to the subject of flashing, it will immediately

become evident that the degree of flashing is dependent upon
at least five factors:

1. Chemical composition of clay
;

(a) as a whole,

(b) as regards to amount and character of iron

present.

2. Physical condition of clay.

3. Temperature of burning.

4. Degree of reduction,

5. Rate of cooling as being equivalent to rate of oxida-
tion.

In regard to chemical composition of the clay it may be

said briefly that it must not contain so much iron as will

make it red burning under oxidizing conditions. A high

contents of flux other than iron is desirable, inasmuch as

in this way the point of vitrification is reduced and flashing

facilitated. It was found that upon adding to a No. 2 fire-clay

a small percentage of salt (^ per cent.) the flashing was

much more intense than with the unmixed clay. The same
effect was observed with a mixture of the clay and 2 per

cent, of finely ground blast-furnace slag. Although possess-

ing no conclusive proof, writer is inclined to think that

silicious clays, that is, clays rather high in free silica, are

much better suited for flashing than those low in silica and

aluminous clays.

The amount of iron and the chemical condition in which

it is present, whether as ferric oxide, or ferrous silicate, or
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concretionary iron, ferrous sulphide and ferrous carbonate,

is a factor of no mean consequence but whose entire influ-

ence has not yet been defined. The writer's experience in this

direction having been practically limited to one clay and
having made no synthetical experiments, he is not able ta

produce any conclusive data in this respect. But from the

fact that all of three clays known to be used for flashing

contain considerable quantities of iron soluble in acid, part

of it being unquestionably of concretionary origin, and that

some manufacturers of the East are compelled to add mag-
netite ores to their clays, low in uncombined iron, it seems

that it is necessary for such clays to contain some iron in an

unstable condition. The clays best suited for flashing seem

to be of the type of the No. 2 fire clays, containing ferrous

sulphide in the shape of small grains, such as are found in

the Hocking Valley of Ohio.

The physical condition of the clay has an obvious effect

in regard to coarse or fine grinding, since the first gives rise

to blotchy, the second to more even flashing effects. It is

also claimed that brick made by the stiff clay process

produce a better flash than those made by the dry press

method. This impression may be due to the fact that with

stiff clay brick, vitrification takes place easier than with the

dry pressed kind. Density affects flashing insomuch as

with dense bodies the flashing must be more superficial than

with porous ones.

Temperature of burning is of importance since the clay

must be brought to a certain heat, differing, of course, for every

material, at which the iron is ready to combine with the

silica. This union of iron and silica is hastened by the

presence of fluxes which draw the iron into the silicate at a

lower temperature than that required for the combination of

pure iron and silica. When first brought in contact with

flashing, the writer was of the impression that flashing was
essentially due to the presence of free ferrous oxide at the

close of the burning and subsequent oxidation and ferric

oxide, but all the facts tend to show that the iron is present

in the form of silicate. If it were simply a matter of oxida-

tion and reduction of the free oxide, flashed surfaces could be
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produced at low temperatures, which is not the case. Again

on treating the burned clay with acid the ferrous oxide

would dissolve out, which is likewise not the case. Besides

it does not seem probable that at the heats employed free

ferrous iron could exist side by side with the free silica of

silicious clays. It is a well known fact that the chemical

affinity between ferrous iron and silica is very much greater

than between ferric iron and silica. From this it would fol-

low naturally that the burning need not be carried to such a

high temperature, if by continuous reduction the iron is kept

in the ferrous state till it unites with the silica, as would be

the case if the burning is done under oxidizing conditions,

till at a high heat the iron finally combines with the silica

and on cooling is superficially oxidized. Of course, in the

case of large grains of iron, the presence of the ferrous oxide

or metallic iron could be ccTnceived. But as a whole the

writer thinks that we are dealing with ferrous silicate on a

basic modification. These considerations lead to two meth-

ods of flashing. In the first the heat is carried to a temper-

ature corresponding to the point of vitrification of the clay,

under oxidizing conditions, and a short period of reduction

just before closing the kiln.

In the second reduction is maintained throughout the

burn and a much lower temperature employed.

The rate of cooling evidently is of vital importance in

the production of the flashing eflect. A trial drawn from

the kiln at the close of the burn will show none of the

" flash," but after a short time, a second trial drawn from the

cooling kiln will bear strong evidences of oxidation till about

twelve hours after closing the kiln maximum oxidation is

reached.

The work done in connection with this subject involved

the use of a No. 2 fire clay, which when coming from the

clay mine is of a hard, rock-like nature, but slacks on expos-

ure to air, shows conchoidal fracture and grains of ferrous

sulphide disseminated throughout the clay. When burned

under oxidizing conditions to cone 4, it burns to a light,

though not white color. It corresponds to the following

chemical composition:
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SiOi 67.14%

Al^Os 19.74

Fe.Oa 2.46

CaO 53

MgO 71

KjO 2.80

NajO 43

H2O 7.01

101.02

Three kinds of data were collected.

First, in regard to the amounts of soluble and insoluble

iron in the green and burned clays.

Second, in regard to temperature of burning.

Third, in regard to degree of reduction.

The first point was attacked with a view of determining

whether the flash is due to the free iron oxide or to an iron

silicate. This point was not absolutely settled owing to lack

of time. In order to do this, it would be necessary to deter-

mine the amounts of FeO and Fe203, both soluble and

insoluble, which would require a large number of difiicult

analyses, since during the process of analysis it would be

necessary to exclude the air completely from the sample,

and to conduct the solution of the iron in an atmosphere of

carbonic acid. But nevertheless, it would be reasonable to

suppose that if on treating burned clay with acid, but little

iron goes into solution, the coloring efifect is chiefly due to

an insoluble iron compound, that is, an iron silicate, since

the free oxide goes into solution without much trouble. A
series of samples taken from the green clay, from brick

burned in an oxidizing and brick from a flash burn were
treated for three days with hot nitro hydrochloric acid. In

the same samples the total iron was also determined. The
samples from the burned brick were obtained by chipping

off thin flakes, representing as large an area of the surface

as possible. Three check determinations were made for

each sample, and the total iron was determined both by the

fusion and the hydrofluoric acid methods. Great care was
taken to grind the samples as fine as possible in an agate
mortar. The results are shown by the following figures

:
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Green

Clay.

Clay burned
under oxidiz-

ing firing

conditions.

Clay burned
under

flashing

conditions.

Total % FegOs 2.15 1.82 2.31

% Fe^Og Soluble

in acid.
.88 .20 .14

% FeaOs Soluble in

acid in terms of

total FcjOa
40.5 10.9 8.6

From these data it is seen that while in the green clay

40.5 per cent of the total iron is in the soluble condition, in

the burned clays the soluble iron amounts to only 10.9 and
8.6 per cent, respectively. This is equivalent to saying that

the iron in the burned clay is present as a silicate; the fact

that a little iron is dissolved being explained by remember-
ing that part of the iron occurs as ferrous sulphide in the

shape of grains, which if somewhat large are not easily taken

up into chemical combination and also that basic silicates may
be soluble in acids.

At the works where the writer had occasion to observe

the practice of flashing, it had formerly been the practice to

burn with an oxidizing fire to a high temperature, from

about cone 11 to cone 12, and then to cause reducing condi-

tions to take place during the last 5 or 6 hours of the burn.

But this mode of flashing was changed to tactics involving

lower temperatures and maintaining a reducing fire during

the entire period following water-smoking. This practice is

being followed now. In order to determine the tempera-

tures prevailing in the flash kiln, a small kiln holding about

6000 brick was made the subject of a pyrometric test. The
kiln was of the square, down-draft type with four flat grate

furnaces and a stack of 16"xl6" inside dimensions and about

35 feet height. A Chatelier pyrometer was used with two
couples, one placed in the kiln about two feet above the

middle of the kiln, and one into the flue leading from the
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kiln to the stack, but so close to the kiln that it practically

recorded the temperatures of the gases as they left the

former. With the assistance of students from the Ceramic

department of the Ohio State University, the temperatures of

kiln and stack were read every 15 minutes, the gases ana-

lyzed and the intensity of the draft recorded during the last

36 hours of the burn. The following table represents the

temperatures observed during the above length of time and

some time after closing the kiln :

No. of hours before closing. Temperature
in Kiln.

Temperature
in Flue.

Remarks.

32 1102°C
1060
1120
1142
1128
1120
1123
1128
1138
1137
1126
1162
1183
1190
1183
1186
1177
1102
1012

890°C
960
960
970
990
998
975

1010
1030
960
1030
1020
1035
1033
1060
1030
1040
945
880

30
28
26. .

24
22
20
18.

16
14.

12
10
8

6

4
2

Firing stopped.
Damper half closed.
Damper closed.

2 hours after closing
4 hours after closing

From these data it is seen that the maximum tempera-

ture is 1190° C. After the kiln was closed the temperature

fell very rapidly, showing a decrease of 165 degrees in four

hour's cooling. Readings of the kiln temperature were not

continued during the cooling since a mishap to the couple

had rendered the readings unreliable, but the flue readings

were made for some eight hours after the closing of the kiln.

However, it was evident that the kiln temperature had been
lowered at least to 850 degrees by the time the observations

were stopped, that is, from 1177 to 850 degrees. That the

cooling was so rapid is to some extent explained by the

small size of the kiln which rendered radiation an important
factor. The brick obtained from this kiln were somewhat
lighter in shade than the average kiln run, but still satis-
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factory. It is to be desired that further tests be made in

regard to the rate of cooling in connection with the drawing

of trial pieces. But from these and previous data it is

evident that the period of oxidation is confined to the first

twelve hours after closing the kiln, and that by handling the

dampers in a proper manner the degree of oxidation can be

regulated to a nicety.

For obtaining data in regard to the degree of reduction

it was decided to examine the kiln gases by means of the

Orsat apparatus, and to carry on the tests with two kilns,

both containing brick made from the same clay, but one

fired under oxidizing conditions in order to produce white

face brick, the other fired with a reducing kiln atmosphere

for flashed brick. The kilns upon which the tests were

carried out are large down-draft kilns of the Yates type.

Fireclay tubes were fitted airtight through holes in the

crown, extending into the kiln space to the length of about

eighteen inches. Samples of gas were drawn by means of

aspirators in the usual manner, and analyses were made as

rapidly as consistent with good results. During each burn

about 115 analyses were made with samples taken at difi"er-

ent periods of the burning, during firing, between fires,

before firing, before and after cleaning. It was fully realized

that the Orsat apparatus, that is, the style without the

arrangement for the anlaysis of hydrocarbon gases and

hydrogen cannot give strictly accurate results, owing to the

very fact that the contents of hydrogen and part of the

hydrocarbon gases are neglected, since everything absorbed

by the cuprous chloride solution is called CO, although

some of the CnHgn gases may have been absorbed also.

But since the gases of the higher series require more oxygen

for combustion, a noticeable error is introduced in calculating

the degree of reduction. This is especially true with the

kind of coal used at the brick plant, which has the following

composition by proximate analysis :

Moisture 3.81%
Volatile Combustible Matter 37.57 "

Fixed Carbon 46.48 "

Ash 12.14 ''

6Cer
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However, since the errors introduced are not of snch an

extent as to render the resultsquestionable, but simply cause

the firing conditions to appear more oxidizing than they

really are, the figures obtained can not be far from the truth.

In fact, the error can not well exceed 5 per cent. In place of

stating the bare analyses which do not at once give definite

values in regard to oxidation and reduction, the writer has

calculated the results in terms of the proportion of air intro-

duced. In this way the figures tell at a glance whether the

gas mixtures are oxidizing or reducing in character. Thus

100 per cent, of air represents theoretically ideal conditions

in which just enough air is present to consume all the com-

bustible gases forming COg; less than 100 per cent, of air

correspond to reducing conditions, showing a lack ofoxygen,

while more than 100 per cent, indicate excess of oxygen or

oxidizing conditions. For instance, if an analysis on calcu-

lation represents 90 per cent, of air, it tells us that the gases

are reducing to the extent of 10 per cent, of air; similarly 110

per cent, show an excess of air to the amount of 10 per cent.

In order to represent the firing conditions in the most con-

venient form for comparison, the writer has arranged a table

in which the percentages of air for the two burns are placed

side by side and so put together as to give a picture of a

stretch of six hour's firing, showing also maximum reduc-

tion. The firing at the plant in question is carried on with

great regularity and more than ordinary care. The thirty

minute rule is strictly enforced, that is, the kiln is fired every

thirty minutes with charges suited to the state of the fires.

From the data given in the table on page 83 the average

volume of air in the reducing burn is much lower than in the

oxidizing firing ; if the percentages were plotted as ordi-

nates, the curve representing the reducing firing would be

lower than that of the oxidizing burn, although crossing the

latter in several places. The maximum reduction shown
by the flash burn is 84 per cent., that is, 16 per cent, of air

is lacking for theoretically complete combustion, the highest

per cent, of air in the same burn is 216 per cent, which is

due to the cleaning of the grates. The lowest per cent, of

air in the oxidizing burn is 114 per cent., which comes dan-
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TABLE,

Showing percentages of air used for combustion in a regular oxydiz-

ing burn, and in a flash-brick burn. Calculated from analyses of

waste gases, made at 15-minute intervals for a period of six hours.

OxYDiziNG Burn For Buff Reducing Burn For Flash
Brick. Brick.

Times at which
Samples were

taken for

Analysis.
Percentage
of air used Condition of Fire

Percentage
of air used Condition of Fire

for when sample of for when sample of

Combustion gas was taken. Combustion gas was taken.

6.00 A. M. 118 Firing 138 Firing
6.15 131 Between Fires 168 Between Firing
6.30 114 Firing 157 Firing
6.45 144 Between Firing 172 Between Firing
7.00 125 Firing 115 Firing
7.15 146 Between Firing .... Cleaning Fires
7.30 175 Firing 216 Cleaning Fires
7.45 146 Firing Cleaning Fires
8.00 > • • • Cleaning Fires 115 Firing
8.15 474 Cleaning Fires 219 Between Fires
8.30 Cleaning Fires 110- Firing
8.45 *214 Firing 127 Between Fires
9.00 130 Firing 207 Firing
9.15 186 Between Fires 119 Between Fires
9.30 126 Firing 102 Firing
9.45 150 Between Fires 111 Between Firing

10.00 124 Firing 97 Firing
10.15 167 Between Fires 129 Between Firing
10.30 159 Firing 90 Firing
10.45 142 Between Fires 107 Between Firing
11.00 194 Firing 91.5 Firing
11.15 186 Between Fires 106 Between Firing
11.30 171 Firing 94 Firing
11.45 183 Between Fires 84 Between Firing
12.00 172 Firing 88 Firing

Averages 168.5 128.7

gerously near the safe limit, a fact which was confirmed by
the presence of slightly flashed brick in the kiin. For this

particular clay the per cent, of air should never fall below
120 per cent., since near this point the danger of reduction

is too close for the safest burning. It must be remembered
that although 100 per cent, stands for theoretically perfect

combustion, in practice with coal as fuel, the mixture of the

gases is not perfect and that while the required volume of

air may be there, it is not sufl&ciently mixed with the com-

bustible gases to be neutral in character.

The state of affairs is somewhat different in the reducing
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burn, inasmuch as the danger of having too much reduction

is not so near and as long as the iron is converted into the

silicate alternating oxidizing and reducing firing conditions

do not effect the final result.

In regard to the economic efficiency of the two modes of

firing, the flash burn has the better of it having an average

percentage of 13 per cent, of carbonic acid while the oxidiz-

ing burn shows only 10.8 per cent. This is already explained

by the greater volume of air which must be heated in the

latter case. Some idea may be had in regard to the fuel

consumption of our kilns by observing that in the oxidizing

burn 474 volumes of air pass through the kiln while the

grates are being cleaned, which takes place about four times

a day. But it must be realized that the burning done at this

plant is of an exceptionally high order, since the average

per cent, of air in industrial furnaces and kilns is 200.

Upon considering the information available pertaining

directly or indirectly to the subject of flashing, the writer

ventures to make the following general statements:

1. Flashing is assisted by the presence of fluxes like

lime and the alkalies.

2. In flashing the iron is chemically united with silica

to form a silicate insoluble in acid.

3. This combination may take place in two ways :

Either by means of high temperature and a short period

of reduction or by means of reducing conditions maintained

throughout the burn at a lower temperature.

4. Reduction equal to 80 per cent, of air appears to be

sufficient for all practical purposes.

5. The longer the period of cooling from the maximum
temperature down to approximately 700 degrees C, the

darker will the flash color become under given conditions.

6. By means of dampers the degree of reduction as

well as the rate of cooling may be regulated to suit all prac-

tical requirements.

It is necessary for the better understanding of the subject

that the following topics be thoroughly investigated

:
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1. Determination of ferrous and ferric oxide in sam-
ples of both buflf and flashed clay wares.

2. Observation of eflfects produced by introducing into

a white burning clay, containing but little iron itself, differ-

ent quantities of metallic iron, ferrous and ferric oxide and
iron silicate in various degrees of fineness from the powdered
state to the size of grains. By means of colorless fluxes the

point of vitrification can be lowered so as to come within the

range of the usual kiln temperatures.

3. Observation of the rate of cooling in connection

with a series of trials.

In conclusion the writer wishes to acknowledge his in-

debtedness to Mr. W. D. Richardson for privileges granted

at the works of the Ohio Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany, and to Prof. Edward Ofton, Jr., for the use of the

pyrometer and apparatus.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. J. Parker B. Ftske : I am sure all will agree with

me that it is very difficult to discuss such a paper as this

without sitting down and studying it for many hours in ad-

vance, because it is so full of data and new points. I feel

now entirely unprepared to discuss these points intelligently.

The conclusions which Mr. Bleininger has reached agree

with the general conclusions I reached in my experiments,

with the exception of that in regard to ferrous silicate. That
is a new proposition to me. I never thought of that feature,

though Mr. Bleininger has gone into it so thoroughly that I

have no doubt that he is right about it. The five conditions

mentioned by Mr. Bleininger as necessary in order to obtain

flashing, are. certainly, I think, the same which everyone

who has had experience with flashed brick must have ob-

served— the chemical composition of the flame, the phys-

ical structure, the temperature, degree of reduction and rate

of cooling— every one has a radical and important effect

upon the flashing.

Speaking of the physical composition, you have proba-

bly all noticed the difference between the flashing obtained
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on a dry pressed brick and a mud brick. Mr. Bleininger

brought that out, and I am sure I agree with him. Most

dry pressed brick do not have that lively, .
brilliant color

which the mud brick has. Exactly why that this is true is

difficult to say.

The temperature, has of course, a very vital etfect upon

the degree of flash; not that the flashing is performed by the

heat, but a certain temperature is necessary to bring the

ferrous oxide into that condition where it is ready to absorb

further oxygen or to combine with silica, or to form further

chemical combinations. Whether it is the ferric oxide or

the ferric silicate which produces the effect, it is not possi-

ble to get the flash until you get to a certain temperature.

Mr. Bleininger raised the question of introducing me-

tallic iron or metallic oxides into clays, which in their

native state are practically free from these ingredients. I

had some experience along this line. We took a clay, white

burning, which was flashed with only the greatest difficulty

and even then only slightly and by introducing magnetic

iron (Fe304) — I think that is the formula— either in the

powdered or granular state, the most beautiful flash could be

obtained. In fact, the mottled brick which I showed at the

meeting last year are made from this mixture. It not only

has a spot in it but has a rich old-gold background. These
are made of the clay which burns almost white, and we use

the same clay for making white brick and for making flashed

old-gold or mottled brick, the diffierence being that in the

latter case we introduced the magnetic oxide of iron in the

granular state, and the effect is rather peculiar in the way
the flashing spreads from the spot. The brick is not white
with black or brown spots, but the whole surface seems to

be covered with a beautilul rich flash which suggests the

possibility that the oxide may be volatilized and spread over

the surface, for in some other way it does become spread over

the entire surface of the brick. Of course this is rather an
expensive way to produce flashed brick compared with using

clay with the iron in it, but you can control the product
much better.
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Professor Wheeler: Do you use that in the form of iron

ore?

Mr. Fisk: Yes, magnetic iron ore, crushed through a

crusher, screened and mixed in definite proportions to the

clay.

Dr. Ries: Does that give better results ?

Mr. Fisk: I cannot say as I have had no experience

with other things. We obtained this cheaply and used it.

The rate of cooling has been referred to as an important

feature in flashing, and I think that is true. I made no

further tests since last year as we are unfortunate in having

our factory destroyed by fire during the year and I had no

opportunity to experiment further. But my experience was

that the rate of cooling in connection with other factors, is

an important point. Mr. Bleininger stated one case where

the kiln was cooled quickly and there was only a light flash.

If you cool too quickly, the iron doesn't have time to take on

oxygen enough to obtain the ferric state. The ferrous oxide

fails to take on the necessary oxygen.

The converse of this question of flashing is the question

of bleaching. It is perfectly possible to take a fine sample

of old gold brick and bleach it. I had an experience of this

kind where the color of the burned brick put into the kiln

was a handsome flash and it came out a dirty lemon color.

It seems the composition of the ferric oxide or silicate, or

whatever it may be, is very critical at a high temperature

and when you get the oxide at that high temperature you

can either add more oxygen to it or take away
;
you can

produce a dark flash or bleach it out.

Mr. Willard D. Richardson: I did not hear all of the

paper, but of course I can imagine some things in it from

the fact stated there that Mr. Bleininger performed most of

his experiments at our works. I,believe the method he has

described, if followed for a considerable time would result in

real benefit to those who are flashing brick. The only

uncertainty comes from the experiments not having been

continued for a long enough time in that careful way. Still

we have learned a great deal which was not previously

known. It is quite wonderful to me sometimes, when I
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think that though we have been flashing brick there for three

years, how many things there are about it we do not know, and

we are constantly learning something. We are in that period

now, where we are making changes in kilns, etc., for the

purpose of getting more information. Flashed brick have

come into favor only in the last few years, but as they have

exceptional merit by reason of the permanency of their colors,

I think their use will increase. In fact, I sometimes think

the day will come when we will burn all our brick on the

flat side and by proper firing produce colors we can not

obtain by facing the brick. The only difiiculty is that in

this way we get a greater variety of shades than by facing

them ; but it is a question whether that variety of shade is

such a detriment. What has made such a success of flashed

brick in the last few years is the change in the minds of the

architects in regard to uniformity of color in the face of the

brick. Those most aesthetic, have come to demand the

variegated colors the fire has produced on the brick in the

kiln. An additional merit of flashed brick is that the face

of the brick, even if made by the dry press process, is almost

impervious,—the only way we can produce a practically

impervious face by the dry press process. The producing

at will, not the iron spots that designate the Pompeiian

brick—that of course we cannot produce at will unless we
have the iron in the clay in the form of grains,—but the

peculiar golden or bronze colors that are so much admired,

is the question we are studying. With the same clay, which

contains grains of pyrites, we make either a white or cream

brick or the iron-mottled old gold brick, by the difference in the

method of burning. We aim for a bright golden color, and,

as Mr. Fiske stated, the dry press process will produce a

richer color than the mud process.

Mr. Ellis Lovejoy : How not to get flashed bricks is

the question with us, and we will be greatly pleased when
Mr. Bleininger solves the question ofhow to get them, so that

we may apply the proper remedy to avoid getting them.

Our study of the question has been largely from a

practical standpoint, and our analytical work has been too

desultory to be of much value.
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Our kilns were originally constructed with single fur-

naces, similar to those upon which Mr. Bleininger has been

experimenting, and also our firing was every thirty minutes.

We were greatly troubled with flashed bricks in the top of

the kilns and near the bag walls. We found that we lessened

the trouble by keeping the furnace doors open a little, and

in repairing the furnaces, we set all of the doors about two

inches above the door plates, to insure the entrance of air

over the fires. We next changed our furnaces to double

furnaces, but retained the single bags, and also made better

arrangements for the admission of air over the fires.

These furnaces were fired alternately, every fifteen to

twenty minutes,—light and frequent firing, keeping the bed

of coals shallow and level was our method. We got much
less flashing in this way, but we still had enough of it to

wish for something better.

All our efforts have been to produce a continuously

oxydizing flame, and with every gain in that direction, our

results improved.

We have no analysis of the gases from the single fur-

naces, but from the double furnaces, we found from 110 per

cent, to 120 per cent, of air just after firing, and from 170 per

cent, to 180 per cent, just before firing. Our analyses are

too few to warrant any conclusion, but we are inclined to

think that we always had an oxydizing flame, except twice

a day,—^just after clinkering when the furnaces were filled

with fresh fuel. The gases for our analyses were taken from

the top of the kilns, which are of the down-draft type, and,

notwithstanding the excess of air, there was always present

a small percentage of CO, showing that the combustion was
not complete when the gases came in contact with the bricks.

In our continuous kilns, where we have from 200 per

cent, to 300 per cent, of air, which enters the kiln highly

heated and passes both through and over the fuel, insuring

perfect combustion before reaching the bricks, we never get

any flashing.

Last Fall we began using natural gas. We were confi-

dent that with it, we would never have any trouble with

flashing, but in this we have been very much disappointed.
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Our first burns were made with ^' burners in five inch

mixers, and showed no flashing, but we had trouble in getting

heat enough to finish our burns. We enlarged the burners

to y, and in some instances to ^j"- Some of the results

with these burners exceeded all our experience in flashing.

We had found in our coal firing that protection from the

flame prevented the flashing, but in some of the later gas

fired kilns, the bricks in saggars were as badly flashed as

those exposed to the flame.

We have two small kilns, alike in structure, except that

one has our regular double furnaces, with ^" burners in

each, while the other has single furnaces with three ^"
burners in each. In the former, we have never had any

flashed bricks, while in the other, with a single exception,

every burn has been flashed. One burn was flashed beyond

anything we had ever seen on our yard. This burn was

started with the regular -^' burners, but we were afraid of

flashing the kiln with them, and changed them to ^" burn-

ers. With the ^" burners we had from 120 per cent, to 135

per cent, of air, but at the same time we found from -f^ per

cent, to ^ per cent, of CO.

With the gV burners we had nearly 250 per cent, of air,

and still a little CO.

We could not keep the heat up with the latter burners,

and had to take them out, and put in the larger burners.

When we put on the larger burners again, we took out the

two inch pipe which conducts the mixed gas and air from

the mixer to the furnaces, and put in its place a four inch

pipe, set in such a way that the gas and air from the mixer

would take additional air as it entered this pipe—in short a

double mixer.

Whether the idea is feasible or not, it certainly did not

work in this instance, for the gas burned tn the pipe instead

at the end^ which probably created a back pressure, and cut

off" some of the air which might have entered through the

mixer. Analyses of the gases of these burners showed 122

per cent, of air, and slightly less CO than with the regular

^V' burners and pipe. Such contradictory showings of the
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gases, led us to put the big tubes with -^" burners on a small

test kiln, for a series of tests, and our results were as follows:

1. With dampers wide open,—1.3 per cent. CO and

101 per cent. air.

2. With dampers half closed, but no back pressure, 3.1

per cent. CO and 106 per cent. air.

3. With dampers three-fourths closed, giving back

pressure, 7.4 per cent. CO and 91 percent, air.

These analyses show that in our flashed kiln, with

varying conditions of draft, we must have been dangerously

near the 100 per cent, air limit, and at times we may have

had a strongly reducing gas. The next burn in this kiln was

made with the regular gV burners, but we took every

precaution to keep the kiln free from reducing gases so far

as it was possible to do so with the dampers; we kept the

mixers wide open, and also kept holes around the pipes open,

—in short, we used all the air we could get, and there was

not a flashed brick in the kiln

In another instance, we had two large kilns filled with

the same material, including moulded bricks, set in the same

way, and the kilns were under fire at the same time. Our
record shows that both kilns were burned under as nearly

the same conditions as it would be possible, except that one

one of them had -^" burners and the other -^"

.

The air from the gases of the ^" burner was under 120

per cent., ranging from 110 per cent, to 118 per cent., while

the 3^" burners showed about 140 per cent, of air.

The former was badly flashed in the top while there was

not a single flashed brick in the latter.

We continued the examination of the gases in the test

kiln, under varying conditions. We have already shown the

effect of closing the dampers, and we determined roughly,

the limit beyond which we must not close them. We also

tested the gases from large and small burners ; mixers open

and closed ; holes around the pipes entering the furnaces

open and closed ; and finally the effect of varying pressure

in the gas main. Except the latter, the effect of these differ-

ent conditions is readily surmised. Regarding the latter,

the question we wish to determine is, whether we shall use
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a low pressure with a large burner, or a high pressure with

a small burner. We are still at work upon this, and can

only say at this time that changing the pressure from 10

ounces to 5 ounces, increased the air from 110 percent, te

150 per cent., showing that the increase of the force with

which gas is thrown into the mixer does not correspondingly

increase the quantity of air.

In conclusion, our work shows that a strongly oxydizing

flame, as in our continuous kilns, will not flash ; that flash-

ing will occur in a flame in which there is an excess of air,

but the tendency is greater the lower this excess.



THE ORIGIN OF KAOLIN.

BY

HEINEICH EIES, Ph.D., Ithaca, N. Y.

While the notes presented in this paper belong strictly

speaking to the province of economic geology, at the same
time they may have some interest to the ceramic chemist,

partly because he at one time or another has to deal with the

clay deposits, and also because they have some bearing on
the rational composition of clays.

In the first place it may be well to define in what sense

the term kaolin is used in the present paper. By kaolin, I

refer to those clays which are residual in their nature, and
which burn to a sufficiently white color to be used in the

manufacture of white earthenware. It may of course be
suggested that there will be difiiculty in drawing a line

between white burning clays and those which do not burn
white, and yet this is not a very difficult or serious matter

perhaps, for such clays usually result from the decomposition

of highly feldspathic rock, which commonly carries little or

no iron-bearing minerals.

Kaolin may be formed in two different ways.

In most cases it has been derived from the decomposition

of a highly feldspathic rock, such as a vein of feldspar, or at

times pegmatite, or again granite, the decomposition being

due to surface agencies, involving the common processes of

weathering. The surface waters containing carbonic dioxide

in solution slowly percolate downward through the rock,

attacking the feldspar and converting it into soluble car-

bonates, free silica, and hydrated silicate of alumina, or

kaolinite, the water of the latter being obtained from the

carrier of the carbon dioxide.

This rotting of the feldspar would of course cause the

rock to crumble, and we should get a mass of kaolin, con-
03
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taining kaolinite, silica, in the form of quartz, and perhaps

other minerals, if they happened to be present, and indeed

mica usually is. There might also be some fragments of

undecomposed feldspar.

The kaolinite may be derived from any feldspar species^

orthoclase, albite, oligoclase, etc., and in fact the lime soda

feldspar such as albite and oligoclase, decompose more

rapidly than the potash feldspar or orthoclase. In the United

States none of the commercially valuable kaolin deposits,

thus far developed, show more than the orthoclase, but

feldspathic rocks containing an abundance of lirae-soda

feldspar are common in the United States, and deposits

formed from them may yet be found.

The depth of such a deposite of kaolin would be limited

by the depth to which the weathering action had penetrated,

and might be from only ten or fifteen feet to over one

hundred feet.

It is highly probable that most beds of kaolin have been

formed in this way, and yet there is a second theory regard-

ing the origin of kaolin, which is not only strongly argued

for by some, but the advocates of which would apply to all

kaolin deposits. This second theory supposes that very

little weathering has been involved in the decomposition of

the feldspar, but that most of it has been due to acid vapors

which have come up from below, the most important being

fluorine vapors.

That the derivation of kaolinite from feldspar by such

means is possible has been suggested by both von Buch and

Daubree, and more recently Collins (Min. Mag. 1887), an

English mineralogist has pointed out that if feldspar be

exposed to the vapors of hydrofluoric acid, or better still to

a dilute solution of it at 60 degrees Fahr., it is decomposed

into hydrated silicate of alumina, soluble fluoride ofpotassium,

and free silica. Mr. Collins found that of all the feldspars,

the orthoclase was the most easily aSected, albite and
oligoclase next, and labradorite last.

The treatment of orthoclase feldspar for 96 hours with

dilute hydrofluoric acid yielded the decomposition product

which Mr. Collins claims to be kaolinite.
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The composition of the fresh feldspar a, the inner layer

of altered feldspar b^ and outer layer c^ are given by Mr. Col-

lins as follows :

<x h c
SiOz 63.70 49.20 44.20

AI2O3 19.76 35.12 40.25

K2O 13.61 .12 .25

NagO 2.26 tr tr

Fe^Oa 71 tr tr

H2O tr 14.20 15.01

100.04 98.64 99.61

It will be seen that Mr. Collins' second analysis does

not correspond exactly with the composition of kaolinite,

and his hypothesis might not be warranted on this evidence

were it not for the fact that it is supplemented by additional

facts in nature. We know, f6r example, that in some regions,

deposits of kaolin extend to a greater depth than that

reached by weathering, indicating that the formation of the

kaolinite from the feldspar must be due to other causes.

Furthermore the kaolin is often associated with minerals

containing fluorine. In addition, the theory of kaolin form-

ation by weathering does not apply in the case of some de-

posits of kaolin, because we find unaltered sulphide min-

erals with the clay, and these would be among the first to be

decomposed by weathering agencies.

We thus see that in one case the formation of the kaolin

deposit will be of limited depth, while in the other it may
only be limited by the extent of the parent feldpathic rock.

It will not always be possible to tell from surface indications

which type of deposit we are dealing with, but with the pro-

gress of the mining, facts in favor of one or the other might

be brought out.

One unexplained point in connection with this theory

is that if fluoric vapors were present, they do not seem to

have attacked the mica, whereas in the laboratory this min-

eral is decomposed by hydrofluoric acid.

In the United States, so far as I am aware, there are no

commercially valuable kaolin deposits of the fluoric type, all

the known occurrences being due to surface weathering. In
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Europe there are undoubtedly examples, as the kaolins of

Cornwall, England, and perhaps those at Zettlitz, Bohemia.

As to the bearing of these facts on the rational analysis

of clay, knowing that kaolin may be derived' from rocks

containing different species of feldspar, and that these vary

in their fusibility, should we not endeavor in the rational

analysis, to separate them?
Furthermore, if Mr. Collins' theory, that all feldspars

are not equally attached by hydrofluoric acid is correct, is

it safe to determine the silica contents of the insoluble resi-

due obtained by the sulphuric acid treatment, by heating it

with hydrofluoric acid ?

DISCUSSION.

Dr. William H. Ztmmer: I would like to ask Dr. Ries

if the difference of origin of kaolin, whether from orthoclase

albite, etc., would not explain to a certain extent the differ-

ence we will find in different kinds of kaolin. For instance,

the English China Clay, is different from what we find over

here. Some of the kaolins which we find contain mica.

And another point I would like to bring into discussion is

how should we figure mica in the rational analysis. I don't

feel that we are justified in figuring mica in its action in the

body as perfectly comparable to feldspar, but I haven't given

thought enough to the matter to express an opinion.

Dr. Ries : The question of mica is, I think, a very interest-

ing one in the rational analysis of clays and a perplexing one,

too. It has been the custom of chemists to lump mica in

with clay substance, but this is not proper because mica dif-

fers very distinctly from kaolinite in certain of its proper-

ties. In the first place it is not affected in the same way by
sulphuric acid, as far as my experince has gone. That is,

mica has very often, separately, been dissolved by sulphuric

acid ; but I have taken clays which showed an appreciable

amount of mica and heated them with concentrated and also

fuming sulphuric acid for several hours and tried it several

times, and it did not seem to affect the mica at all. As far

as the properties of mica and kaolinite are concerned, kaoli-

nite is, of course, a refactory material. Mica is also said to
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be refractory, as shown by Vogt's experiments, where it was
exposed to a temperature of 1300° C without fusing. I

don't believe that it is like feldspar in its properties ; it

could not be looked upon as a plastic element, because mica
seems to diminish the plasticity of kaolin.

Professor H. A. Wheeler : You mean potash mica?

Dr. Ries : Yes ;
I should say potash mica because that

is what is commonly found in kaolins. If it was dark mag-
nesia mica then it would decompose very rapidly owing to

the iron oxide.

Professor Wheeler: You mean phlogopite, don't you?
Dr. Ries : No, I mean biotite, which is the magnesia-

iron mica. I cannot speak definitely concerning the fusi-

bility of micas which might occur in kaolin. The identity

of the species present is judged usually by the character of

the parent rock.

Afr. Chas. A. Bloornfield : There is a deposit on Staten

Island, now the borough of Richmond, City of New York,

which is sold as kaolin, that, however, I think is a misnomer
owing to the very small quantity of clay contained in it,

and the very large amount of decomposed mica. I also

have at my mines on the Raritan river, New Jersey, a de-

posit which I designate by the same name, composed prac-

tically of decomposed mica, which I sell to parties wanting

a highly refractory material.

We find in this deposit a peculiar shaped substance,

quite like a butternut in shape,* some larger some smaller,

with a shell about one quarter of an inch thich, containing a

paint like substance, black, white, red and blue, in color. I

have been tempted to send Prof. Orton some of these nuts

as we call them, for experiments.

I do not look upon our deposit as kaolin, for that as I

understand it, is China clay, but it has been known as such

among fire brick manufacturers for fifty years at least, and
we still sell it as such, but I am careful to state to every

new prospective purchaser, the difierence between the two
materials.

7Cer
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The Chair : Langenbeck treats mica as a mineral, prac-

tically all decomposable by sulphuric acid and he separates

them by analyzing the residue from H2SO4 and NaaCOg for

determining the muscovite. Dr. Ries states that the detri-

tus of mica is not decomposed by sulphuric acid, and I think

he is right. I should like some more light.

Dr. Zimmer : The name of mica comprises quite a

family of minerals: Biotite and Muscovite, Paragonite,

Lepidolite, Margarite, and whatever their names are. I find

some can be dissolved by sulphuric acid, and sometimes

again I find a good deal of mica in the residue. I don't feel

justified to figure mica under clay substance, because it is

not plastic; and its proportion of potash gives a certain

reason to figure it under the head of feldspathic minerals.

At the same time, it does not fuse at the temperature that

feldspar does, so we are not justified in putting it under that

head. Mica— I practically don't know where to place it.

Professor Wheeler: Professor Ries' paper is very inter-

esting, in bringing out an origin of kaolin we are usually

apt to ignore, and perhaps there are more deposits than we
have any idea of that have been decomposed by fluorides.

At the same time fluorides are scarce, and are usually con-

fined to fissure-vein deposits, and the Cornwall deposits, if

I am rightly informed, is of this type. Mr. Mayer informs

me that he always finds noticeable amounts of fluorine in the

Cornwall stone.

I don't quite agree with Professor Ries about the diffier-

ent micas. Muscovite is by far the most abundant, though

biotite and phlogopites are numerous, some hydro-micas are

common, especially in Arkansas, but I doubt if the micas

give rise to kaolin deposits, or at least to any appreciable

amounts, as mica veins are usually small, and not very com-

mon. Mica is very abundant in the crystalline rocks, of

both plutonic and metamorphic origin, but always in asso-

ciation with a large excess of the feldspathic minerals that we
usually regard as the material from which the kaolin has

been produced. I don't think you ought to confine the dis-

cussion to muscovite form of micas. But I cannot add any

light on the separation of mica from kaolin.
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Dr. Ries : I would like to ask what has been Mr.

Wheeler's experience in his dealing with clays in regard to

the fluxing power of mica? Have you noticed up to what
temperature, for instance, it appears to resist union with

other elements of clay, retaining its individuality and luster ?

Professor Wheeler : Our Missouri clays are remarkably

free from mica, so I have had no practical experience with

mica in clay deposits. But from a blow-pipe examination of

the micas I only find the muscovite potash mica to be the

infusible mica, as all the other micas are fusible at different

degrees of fusibility.

Dr. Ries: I have carried some clays to cone eleven

without the mica grains being affected ; that is, the musco-

vite grains.

Mr. Alexander R. Campbell : I have had a little ex-

perience with clays containing mica, but no experience in

putting them to the tests mentioned here. I have used them in

making almost a porcelain mixture, and the mica kept its

independence
;
you could still see the grains. That is as

far as I have gone with the matter.

Mr. Edward C. Stover : I would like to ask a question.

How does the presence of an excess of mica in clay act on

its plasticity ? I presume it would be less plastic, and if so,

would continued grinding in a ball mill affect its plasticity?

Afr. Ernest Mayer: My experience with mica in clays

leads me to think that it certainly adds to their infusibility

and certainly takes away from their plasticity. You cannot

have mica in clays without their losing some plasticity and

increasing their fusibility.

The Chair: Then, you would not think it right to in-

clude mica with clay substances in rational analysis ?

Mr. Mayer: I would not.



NOTE ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE TENSILE

STRENGTH OF CLAY MIXTURES AND THE
SIZE OF THE GRAINS OF THEIR NON-

PLASTIC CONSTITUENTS.

BY

EDWARD ORTON, Jr., E. M., Columbus, Ohio.

What we know of the nature and properties of clays has

been gained principally by a study of their chemical or their

mineralogical aspects. We have been working for years

with the test tube and balance, seeking to explain their mar-

velous diflferences and similitudes, and it must be confessed

that at this time, we have but little to show for our labor, as

to the real causes which make one clay act like or unlike

another in the ordinary processes of the clay worker's art.

Many other industries have made the same blunder, if

blunder it is. The mineralogist has only become a micro-

scopist in the last twenty years. The chemist of the steel

works labored for years to explain and control the qualities

of his metal by chemical means, but he now knows that it is

only by physical methods that he can attain what he has

been striving for. Many other illustrations might be ad-

duced, but it is hardly necessary before this society to enter

into an extended plea for the importance of physical meth-

ods of research in explaining the obscure facts of the work-

ing qualities of clay.

The following little experiment was executed by the

members of the class in Ceramics this year, at their own in-

stance and in such extra time as they could set apart from a

very busy program, and while it is not conclusive, and like

most experimental work, it seems to open up many more
questions than it settles, still it does yield us the basis for a

better understanding of this subject than has been before

available.
100
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In discussing the subject of plasticity of clays, it has

been my custom to state that this quality is greatly modified

by the size as well as the quantity of the grains of non-plastic

matter, which most clays contain ; and further, to state that

very fine and very coarse non-plastic matter probably exer-

cises a less deterrent efiect on the plasticity than the me-

dium sizes. This theory has been based on the fact that very

fine materials, which are not in themselves plastic, do as-

sume a condition which borders on plasticity. That is,

when mixed with a proper quantity of water, they will take

the shape imparted to them by exertion of outside force,

and if this shape is not in direct contravention of the laws of

gravitation, they will retain the shape given, until they

gradually dry and become more or less hard. A clay, simi-

larly treated, differs in the fact that it flows more readily

into shape, and holds its shape under far greater obstacles

and against far heavier attacks of gravitation than the non-

plastic paste. The latter " squats," or gradually flows down

to an approximately horizontal position if piled up in ver

tical masses, while the clay stands firm. Any fine non-

plastic material, glass or sand or powdered brick-dust will

act the same in this respect, but none of them cross the line

between real and simulated plasticity.

However, it has been thought that when the particles

of a non-plastic substance are sufficiently fine to cause

this simulated plasticity, that a less quantity of the

really plastic material, or clay substance, would sufiice to

give the whole mass a working degree of plasticity, than if

the particles were of so large and relatively coarse a gradation

that no semblance of plasticity could possibly be obtained

from the non plastic material considered by itself. As a

familiar illustration of this point, we may cite those glacial

clays common in all the northern central states of our

country, which have settled out in comparatively deep pools

or lakes on the edge of the retreating glaciers of the ice age.

These old lake-bottom clays are often immensely fine

grained, and very plastic and workable. But, on analysis,

they are found to contain but little real clay substance.

The bulk is composed of silica or carbonate of lime as fine

in grain as the clay itself.
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On the other hand, it has been thought that if the

plastic ingredients have to incorporate a certain weight of

non-plastic matter, and this weight is added in the form of

a few very coarse particles so that each particle of non-plastic

is completely surrounded by a well defined and compara-

tively thick film of plastic material, that the reduction in

plasticity would be proportionately very small.

As a familiar illustration of this, we may mention the

material used in glass pot manufacture, which consists of

heavy coarse particles of grog and flint fireclay, bonded by

a small quantity of the toughest and most plastic bond clay

which can be had. The whole mixture has good working

qualities, it is adhesive, tough and stands up well, yet it

contains but little plastic clay substance. That little is in a

condition to do its fullest work, however, and the non-plastic

is in condition to oppose the least resistance.

But when the grains are in the medium-fine condition

characteristic of common clays, i, ^., where they run from

the size of common sand or possibly .03 inch in average

diameter, down to .002 of an inch in diameter, it has been

thought that they would oppose the greatest possible resis-

tance to the working of the plastic matter around them.

To try to throw a little light on this point, the following

experiments were devised and carried out. A series of sands

of known and carefully graduated sizes were prepared and

uniform portions of each sand were mixed with equal quanti-

ties of the same plastic ball-clay. The mixtures resulting

were then molded into brickettes, and their plasticity was

measured by the indirect plan of determining their tensile

strength when dry. The work was carried out in six separ-

ate stages:

1st—The preparation of graduated sizes of the non-plas-

tic materials.

2d—The preparation of the plastic clay.

3d—The blending of these into a series of clay-bodies.

4th—The manufacture of these bodies into brickettes.

5th—The drying and testing of the brickettes.

6th—The discussion and interpretation of the results.
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THE PREPARATION OF THE NON-PLASTIC MATERIALS.

On account of its convenience and availability at this

time, the sands were prepared from the refuse coming from

a brick testing apparatus, which consists of powdered vitri-

fied-brick together with small pieces of metallic iron from

the lining of the machine, and the iron used as an abrasion.

There were six sizes of sand prepared.

First. The first size was obtained by screening the

material dry through a 20 mesh screen ; all coarser than 20

mesh was rejected. The material passing through the 20

mesh was then screened on a 40 mesh and was thoroughly

washed with a hose, to remove all adhering fine particles.

The material remaining on the 40 mesh screen consisted of

pieces smaller than the 20 mesh and larger than the 40 mesh
particles. This constituted sand No. 1.

Second. The material passing through the 40 mesh
screen, was then placed on the 60 mesh screen and washed
through with plenty of water. When no more could be

passed through the screen, that which had been saved on
the screen and representing the size between 40 and 60, was
thrown away ; the matter passing the 60 mesh screen was
then placed on the 80 mesh screen, and after a vigorous

washing until all fine matter was removed, this sediment

was saved and called sand No. 2, all'particles of which were

finer than 60 and coarser than 80 mesh.

Third. Sand No. 3 was prepared in the same manner,

selecting that material which lodged on the 120 mesh screen

and passed through the 100 mesh ; that which lay between

80 and 100 was rejected.

Fourth. Sand No. 4 was prepared by passing the slime

from the 120 mesh screen through a 150 mesh screen and
rejecting the portion which remained on the 150 mesh screen,

so there would be a clean cut of 30 meshes between the fine-

ness of the coarsest particles of sand No. 4 and the finest of

sand No. 3. It was necessary to complete the sizing of No.

4 by a hydraulic process, as 150 mesh is the finest brass

sieve which was available. The method used was as follows

:
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A can 12" in diameter and about 26" high, and which

we christened the Separator, was fitted with a tubulature

Ij^ inches in diameter on the side, about 6 inches above the

bottom. Into this can, the slime passing through the 150

mesh screen was poured. The tubulature was then corked

and the can filled with water under strong pressure, so that

every particle of sand was washed ofi" from the bottom and

was in suspension in the moving water, and the whole was
then allowed to stand quiet five minutes by the watch. At
the end of five minutes, the cork was withdrawn and the

water above the level of the side aperture rushed rapidly

out, carrying all matters fine enough to still remain in

suspension.

This water was conducted into a large tank ; the can

was refilled with water as before, and the sand was again

allowed to settle, but this time for only four minutes. A
third washing followed with a three minute period: a fourth

with a two minute: and a fifth, sixth and seventh with lyi

minute periods each. The wash water from each operation

was added to the common stock in the tank. The seventh

decantation was almost clear water, and what sediment it

contained, was relatively coarse, quick-settling sand. The
material at the bottom of the can, after the seventh washing,

then consisted of the sand which had passed through the 150

mesh screen, and which had settled three times in less than

1% minutes in a can of the given dimensions.

Fifth. Sand No. 5 was prepared by a similar hydraulic

process. The slime from No. 4 was allowed to settle for a

short time and the clear water tapped off, the slime collected,

put into the separator and separated hydraulically : the per-

iods of settling were 8 minutes : 8 minutes : 6 minutes : 4

minutes : 3 minutes : and 3 minutes. A third three minute
washing was begun, and a considerable sediment carried ojQf,

but on examination it seemed too close to the dividing line,

and it was thrown back into the material at the bottom of

the separator.

This material, consisting of that sand which would not

settle in lj4 minutes and which did settle in three minutes
during two consecutive treatments, was rejected. The slime
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resulting from this treatment, which would not settle in

three minutes, was collected in a large tank, and was settled

till clear. The supernatant water was then syphoned oflf,

and the slime collected and thrown into the separator once

more and washed for six consecutive times with settlement

periods of five minutes. The sand remaining at the bottom

of the separator at the end of this period consisted of that

which would not settle in three minutes, and which had
settled six consecutive times in five minutes, using the same
separator as above described. This sand when examined by

the microscope was about one-half the average size of sand

No. 4.

Sixth. The same process was again repeated. The
slime resulting from the fifth operation was washed once

more with settling periods of 15-14-13-12-10 and 10 minutes.

At the end of these washings there still remained in the

separator quite a large quantity of extremely fine sand and

in the bottom of the large tank there was found after settling,

an impalable mud, devoid of any feeling of grit to the fingers,

the grains of which could not be detected by the naked eye.

Using the microscope this sixth settlement was found to

consist of all sizes from one division of the micrometer scale

with one inch objective, down to particles too fine to be

measured. There was of course much more range in size in

the particles entering into this sediment than in any of the

others. The others were closely sized for a maximum and

minimum, but the sixth division included everything finer

than a certain maximum.
Seventh. Each of the above sands were purified by

treatment with concentrated sulphuric acid to remove the

metallic iron which existed even in the finest. When the

evolution of hydrogen ceased, the sands were washed with

water repeatedly to remove the free carbon set free by the

solution of the iron. This carbon was sufiBcient to blacken

the water for a number of consecutive washings. The sands

were finally dried in evaporating dishes, and put through

screens a little coarser than the maximum size of the parti-

cles supposed to be present, to break up any lumps which

might have formed in the drying process, and remove any
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Stray coarse particles which might have gotten in during

the process of drying.

While it was felt that the method employed in produc-

ing this series of six carefully graduated sizes was sufficiently

exact to prevent any important degree of over-lap in the size

of any one sand, it was still thought desirable to reduce the

sizes to actual fractions of an inch by measurement. This

was undertaken with the aid of a microscope, the eye piece

of which contained an ordinary ground glass scale, the val-

ues of each division of which had first to be carefully cali-

brated by comparison with a good stage micrometer. This

work was soon completed and the measuring of the sands

begun.

On placing the particles of sand No. 1 upon the stage of

the microscope and examining them, it was found that they

consisted of sharp-edged particles of very irregular shape and

of somewhat irregular size. Measurements were made of

the greatest diameter and of the least diameter of twenty

separate grains, taken so as to represent the five largest par-

ticles in the field, the five smallest particles in the field and

ten particles taken at random in the order that they happened
to lie on the stage of the microscope. After computing the

areas of these particles an average for the entire group was
made.

Each sand was examined in turn, and the work was all

easy and simple until the last size, No. 6, was reached. In

sizes No. 3 and No. 4, there began to appear quantities of

sharp, colorless or white crystals of quartz. In the coarse

sizes of sand, No. 1 and No. 2, the material had the color of

the brick from which it had been derived. But with finer

crushing, these red lumps had broken up and yielded a sen-

sible proportion of quartz sand, which the vitrification pro-

cess of the clay had not attacked or taken into combination.

This fact, in connection with the fact that the brick from
which the dust was obtained were almost all of them hard

burned and well vitrified, throws a very interesting side-

light on the nature of the process going on under the name
of vitrification.

In sands Nos. 5 and 6 the proportion of this quartz dust

increased, and the proportion of the particles still retaining
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the red color of the brick was sensibly diminished. The
measurement of the last size was quite difficult, requiring the

use of a high power objective, and also a very large number

of measurements had to be made in order to feel any cer-

tainty that the average obtained was a fair one. This pre-

caution was a necessary one from the fact that this sediment

represented everything which would not settle in ten min-

utes in the separator, as described above, and therefore must

have contained, not only those sands which were just about

ready to settle, but others which would not have settled in

far longer periods of time. Consequently, there appeared on

the stage of the microscope a much wider variety of sizes

than in any of the other sands measured-

In the following table are grouped the results of these

series of measurements, both in actual fractions of inches and

in a comparative scale based on 100 for the average size of

the coarsest sand. The same results are graphically illus-

trated in figure 1, Page 108.

Measurements of Dimensions of Standard Sands Prepared
FROM Brick Dust.

Number of

the Sample

Average
Diameter of

the 5 largest

grains in

inches.

Average
Diameter of

the 5 smallest

grains in

inches.

Average
Diameter of
the 10 grains
as they came

in inches.

General
Average in

inches.

Ratio
Largest

100.

Sand No. 1 .0427 .0242 .0392 .0369 100.

Sand No. 2 .0169 .0078 .0107 .0114 31.0

Sand No. 3 .0085 .0047 .0062 .0064 17.5

Sand No. i. .0048 .0018 .0043 .0038 10.4

Sand No. 5 .0024 .0008 .0017 .0016 4.4

Sand No. 6 .0012 .ooont .046

tAverage of 159 measurements.

The same data are shown in graphic form in the following curve
sheet. The sands are taken on the abscissae at equal arbitrary-

intervals, but the sizes are platted to accurate scale.
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THE PREPARATION OF THE PLASTIC CLAY.

The clay selected was the Mayfield ball-clay, from May-
field, Kentucky. It is well and favorably known in this

part of the country, as a very tough and serviceable ball

clay ; and is used largely in the making of tiles, C. C.

pottery and for similar purposes. The composition of this

clay was not made the subject of special study at this time,

but hundreds of analyses of it have been made in the various

places where it has found use in recent years. One of these

analyses, which may be taken as a fair sample of the way the

clay generally runs, is given herewith.

Analysis of Mayfield Ball Clay.
Analyzed by Mr. W. L. Evans, Laboratory Assistant, Department of Ceramics, O. S. U,

Total.

Portioif insoluble
in H„SO^ and
NajCOs Treat-

ment.

Rational Analysis.

AI2O3
FejOs
CaO
MgO

53.03
33.51

0.74

0.62
0.49
0.39
0.01

11.68

14.39

0.48

"0.62

0.06
0.24

Clay Substance, 84.28
Quartz Sand, 13.71

Feldspathic Matter, 2.48

K2O
Na20
H2O

100.47

Total 100.47 15.69

The sand which appears in this result, and which runs

from 10 to 15 per cent, in various samples, is never coarse,

and the clay is as smooth as silk to the touch and even when
tested between the teeth. So that in using it, we were

certainly not incorporating any sand into the experiment

which would be coarse enough to in any way influence the

results of that which we were purposely adding.

A quantity of this clay was ground in a ball mill with

plenty of water until thoroughly disintegrated. It was then

put through a 150 mesh screen, leaving no residue behind.

The slip thus prepared was concentrated by allowing it to

settle by standing and syphoning oflf the supernatant water.

Finally its density was determined and six equal portions

were weighed out and placed in large evaporating dishes.
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THE BLENDING OF THE CLAY AND THE SANDS.

Into each dish, a portion of one of the sands, equal in

weight to the dry weight of the clay slip was placed. The
slip and sand were now well stirred together and passed

through a coarse screen to break up lumpy masses and

insure complete amalgamation of the two materials. Finally

the dishes were evaporated to dryness on water bath or sand

baths, and as they passed gradually through the sticky stage,

they were well stirred and worked, to prevent any of the

sands settling out or massing on the bottom.

The carrying of the evaporation to dryness was thought

to be advisable, as a means of imitating the condition in

which the clays are ordinarily found prior to working, and

also to bring about adhesion of the clay grains and sand

grains. The dried masses were then ground, one at a time

and put through a twenty mesh sieve, except the mixture

No. 1, which was put through a still coarser sieve, as its

coarsest particles were twenty mesh in size.

The tempering of the ground clay mixtures was then

done, one by one, by the addition of the necessary water, a

little at a time, with prolonged wedging on a plaster block,

to develop the plasticity of each mix to its utmost.

THE MAKING OF THE BRICKETTES.

The personal factor in this phase of the work is known
to be very great, as in cement testing, and to avoid irregu-

larities, it was decided that all this molding of brickettes

should be done by one and the same person throughout the

test. Further, the person selected was required to experi-

ment on brickette moulding in advance, until he had found

by experience the best method of doing the work, so as to

avoid the various defects which are easily introduced. The
following plan was adopted :

After the clay had been thoroughly wedged and had
been brought into a condition which seemed to possess the

greatest plasticity of which the mixture was capable, it was
worked out into a cylindrical roll about three inches in

diameter and about 8 inches in length; this was now cut
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up into seven sections, using for this purpose a bit of very

fine wire or a stout linen thread. The freshly-cut surface

of each piece was examined for interior defects, flaws, or

laminations, and if any were found the mass was wedged
further, and tested again in the same manner, until it was
found to be free from any evidence of defective structure.

When this condition was attained, one of the circular

pats, which was about 3 inches in diameter, and about 1}^

inches in thickness, was put into an opened cement mold.

The mold was adjusted so that a portion of the clay stuck

out from it equally on either side. The mold was now
clamped together, the narrowest portion indenting itself

slightly into the clay ; the mold was then filled by carefully

pounding the clay into the mold with light blows delivered

by the bare hand. One side was pounded for a short time,

and then the other, so that* the excess clay was gradually

worked into shape and filled both ends of the mold. The
surface was then stroked ofif level with the top of the mold,

and the brickette was removed from it by the use of a plaster

of Paris block which fitted the interior of the mold neatly.

By this process the structural condition of the clay at

the narrow point of the mold was preserved. The brickette

is supposed to break at this point, and by this process a

brickette was produced which was not liable to have lamina-

tions in any point, but is especially free from them in the

center where the breaking strain is applied.

Other methods of making the brickette were tried, but

it was found that unless the finished brickette was made
from a single piece of clay^ without any patching, that evi-

dence of structure would appear in the brickette. If too

much clay is scooped out from either side of the brickette and

any attempt to replace clay which had been scooped out by

welding in fresh portions, it was found that this resulted at

once in making laminations in the brickettes. The opera-

ation of making a brickette seems a very simple one, but

our work showed that it is only possible for a careful worker

to produce brickettes of a comparatively uniform tensile

strength, while an inexperienced worker will get extremely

discordant figures, using the same clay and the same mold.
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Each brickette was marked with a number indicating

the batch of clay from which it was made ; and with a second

number indicating its position in the series of brickettes

made from this clay, so that any trouble in identification of

the brickettes could not arise.

THE DRYING AND BREAKING OF THE BRICKETTE.

The brickettes after manufacture were placed on boards

the surface of which had been previously sprinkled over with

powdered flint, so that as they dried they would have no

tendency to stick fast to the board and thus introduce weak
ening strains in the drying process. They were dried in an

open room, whose average temperature is about 70° F., and

reaches 80° occasionally during each 24 hours. When they

bad become as dry as possible in this atmosphere, which

took several days, they were placed in an air bath, such as is

used in any chemical laboratory, and heated to a tempera-

ture of 120 degrees C, for several hours, by which the hygro-

scopic water was expelled. By previous experiment it had

been found that this precaution of thorough drying was a

very essential step in determining the tensile strength, and

that air-dried mixtures would frequently show only one-half

the tensile strength, that they would develop after drying

in an air bath for an hour or two. It did not seem necessary

that the drying should immediately precede the breaking of

the brickette, but a total expulsion of free water at some
stage in the drying seemed to exercise a hardening eflfect

upon the mass as a whole, by which it gave much increased

figures in the testing machine.

The testing machine employed was a home made one,

designed and erected by Professor C. N. Brown, of the

Department of Civil Engineering of the Ohio State Univer-

sity. In brief it consisted of a long lever balanced on knife

edges and with easily adjusted counter poise, by which it

could be maintained in equilibrium. At the further end of

the beam, a funnel shaped can was hung, and above this

can was fixed a water pipe provided with a valve which was
opened only at the will of the operator, but which was
instantly and automatically closed by the descending beam
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when the test piece under examination broke. The weight

of the water which was required to break the test piece was
then ascertained by tapping it out from the conical can

into a receptacle beneath, set on the platform of a good scale.

The weight of the water obtained in each test was con-

verted into pounds of tensile strength by a calibration table,

running from to 1000 pounds per square inch.

The clips which held the brickette, were located close

in rear of the knife edges on the principal beam. These

clips were the least satisfactory part of the apparatus; they

did not exactly fit the angle or slope of the brickette, and

tended to exert a pinching strain, which often caused the

brickette to break in the clip instead of breaking at the

narrowest point of cross section. This difficulty was obvi-

ated to a large extent by the use of soft rubber cushions

between the side of the brickette and the jaws of the clip

;

but even with this help, considerable trouble was had. For

extended tests, special clamps for holding these soft brick-

ettes of unburned clay would have to be prepared.

The general character of the pull exerted by this machine

was very much more satisfactory than that obtained from a

regular Riehle cement testing machine. In the latter, the

increments of strain were put on by the movement of a hand-

screw and counter-balanced by sliding a weight out upon

the beam ; under such conditions the slight fluctuations or

increases in pressure frequently would break a brickette

which gave every indication of being able to stand a higher

test, if the pressure could be applied with absolute uni-

formity.

The work of breaking the brickettes and recording their

strain was in the main satisfactory, but from the following

tables it will be seen, that there some results in each series

which were not satisfactory. In some cases, flaws were

found in brickettes which had given excellent tensile

strength ; in others no flaws were found in brickettes which

broke easily. But from the number of brickettes broken in

each set it is believed that a fair average has been attained.

In the following tables are grouped the data of the ten-

sile test.

8Cer
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TABLE 2.

Tensile Tests on Clay Mixture No.

Composed of
Kentucky Bail-Clay ^ 50%
iSand No. 1 (Diam. .0364) = 50%

o S

Dimensions
of the

Brickettes at

Smallest Point.

6 , ,A

III

So -
< •=

C 2

Breaking

Strain

per

square

inch

of

Cross-Section,

pounds.

Fluctuation

of

Results

in

percents

of

Aver-

age

Tensile

Strength.

Character
of the

Fracture.
Remarks.

•s s

K -

1.1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1.000
.9&4

.984

.984

1.000

1.000

1.000
1.000
.984

1.000

.953

.953

.953

.969

.969

.953

.953

.969

.953

.969

.953

.938

.938

.953

.969

.953

.953

.969

.938

.969

78.13

98.14
91.31

89.43
112.97

108.26
111.08
96.02
96.96
96.96

81.90

100.36
97.35
93.80
116.50
113.60
116.50
99.09

103.37
100.06

— 19.5
— 1.93
— 4.87
— 8.34

-f 13.80

+11.00
+ 13.80— 3.17

+ 1.02
— 1.24

Maximum Strength

= 116.50 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

= 33.8 per cent.

Aveiraere .953 97.63 102.33 -^- 7.92

TABLE 3.

Tensile Tests on Clay Mixture No. 2.

Conmosed of I
Kentucky Ball Clay =50%Composea oi

j g^^^ ^^^ ^ (Diameter .0114)=50%

"o u

Dimensions of
the Brickette
at the smallest

point.
6 c

S2

c3
i: «
Vi s

^1
St
2 i>

K.C
"» c
S

<

" t; «

(n ^ M

2 „

ta._C

Character
of
the

Fracture

Remarks.

sea
3 la

V

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11

.984

1.000

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

1.000

.984

.938

.938

.938

.938

.938

.953

.953

.938

.938

.953

.953

.923

.938

.923

.923

.923

.938

.938

.923

.923

.953

.938

107.32
96.96
96.96
114.85
53.66
84.72

112 02
117.67
118.61

117.67
115.79

116.27
103.37

105.05
124.43
58.14

90.32
119.43
127.20
128.50
123.32
123.35

+4.89
—5.85
—5.25
+12.25
—47.60
—18.63
+ 7.75

+14.78
+15.95
+ 11.25

+11.20

Maximum Strength

=128.50 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

= 63.95 per cent.

Ave rages. .931
i

103.29 110.85 ±14.12
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TABLE 4.

Tensile Tests on Clay Mixtures No. 3.

romnosed of I
Kentucky Ball Clay =60%(^omposea ot

j g^^^^^ j^^^ 3 (Diameter .0064) = 60%

Dimensions
of the

Brickettes at
smallest part.

P3

3.H

<
pa D-

.2 °-\, c
Character
of the

Fracture.
Remarks.

10
11

.984 .922

.984 .938

.984 .969

.969 .953

.969 .953

.969 .953

.969 .938

.984 .938

.984 .938

.984 .963

.984 .938

.908

.923

.954

.923

.923

.923

.908

.923

.923

.938

.923

94.14
82.84

115.79
148.74
104.49
109.20
112.97
145.91

119.56
121.44
128.03

103.68
89.76
121.38
161.11
113.10
118.31

12^.42
158.09

129.56
129.47
138.70

—17.80
-28.80
— 3.71

+27.80
—10.30
— 6.13
— 1.63

+25.40
+ 2.79

+ 2.56

+10.55

Maximum Strength

=161.11 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

= 56.6 per cent.

Average

.

.924 114.83 126.06 ±12.46

TABLE 5.

Tensile Tests on Clay Mixture No. 4.

ComDosed of \
Kentucky Ball-Clay =50%uomposea 01

^ g^^^ ^^^ ^ (Diameter .0038)=50%

V
Dimensions of
the Brickettes

at their

Smallest Part. C u V

<

Actual

Breaking

Strain

on

the

Brickette.

Breaking

Strain

per

square

inch

of

Cross-

section,

pounds. oi!
a uW

0. u

3 „ j-

Character
oi the

Fracture.
Remarks."0

ll

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.969

.963

.938

.938
' .963

.953

.938

.953

.922

.922

.963

.923

.908

.908

.923

.923

.908

.923

.893

.893

.923

112.97
132.73
154.39
161.92
165.68
171.33
134.62
167.21

164.74
175.10

122.40
146.18
168.93
175.43
179.50
188.70
142.53
176.25
184.70
189.70

—26.90
—12.26
+ 0.89

+ 4.78

+ 7.18

+ 12.70
-14.86
+ 6.27

+10.30
+13.30

Maximum Strength

= 189.70 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

= 40.2 per cent.

Average .912 153.06 167.43 ±10.94
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TABLE No. 6.

Tensile Tests of Clay Mixture No. 5

romiDosedofI Kentucky Ball Clay :.=50%oomposea oi
^ ^^^^^ -^t^ 5 (Dianieter=.0016)=50%

Dimensions of
the Briclcettes

at their small-
est part.

he

rt — ti

<

.Sue
rt_ 3
i

= .= §

rt *- OJ

4) OJ2

Out.
m •~7l

? a"
.2 tn— CO
n — V-

3 u: J)

? 3<

Character

of

Fracture
Remarks.

J3 M
S J!

2 -So

m -
l-s|

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

.984

.984

,984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.922

.922

.938

.938

.922

.953

.938

.922

.938

.953

.953

.908

.908

.923

.923

.908

.938

.923

.908

.923

.938

.938

141.21
162.86
156.27
165.68
176.04
160.03
129.91

153.44
177.92
165.68
183.57

155.55
175.00
169.25
179.44
193.85
167.75
140.75
169.00
192.80
176.65
195.75

-10.73
4- 0.48
— 2.87

+ 2.98

+ 11.25
— 3.72
-19.20
— 3.01

+10.65
+ 1.32

+12.24

Maximum Strength

= 195.75 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

= 31.44 per cent.

Averages .922 161.15 174.74 ± 7.13

TABLE 7.

Tensile Tests op Clay Mixture No. 6.

Composed of I
Kentucky Ball Clay =50%f^omposea 01 \q^^^ ^^^ g (Diameter .00017)=50%

V

H
.

Dimensions of
the Brickettes

at their

Smallest Part.

6

C u

lit

<

.5 S.

3 ^
< i

C1,0 ui

Ki- 3

^ S
« !; u

Fluctuation

of

the

Results

in

percents

of

the

Average

Strength

Character
of the

Fracture.it

« aV

1) D
CJ=

Remarks.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.984

.969

.984

.984

.922

.938

.906

.938

.906

.938

.938

.938

.922

.938

.938

.908

.923

.892

.923

.892

.923

.923

.923

.892

.923

.923

106.38
141.21

107.32
113.91

100.73
150.62
119.56
118.61

106.38
86.61
124.26

117.08
153.00
120.00
123.40
112.93
163.19
129.53
128.50
119.26
93.83

134.63

— 7.70

+20,60
— 6.28
— 2.72
—10.97
+28.65
+ 2.11

+ 1.30
— 5.98
—26.02
+ 6.14

Maximum Strength

= 163.19 pounds.

Range of Fluctuation

=54.67 per cent.

Average .915 116.95 126.85 ±10.68
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INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS.

The preceding results when reduced to their lowest

terms are shown in the following little table

:

TABLE No. 8.

Number of
Clay Mixture.

Average
Diameter of
Non-plastic

Grains.

Average
Tensile
Strength.

1 .0364

.0114

.0064

.0038

.0016

.00017

102.33
2 110.85

3
4

126.05
167.43

5 174.24
6 126.85

The relative relation of* these quantities can be grasped

more easily by a glance at the curve shown in figure 2, in

the illustration on page 108.

The signification of these few facts admits of various

constructions. The first and only indisputable deduction is

as follows:

That the tensile strength of mixtures ofa plastic ball clay

with equal quantities of non-plastic sands will vary inversely

with the diameter of the grain of the sa7td, betiveen the limits

of .o/f. inch and .002 inch.

That is, the mixtures become stronger, the finer the

sand is made, inside of these limits.

This accords with the theory laid down in the early part

of the paper, though of course no one would regard the the-

ory as established by so slender a proof as this one investi-

gation.

But according to this theory, the strength should still

continue to gain as the fineness increased, after passing the

limit of .002 inch diameter of grain. Likewise the strength

should also increase as the size of the grain still increases

over .04 inches, and passes into the coarse grains used in

the form of grog in many branches of clayworking. On this

latter point, we have no data, and hence no farther argu-

ments to bring forward.
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But in the former case we have data, and they can in no

wise be construed as confirmation of the theory advanced.

By the theory, the tensile strength of the, 6th mixture,

which contained grains about ten times finer than the 5th

mixture, should have shown a distinct gain ; whereas it lost

about 28 per cent, of the strength shown by No. 5.

Three explanations of this are possible :

1st. That the results of No. 6 were faulty and should

be rejected. Not the slightest reason can be found for this

assumption except the results themselves, and it is therefore

dismissed as untenable.

2d. That in fine-grained clay mixtures, the condi-

tions of drying which were used satisfactorily with the

coarse sands are no longer suitable, and therefore that the

tensile strength of the brickette may be reduced by incipient

cracks or drying strains, so that the results no longer repre-

sent the real efiect ol the fine materials.

3d. That the theory is wrong, and that excessively

fine-grained mixtures do not develop great tensile strength.

Facts may be brought up in support of either of those

two latter propositions.

In the opinion of the writer, the second explanation has

more in its favor than the third, and as a basis for this

opinion, the following reasons are submitted

:

1st. The same lot of ball clay has been tested a num-
ber of times by different persons, and has invariably given

low tensile tests when worked up b)' itself. For a clay of

immensely fine grain and the highest degree of plasticity,

this is remarkable, as theory would lead us to expect the

exact reverse.

2d. The same lot of ball clay has been mixed with

various quantities of grog, using on one occasion a very

coarse material and in another test a grog whose grains

would be in the neighborhood of sands Nos. 3 and 4 of the

present series. But both tests developed the fact that the

clay showed increasing tensile strength with additions of

grog, until about 30 per cent, had been added, when the

tensile strength began to fall away in a regular manner with
each further addition.
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We have a clay, therefore, that shows less strength when
pure than when moderately adulterated, but which weakens
with increased adulterations. The explanation which most
naturally presents itself is that we fail to reach the full or real

strength of the pure clay, but that on opening up its struc-

ture by small quantities of grog, we permit it to dry safely

without incurring weakening strains, so that the actual

strength of the diluted clay is greater than that part of the

strength of the real clay which ordinary drying retains.

If this explanation, which is backed up by the evidence

of the only other fine-grained clays tested, is accepted, then

it follows that the strength of the No. 6 mixture is not fairly

represented by the tests, and that the same law already laid

down really holds for limits of fineness far greater than

those given.

This must be proven before it is accepted. The obvious

line of attack of the problem is to guard the drying condi-

tions in the next series, and remove the water from the en-

tire series at a rate incapable of creating any such defects as

we believe were created in this test. This may be done in

several ways : Simple protection from air currents by a

cloth would be the simplest expedient. Drying in a covered

but porous box would be the next plan to be tried. Drying
in an air-tight tin box, over CaClg or H2SO4 would be an-

other. If the drying period were extended so as to cover

two or three weeks, it would seem as if all risk of weaken-
ing would be avoided. And it is anticipated that a test exe-

cuted with these or equivalent precautions, will show that

the strength of a clay is proportional to the fineness of

grain of its non-plastic matter.

DISCUSSION.

Professor H. A. WJieeler : This is a very valuable con-

tribution by Professor Orton, and every clayworker ought to

feel grateful for the very thorough, comprehensive, and

scientific manner in which he has treated the subject.

It is a very satisfactory way of getting at the plasticity,

if done carefully. His results are very satisfactory up to

the point in which the curve takes a sudden drop. As the
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drop is very great, and the particles are extremely fine, the

brickettes may have been injured by drying too fast, and

their tensile strength thereby greatly impaired. I have

found with Missouri clays, where they are reasonably coarse,

I could test the brickettes ordinarily after two or three days'

diying in the air. With some coarse clays it was imma-
terial whether we tested them after air-drying only, or put

them in a heater and thoroughly dried them before trying

the tensile strength, but the weakening action of three or

four per cent, moisture is serious on fine clays.

I found in the loess clays, which were comparatively

low in clay substance and very high in silica, though most

of the silica is very fine, that they give relatively very high

tensile strengths, way beyond what could be expected from

the amount of clay substance present. I found in the

gumbo clays—which were extremely fine, probably the

finest in nature, though low in clay substance, as it

rarely amounted to forty per cent, (the balance being

sand)— I found they had a tensile strength of three

and four hundred pounds to the square inch; they were

nearly as strong as Portland cement. But to obtain this

high tensile strength, it was necessary to dry the brickettes

very slowly, keeping the brickettes covered with paper, and
requiring two to three weeks to obtain a sound, dry

brickette, as, if dried more rapidly, the gumbo clays were

apt to more or less check. I think if Professor Orton had
covered the brickettes of his pure, very fine clay, with a

porous cover, like cloth or newspaper, so as to efiiectually

keep off all draft, which would insure slow, regular drying,

that they would then show the highest tensile strength of

all, or his curve would continue to ascend, instead of sud-

denly descending, and thus our theory of plasticity would be

further substantiated by thus more carefully making the

tests on bricekttes that had not been injured by too rapid

drying. But he certainly is on the right clue when he men-
tions the difficulty of drying that fine stuff. The fact that

the raw or pure clay varies so greatly, shows that he was
handling a very dangerous clay for an experiment of this

kind. Professor Orton's results, however, are very valuable
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to every clayworker, and the care with which he arrived in the

first place at the quality of the sand showed beyond question

that he is presenting a maximum condition for favorable re-

sults.

Mr. Edward C. Stover : Is it your opinion that if the

pure clay bricks were carefully dried and covered, that the

tensile strength curve would also continue to go upward?

I mean, would the bricks which showed the greatest

strength with 30 per cent, of sand be weaker than the pure

clay bricks, if the latter were properly dried ?

Professor Wheeler : Yes, sir
;
pure clay is stronger than

when diluted with sand. For although he has apparently

improved the strength of the clay by adding sand, he has

unfortunately taken a clay that is naturally difficult and

dangerous in drying, and has seemingly improved the

strength by opening up the pores, and thus rendered the

drying much safer. But if he will dry the pure clay in two

or three weeks with a cover, I think the raw clay is stronger

than the diluted.

Dr. Heinrich Ries : I have listened to this paper with

a great deal of interest and I do not think we ever had a

finer contribution to the physical qualities of clay than this

one. I will ask Professor Orton how much variation there

was in the tensile strength, in using these diflferent sized

grains, if he remembers it. What is the average? It is in-

teresting to know.

Professor Orton : There were ten or eleven brickettes

broken in each series, and their average was taken. In

mixture No. 1, the highest strain endured by any brickette

was 116.50, and the range of fluctuation was 38.8 per cent.

In No. 2 mixture, the highest breaking strain was

128.50; the range of fluctuation, 63.95 per cent. In No. 3

the maximum tensile test was 161.11 ; range of fluctuation,

56.6 per cent. In the No. 4 the highest breaking strain was

189.70. I have neglected to calculate out the fluctuation, but

it was about 40 per cent. The No. 5 gives a fluctuation and

range of only 31.44 per cent, from high to low. No one

who has not done some work in this line knows the tremen-

dous desire that overcomes one to throw out a terrifically
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bad result when he gets one. It takes a good deal of moral

courage to put the bad figures in.

Professor Ries : I can sympathize with what Professor

Orton says about the trouble he has had in testing these

brickettes. I have had trouble along these lines, and it is

curious what an effect the shape and size of the clips have

on the way in which the brickettes break. I have tried

several different forms and feel that I now have one which
works fairly well, but am not yet wholly satisfied with it.

I will ask Professor Orton whether he tested the brickettes

as soon as he took them out of the hot-air bath.

Professor Orton: We tested them the same day, and

all within two or three hours. To make sure of the whole

thing, after they had been dried and stood in the laboratory

for a long time, we finally put them in the air bath at four

o'clock one morning and dried them until ten a. m., and
then took the whole lot across the campus to the testing

machine and broke them.

Dr. Ries : You did not leave them standing out in the

room ?

Professor Orton : No ; we were afraid of their absorb-

ing moisture and wanted to make their condition uniformly

dry.

Dr. Pies: It has seemed to me that if a portion of the

brickettes were tested as soon as taken out of the hot air

bath, while others were allowed to stand a few days there

will be a difference in the average strength of the two sets,

for if the atmosphere is at all moist they will absorb some
moisture from the air, thus softening up the brickette again

and weakening it. The presence of organic matter also

increases the tensile strength.

Professor Orton : What form of organic matter ?

Dr. Ries: Any form of fine fibrous matter. It seems
to me the fibers might bind the particles together.

Professor Orton: Are they small enough to pass a 150

screen ?

Dr. Ries : Yes.
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Professor Orton : I doubt whether fiber that would pass

a 150 screen would have any appreciable influence on the

bonding quality of a clay.

Mr. Stover : I will ask Dr. Ries if he ever made any
experiments along the line of trying to increase the plastic-

ity by the addition of organic matter or any other substance

in the clays ? I have heard that it could be done, though I

never tried any experiments on that line myself.

Dr. Ries : I have tried very little ; in fact, so little that

I would not want to risk an opinion.

Mr. Stover : It would be a valuable point for the pot-

ter if something of that kind could be developed.

Dr. Zimmer : This was a very interesting paper of

Professor Orton, and it has opened a field for interesting

discussion. I will only cite an example for practical work,

to show that very fine grained sand will weaken the strength

of a brickette or clay body by the strain it has to sustain dur-

ing the drying process.

Our factory was first to introduce dry ground flint.

Chemically, the dry ground flint was about the same as the

wet ground flint we used before. In both cases, it was a very

pure silica, about 99 per cent. As soon as we introduced

the dry ground flint into our clay ware, we found we had a

larger per cent, of ware cracked on the molds. I investi-

gated it very thoroughly and found that the outside, espec-

ially of thick articles—for instance, wash-bowls, etc., shortly

after being made was already pretty dry, while inside the

state of the body was almost damp yet. Then I examined

our flint under the microscope and compared the wet ground

flint we used before with the dry ground flint we were try-

ing to use, and I found that the wet ground flint was in

particles that were about three times as large as most of

those in the dry ground flint. I had no means to measure

it exactly, but the dry ground flint contained a very large

percentage of those fine particles. My idea was that these

fine particles stop up the pores of our clay body, conse-

quently the drying process would take place much quicker

on the surface than inside, as the pores were not open wide

enough to furnish sufficient channels to the interior of the
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body to cause even drying of the article through the whole

body. We were, in fact, obliged to abandon the use of dry

ground flint on certain articles, and I could not give any

other reason than the strain the body had to sustain in the

drying process, caused by the stopping of the pores in the

body by these exceedingly fine particles of the dry ground
flint.

Mr. Mayer: When you changed from the wet to the

dry ground flint, did you make any substantial difference in

the weighing of the two substances?

Dr. Zimmer : Wet ground flint contains from ten to

fifteen per cent, of moisture ; of course we always made
allowance for that. Dry ground flint has about three per

cent, moisture.

Mr. Mayer: It may safely be said that over 90 per

cent, of the potteries are using dry ground flint and I never

heard of any trouble in the direction Dr. Zimmer speaks of.

I have always had a theory that the great difference in

temperatures between English and American biscuit kilns

can only be accounted for by the difference in grinding in

the two countries. In England they go to cone five per

biscuit; we go to cone eight or nine. Our average feldspar

is softer— very much softer— than their Cornish stone, and
as regards ball clay, many of the American potters use

English ball clay in about the same proportion as the Eng-
lish potters ; but their flint and Cornish stone are gronnd
very fine— very much finer than ours— as I have repeat-

edly demonstrated. The China clays and flint, as far as

fire-resisting properties are concerned, are practically the

same.

The Chair : Dr. Zimmer, do you say that dry ground
flint is finer ground than wet ?

Dr. Zimmer : Not uniformly finer, but it contains more
fine particles than wet ground. With some kinds of clays,

dry ground flint can be readily used. In making pottery at

our plant we have so much flint in the body, then an excess
of those fine particles naturally will be detrimental to suc-

cessful manufacture.
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Mr. Gates: I want to ask Professor Orton whether

there was any appreciable difiference in shape in the parti-

cles of non-plastic matter which he used ; whether all were

equally jagged, sharp particles of sand, or whether there

were more round, smooth particles as the sizes became
finer ?

Professor Orton: Well, I suppose the finer particles

may be said to have a less jagged exterior than the coarse

ones, because the coarse particles were compound masses of

clay and quartz grains, and by looking through the micro-

scope at the coarse sizes, we could see the bright particles

of quartz cemented together by the red masses of clay sub-

stance. But the finer the sizes became the less likely they

were to be composed of more than one kind of matter, and

for that reason, were a little smoother in contour.

Mr. Gates: Our grog* is coarse and angular. At one

time I thought I had made a very important discovery in

using a quartz sand which was brought to my attention, but I

had to discontinue the use of it because the sand was round.

It had none of the jagged exterior of the grog and did not

give strength in the body as the jagged particles do.

Professor Orton: There was not enough difference in

my sands to give rise to anything of this sort in this con-

nection.

The Chair : I do not know whether Dr. Zimmer has

heard of the common notion— I will not say it is a fact for I

haven't proved it— that dry ground flint has a round grain

and pan ground flint has angular grains. If the idea has

any foundation, it would have the effect Mr. Gates speaks of.

Dr. Zimmer : The wet ground flint shows more coarse

forms, while the dry ground flint shows rounder shapes.

Mr. H. B. Skeele: I will ask Professor Orton what

rules, if any, he established between the tensile strength of

the unburned clay and the density and general strength of

the burned product ?

Professor Orton: I am not able to answer that ques-

tion, Mr. Skeele. It is one which will require an enormous

amount of work before any authoritative answer can be

given.



THE MECHANICAL PREPARATION OF GLAZES*

BY
FEANCIS W. WALKER, Beaver Falls, Pa.

The manufacture of ceramics is an industry that requires

constant watching, and is is full of detail from the beginning

to the finish, but in no department is more exacting care

required, than in the preparation of glazes. The technical

preparation of glazes is covered in all its intricacies in the

earlier works of Salvetat, Brongniart, and other French
scientists, and more fully in the compilation of the late Dr.

Seger's most wonderful work. By the chemical formulae

there given, we learn what materials to use and how they

should be combined to produce the desired results. They
tell us what is necessary to do to prevent crazing, as well as

shivering. Certain articles must be fritted together to make
an insoluble compound, others want to be kept out of the

fritt on account of volatility, but my object is not to touch

upon either the chemical or technical side of this question

but to treat entirely the mechanical side of it.

The materials used in glazes are familiar to every pot-

ter, and do not require any suggestions on my part as to how
much care should be used in selecting them ; we all know it,

but I might ask, do we all use the care in the selection that

each and every content of a glaze should have ? There is

always more or less moisture in such materials as flint, feld-

spar and clay. This moisture should be removed or com-
pensation allowed for the weight of the moisture. Unless

this is done the contents of the glaze may vary sufficiently

to cause crazing or shivering. In a glaze formula contain-

ing 2.5 equivalents of Si02, if flint is used, in which there

is 10 per cent, moisture, the SiOg will be reduced to 2.29

equivalents, and when we also consider the moisture that is

frequently in China clay and feldspar, the diSerence at
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times in the fusibility of the glaze can readily be seen. The
other materials of glazes can usually be depended upon if

purchased from reliable sources.

The first process in the preparation of glazes is the

making of an insoluble compound out of the soluble con-

tents by fritting such materials together as will produce the

desired result. The materials composing the fritt mixture
should be carefully weighed, and then thoroughly mixed,

not as I know many potters do, by merely putting them into

a box and turning them over several times by hoe or shovel

and then fritting them, but they should be made as nearly

uniform in fineness as possible and carefully mixed together,

so that the different ingredients will be intimately mixed,
and ready to combine chemically into a definite compound,
within two to three hours after putting on the fritt kiln.

I find the most satisfactory results by mixing the fritt

in a cylinder. It can be done very quickly, by taking out

the pebbles, and placing two or three boards about four

inches wide, from end to end, one inch from the lining.

This prevents the fritt mixture from sliding around on the

bottom of the cylinder, and will permit it to be taken out

quickly. A large quantity can be mixed in a very little

while, and have it so uniform that it can be put into the

kiln without paying any attention as to whether or not it

all belongs to the quantities weighed up for each batch.

When it is handled in this way, I secure a nice, uniform

fritt. The chemical afiinity which each ingredient has for

the other, can then satisfy itself by forming into a perfect

chemical compound, thereby securing in this first firing, re-

sults that otherwise might not take place until the fire in

the gloss-kiln.

But when made by simply mixing in a box, the fritt

mixture will not be of uniform consistency, and many times

the glaze very unsatisfactory. But aside from having a

more reliable fritt when thoroughly mixed, its fusion will

require less heat, and consequently with less loss by vola-

tilization, making a fritt that will fuse the glaze at a lower

degree of heat.

Should each lot or batch of fritt be used separately, this
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precaution is not so necessary, as the full contents of any

glaze mixture will then be fully incorporated as intended,

but in any case, I cannot urge too much the necessity of

using every care to have the materials in the proper condi-

tion.

Many potters make their fritts by placing in saggers and

firing in the gloss kiln, where it is subjected to a long

continued fire, thereby causing considerable loss by volatiliza-

tion. When using fritt that has been made in this way, the

composition is changed sufficiently to make a difi"erence in

the fusibility of the glaze; in fact, the difi"erence is so great,

that in changing from fritting in saggers to using a kiln

properly built for such work, the greatest caution should be

used, otherwise loss may occur in the ware, and the fritt-kiln

condemned ; the blame for crazed ware being unjustly

charged up against the kiln.

The fritts for colored glazes are made eitherin saggers as

above indicated for white fritt, or in kilns built for crucibles

so that the mass can run out into water when melted, the

latter being the most reliable way of making it, to say

nothing of the economical advantages.

The next process is the uniting of all the ingredients of

a glaze into one uniform mixture by grinding them together

on a glaze mill or in a cylinder. The latter process is

preferred by many, the former is the one in general use.

The fritt, with the other materials, is placed upon the mill

and ground between stones, the top stones or "runners"

varying in speed according to the size of the mill, and also

as to whether the mixture is ground stiff or in a sloppy state.

Each way of grinding will find its advocates, but my observ-

ation and experience compel me to advocate the former, for

the reason that the mill will grind more glaze in a given

time. We have in use an eight foot mill, and can grind from

seventeen hundred to two thousand pounds per week, to a

fineness that will readily pass through a brass lawn of 200

meshes to the square inch. The unifor7n fineness of a glaze

is most essential, whether it be passed through a lawn of 120

or 200 meshes. However, the finer the glaze is ground, the

more fusible it will be. If you are using a glaze ground to
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pass through a lawn of 200 meshes, do not, because you are

in a hurry, take it off the mill when it will pass through one
of only 120 meshes. The difference in fusibility will be
sufficient to be noticeable in your glaze. I had expected to

be able to demonstrate the difference by showing you some
feldspar ground to different degrees of fineness and fired at

the same heat, but did not get them ready in time; but if

you will take some spar and grind it for, say eight to ten

hours, taking enough off of the mill each hour, and make it

up in the shape of a cone, and fire in the same heat, but high
enough to fuse spar, you can very readily notice the differ-

ence between each cone, the finest ground being the most
fusible.

The glaze should always be thoroughly stirred before

and while using, to prevent.the heavier contents of the glaze

separating and settling to the bottom and becoming quite

hard, making it very difficult to thoroughly mix again,

without re-lawning.

In color glazes, when they have been allowed to settle

and become hardened through the evaporation of the water,

by cutting through the glaze with a knife, you can detect the

different layers yery readily, and upon investigation the lead

will be found at the bottom. Unless it is thoroughly mixed
after this separation part of the glaze will fuse much more
quickly than the other.

Colored glazes are prepared very much in the same man-
ner as the white glaze, the metallic oxides being generally

added to the fritt mixture, replacing from one-fourth to one-

half of the RO elements. In many instances, however, more
brilliant colors can be produced by not fritting the oxides,

such as copper and uranium, and in many manganese colors

it is better not to fritt, but mix direct with color or stain for

making the glaze. Where the stain for making colored

glazes is first prepared and then added to the white glaze,

great care must be used, as in passing it through even

the finest lawn, the particles of stain seem to have such

strong affinity for each other that they hold together, and

ordinary stirring does not seem to incorporate it with the

9Cer
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glaze, and after firing, strong and darker spots will occur in

the glaze. To remedy this trouble, I would suggest that

after thoroughly stirring, the glaze be repassed through the

fine lawn, which will always remove any tendency to trouble

of this kind.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Burt: I did not quite catch the arrangement of

that ball mill for mixing the fritt. I would be glad to have

that explained.

Mr. Walker : We had a cylinder or ball mill four feet

in diameter and five feet long, lined with hard wood blocks,

that we had used for grinding clay. We took the pebbles

out of it and placed three pieces of wood or boards, four

inches wide, lengthwise and equal distance apart and

fastened to the end of the cylinder about one or two inches

from the lining. The cylinder revolving rapidly, these

pieces carry the fritt mixture to the top and lets it drop,

thereby intimately mixing it very quickly and making each

charge perfectly uniform. It requires but a few minutes

mixing and is then dropped into a bin underneath the cylin-

der. The mixing being so even, it does not require each

weighing to be kept separate, but can all or any part of it

be dropped into the bin and the charges for the fritt kiln

taken out as required. This intimate mixing gives a fritt of

very uniform consistency, so that it is not necessary to use

any care to separate each fritting.

The Chair: Don't you find the boards are liable to

scrape ofi" the top layer ?

Mr. Walker: The lining of the cylinder being very

smooth, I found, without the boards to carry it up to the top

before dropping, that the weight of the mixing (about 500

pounds) -slvould cause it to slide around on the bottom as the

cylinder revolved. By use of the boards, the method proved

not only very quick but very satisfactory.

Mr. Ogle : Is not 200 mesh too fine for grinding glaze ?

Mr. Walker : I do not think so. We have had better

results from fine than with ordinary grinding. Several

years ago, we were using a glaze in which there was consid-
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erable fritt, and were troubled very much with fine particles

of what I first supposed was sand, but upon careful investi-

gation, found that it was small particles of unground fritt

that had passed through the 120 mesh lawn, and had not

fused in firing the glaze. After this experience, I adopted

the same policy for my stock glaze, that I had always pur-

sued in making stains and colors, and grind everything to

pass through a lawn of 200 meshes.

The Chair : I have had an experience not unlike that,

but which led to an opposite view. I had this same trouble

with a soft lead glaze ; it looked like grains of sand on the

surface. I passed it through a 100 mesh brass lawn, fired the

residue on the sieve and it came out smoother than the

original glaze from which it had been taken. If these parti-

cles were particles of sandpit is clear that they would have

shown much worse after my treatment.

Mr. Burt: In glazes of exceeding fineness you incur

the danger of slipping. A glaze which is too fine grained is

apt to slip a little. That danger is always attributable to too

fine or too long grinding.

Mr. Walker: We have had some of that trouble, but I

think there is a happy medium and that is what we want to

use. In making color glazes we run into so many other

difficulties and I find the fine grinding helps to overcome

so many of them, that we have pursued that policy for several

years with much better results than we ever had before.

The Chair : Do you not think that there might be some
difference in the types of ware? There is no danger of

falling off in firing flat tile as there is in upright pottery

ware.

Mr. Ogle: But all tile are not fired flat. Fifty per cent,

of the tile are now reared.

Mr. Walker : All of ours are fired flat.

Mr. Ogle: Many other factories rear theirs. I didn't

understand one point which Mr. Walker made about the

glaze grinding mill. Which one of the two was advanced as

the best, a wet-stone mill or a cylinder mill ?

Mr. Walker: We prefer what is called the wet pan.

In other words, that is the old burr mill.
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Mr. A. F. Hottinger : I will only say that in taking

up any of the old German works, you will always find they

advise not to grind too fine, for the reason that in the finer

ground glaze, a greater amount of water will be carried and

consequently the glaze will shrink more on the body. It is

apt to part in cracks and to pull away from the ware, standing

upright or roll up at the edge like a leaf. I have had exper-

ience and trouble with that defect myself.

Mr. Burt: I understood Mr. Walker to say that he

gets a better effect from not fritting copper than from fritting

it. I rather believe we get a softer fritt by fritting the color

in.

Mr. Walker: My experience has been in fritting

copper that part of it passes off" through volatilization; thereby

requiring more oxide of copper to produce the same color,

and when the copper has but the one firing in the glaze it is

easier to hold the color to an even shade. I find copper

colors very hard to hold to anything like regularity; chang-

ing apparently under the same conditions from the beautiful

green shades to the brownish greens ; and when the heat is

too high, to lose the green shade almost entirely.

The Chair: Do you find that fritting or not fritting

changes the tint produced by the copper or is the difference

only in the strength of the color ?

Mr. Walker: I think both in the strength and appear-

ance. After fritting it has a tendency to run a little bit more
to the brown shades, and does not give as clear a green.

Mr. Ernest Mayer: I don't think I can add much to

this tangle but I do want to make one remark and that is

any person sitting here and hearing the great diversity of

of opinion about how a glaze should be ground can only

arrive at one conclusion and that is that a glaze will stand a

terrible amount of abuse and yet yield good results. I

aim always to grind glaze very fine.

Mr. Walker : Mr. President, another thing in grinding

a glaze fine— there is not a particle of doubt but what the

glaze will fuse at a lower heat than when it is ordinarily

ground. We have no trouble in bringing our glazes to a

nice point of fusion at cone 04. I really believe that if we
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had the courage to try it, I could bring the same glaze at

cone 08
;
quite sure of it at cone 06 ; but I confess I haven't

had the courage as yet to reduce our heat to a lower fusing

point.

Professor Edward Orion, Jr.: As I understand you,

Mr. Walker, manganese is one of the oxides you recommend
not to fritt. Would you mind giving the basis for your

opinion in that respect?

Mr. Walker : Manganese is very easily changed in the

kiln, and you get in many respects a nicer and brighter

color, more of a claret color, by using the manganese with-

out fritting. I also want to say that I am advocating in

that respect a principle I do not follow out altogether; not

because I do not believe in it, but because we have colors

out over the country which we must continue to make, and

we have to do many things in ways that we don't believe are

the best ways to manufacture, in order to hold the same
colors that our trade calls for. But in my experience I have

found in many cases where we wanted a pure manganese
color, that we get a better tone unfritted.

Professor Orion : My object in asking the question was
a personal one. I do not have opportunity to experiment

with glazes under what, you may say, are normal firing con-

ditions. All my firing has to be done in a little test kiln,

with a short firing period, under conditions anything but

satisfactory to myself. I have been able, of course, to get

the usual range of colors out of manganese, but I have been

troubled very much with a smoky effect, a kind of a bluish

film over the surface of glazes which manganese is used.

The peculiar effect I mean can be found very generally on

ordinary Rockingham ware ; it appears covered with a bluish

cloud. Take a piece and rub it hard with a pocket hand-

kerchief or your sleeve, and you will get a clear, brilliant

surface, but you will observe after a little while, that the ob-

ject will have become clouded again with this bluish film.

My experiments were made on glaze in which there is

.10 to .20 equivalents of manganese in the RO elements, and

with this quantity it seems difficult to prevent this bluish

film from forming in my kiln. I think it is due to manganese
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from the fact that in a soft glaze, fired side by side with it,

containing an equal quantity of lead, we do not get this blu-

ish film, while the manganese glaze will develop it strongly.

I have tried to avoid the production of this film, by fritting

the manganese, and to some extent it was overcome by frit-

ting, but not completely ; but my experience, on the whole,

has rather tended to convince me that manganese is one of

the oxides we should fritt.

Air. Walker : I think you can carry a greater per cent,

of manganese in a glaze, where it is incorporated in a fritt;

but my experience is, that you get the same color effect with

a less per cent, of manganese, when it is not fritted. That
might depend, to a great extent, on the nature of the glaze.

Mr. Ogle: My experience in non-fritting of manga-
nese in the enamel is very unsatisfactory. A glaze in which

raw manganese is used appears a good deal like a geyser

basin after the geyser has subsided— in other words, it is

full of augur holes. I attribute these to the gases formed by
the manganese, which in fritting are more or less driven off.

We experienced this trouble in large doses, when the man-
ganese has not been fritted beforehand.



SHIVERING AND CRAZING.

BY
HENEY R, GRIFFEX, C. E., Chattanooga, Tenn.

My views upon the subject of shivering, I believe, are

different from those of most clay workers- I know they are

very different from the views I have seen expressed in print.

If my views are wrong it is your duty, as members of this

society, to do all in your power to set me on the straight

road; so I sincerely hope there will be a full discussion of

the matter, and I also hope there will continue to be articles

written upon this subject, umtil it is finally a settled question

as to just what causes shivering.

In coming before this society with views opposed to

those of eminent men, I do so with great diffidence, and I

hope the facts which I present, and the reasoning from

them, will be carefully weighed. I should not present the

subject to your notice at all, did not these facts, and the

deductions from them seem to me to make an overwhelming

case.

The cases which I have in mind, and which I offer as

illustrations of my theory, and as problems for the usual

theory advanced in this connection to solve, are all taken

from my note books, some of them gathered in one place

and some in another.

Case 1. In 1877, I found a plate, which was crazed

where glaze was thin, shivered where glaze was very thick,

and which stood where glaze was of medium thickness; this

plate was burned in our regular kilns, consequently the

firing conditions were normal; on this body, as a rule, thinly

glazed ware crazed, medium glazed ware stood, and very

heavily glazed ware shivered.

Case 2. The same glaze as above, but on on a different

body— crazed where glaze was thick, and stood where glaze

was medium or thin.
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Case 3. The repeated additions of a silicious clay, to a

vitrifying clay, caused it to pass from standing to crazing,

then to standing, then to shivering, glaze and heat being the

same throughout.

Case 4. The repeated additions of feldspar to a shiver-

ing clay caused it to pass from shivering to standing, then

to crazing, then to standing, glaze and heat being the same

throughout.

Case 5. Increasing the biscuit heat given a body

caused it to pass from shivering to standing, then to crazing,

then to standing, glaze and gloss heat being the same
throughout.

Case 6. My constant practice, in order to stop either

shivering or crazing in a vitrified body, when I wish it to re-

main a vitrified body, is to add spar to it.

Case 7. Hither flint or spar added to an open body,

upon which the glaze crazes, will stop the crazing.

A paper on the subject of shivering, read before the so-

ciety at the Columbus meeting, contained the following

statement :
" The well-founded axioms laid down by Ger-

man scientists relative to the defects of glazes, are familiar

to us all. It may be briefly restated without going into de-

tails, that these defects are due to a difiference between the

co-efficient of expansion of the body and glaze. If the glaze

has a greater co-efiicient of expansion than the body, crazing

ensues; if the conditions are reversed, shivering."

This statement, in a readjusted form, means that to pass

from crazing to standing, either the co-eflScient of the glaze

must be lowered or the coefiicient of the body raised ; and to

pass from shivering to standing, either the co-ej£cient of the

glaze must be raised or the co-efficient of the body lowered.

Applying these rules to the seven cases cited above,

what will their acceptance force us to admit?

From Case 1. That the thicker the glaze, the lower its

co-efficient of expansion, and the thinner the glaze, the high-

er its co-efficient of expansion.

From Case 2. That the exact opposite of this is true of

the same glaze at the same heat, viz : That the thicker the

glaze, the higher its co-efficient of expansion, and the thinner

the glaze, the lower its co-efficient of expansion.
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From Case 3. That the first addition of a silicious clay

to a body, lowered its co-efficient of expansion, and the next

two additions each raised its co-efficient.

From Case 4. That the first two additions of feldspar

to a body, each lowered its co-efficient of expansion, and the

third raised it.

From Case 5. That raising the temperature to which a

body was subjected through three successive stages, had the

efiect in the first two stages of lowering its co-efficient of ex-

pansion, and in the third of raising its co-efficient.

From Case 6. That spar added to shivering bodies

lowers their co-efficient, and when added to crazing bodies

has the reverse effect.

From Case 7. That either flint or spar added to an

open body, will raise the co-efficient of that body.

Many more equally contradictory deductions can be

made from these seven cases, by applying the German
co-efficient theory to them ; but without going into detail,

I will simply state that if this theory be true, then we must

admit that either less spar or more spar, less flint or more

flint, less heat or more heat, or either flint or spar, all have

the same effect on the co-efficient of a body; that flint either

raises or lowers the co-efficient of bodies, spar does the same

and heat the same. We must also admit, that increasing

the thickness of a glaze, raises its co-efficient, and in the

same breath that such increase in thickness lowers its

co-efficient.

Gentlemen, are we to accept a theory of this sort, which

leaves us without any consistent reason for the things which

we do? When asked why we add spar to a vitrifying shiv-

ering body, or why we add spar to a vitrifying crazing body,

to answer in one case, so as to lower its co-efficient ; and in

the other case, so as to raise its co efficient ; and so on, ad

libitum, giving contradictory reasons for everything. Better

no theory at all, than one which cannot exist in accord with

facts.

Can a theory be advanced, or a statement formulated,

which shall be in accord with the facts of practice? In my
opinion there can ; but, before announcing such a statement,
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I wish to advance a few views in regard to the phenomenon
of shivering.

Shivering does not originate in a failure of the glaze,

but originates in a failure of the body, and the subsequent

glaze shiver is a secondary, reactionary consequence of the

body failure. In support of these views, I will simply state

that a careful examination of any case of shivering yet

brotight to my notice, reveals the fact that it is always ac-

companied by a shattering of the body, and that the body

is cracked in lines coincident with the lines of shiver in the

glaze.

My belief in regard to shivering and crazing is as fol-

lows : These two phenomena are both the results of the

strains existing between the body and the glaze. These
strains are due to a difference in the co-efl&cient of expansion

of the body and glaze, the co-efficient of the glaze being

always greater than the co-efficient of the body upon which
it is placed. As to which will result, crazing or shivering,

the element of relative strength of body and glaze enters,

crazing resulting where the glaze is the weaker, and shiver-

ing resulting in the reverse case.

I also believe that there are two conditions of standing,

one in vitrified bodies, due to the co-efficients of expansion

being brought so close together as not to produce a strain in

excess of the elastic limit of body or glaze ; the other in por-

ous bodies where, while strain is great, the powers are bal-

anced, and relative strength and elasticity of body and glaze

are the factors.

I believe this because it is evident to my senses that

shivering is a body defect, and also because this belief fur-

nishes a sound and logical reason for the result of each step

in every one of the seven cases cited above; and further-

more, because this belief gives me a sound and logical guide

to every move I make in practice, and this guide has so far

proved infallible.

Note by the Secretary:—Owing to Mr. GriflBn's absence,
his paper was read by Mr. Otto Hensel. At the conclusion, it was
agreed to jiass the paper without discussion until after printing, so
as to permit a study of the points brought forward.



THE BLISTERING OF GLAZES.

BY
STANLEY G. BURT, Cixcixnati, Ohio.

There are various types of glaze blister more or less

allied. I do not mean to raise a general discussion of the

various kinds, but aim to discover the cause of one type.

This type may appear as numerous little bubbles around

the neck of a piece of pottery, or these may gather to a

cluster, or at times to one large blister. This is the type

we suffer from at times. It Is in hopes of gaining a clearer

understanding of its cause, that I ask for a general discus-

sion by the Society.

Considered, first theoretically, there are two causes sug-

gested in explanation—first, air escaping from pores of the

body—and second, a chemical reaction.

The first will not hold, because the cluster will occur

on a vitrified body ; then again, repeated re-fire will not stop

new formations.

We come, therefore, to the chemical theory. The idea

is that a stronger acid radical is displacing a weaker from

its salt, the weaker acid escaping as gas. What acids are

present?

In the first place we need not consider phosphoric or

boracic acid, as the evil can be produced in glazes in which

neither of these is present. Hydrochloric, carbonic, nitric

and all organic acid, are all easily driven oft at a low heat.

We then have but sulphuric and silica left, and it can easily

be seen that it is a question of the former being driven off

by the latter. This is the conclusion at which Seger

arrives.

The sulphuric acid salts in the sulphates may be pres-

ent in either glaze or body. Those of you in the brick and

tile business are well acquainted with the soluble sulphates
139
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and the resultant scum. These sulphates may have been

originally present in the clay ; ferric sulphide may have

oxydized to the sulphate, or the sulphurous fumes in the

kiln gases may have combined with the ever-present water

vapor and condensed upon the ware, as sulphuric acid.

I remember reading of a brickmaker who never had had

a trace of scum, using his clay direct from the mine. One
year he decided to mine a large quantity and leave it out to

winter. Result, the insoluble pyrite present in his clay

oxydized to the sulphate and his bricks the next spring were

terrifically scummed.
While a pottery body is made from much more-carefuUy

selected materials, still to a certain extent the same condi-

tions prevail, and no doubt many biscuit pieces, if red in-

stead of white, would show a scum ; then in pottery we
have the use of plaster paris moulds, that is CaS04,the pos-

sible impurities in various materials, and finally in all cases,

traces that may be present in the water. The glaze, from

its ingredients, may also contain a percentage of the sul-

phates. In fact, it is easy to account for its presence in

both body and glaze.

Seger made some of his careful experiments on this

subject, and as I said before, charges sulphuric acid as the

chief cause of blister. He found that a glaze would hold a

certain percent of sulphuric acid in solution, which varied

according to the percent of silica in the glaze. A bisilicate

glaze would hold 4 per cent., while a trisilicate would hold

but 2 per cent. That is, whatever proportion of silica a sat-

urated bisilicate glaze should take up from the body, a fixed

proportion of SO3 and O must be expelled from it. Or a bisil-

icate fritt which gave a perfectly clear glass might prove

worthless when more silicate was added to it for the glaze.

Thus an ordinarily fine glaze, if exposed to an unusually long

or high fire, would absorb silica from the body and cause

this reaction.

It seems to me probable, that even though the glaze

may be able to hold this percentage of sulphuric acid, and

may not be saturated ; still, any solvent influence of the

glaze on the body, would result in a decomposition of the
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surface sulphates, and a freeing of gas. Now, it by no
means follows, that all this gas is absorbed until the glaze is

saturated ; on the contrary, I believe the greater part would
come to the surface forming the blisters.

Thus, the mere presence of the sulphates on the surface

of the body, is sufficient cause for blister.

Practically considered, what remedy?

Seger advises the use of a reducing gas, as with it the

sulphates are much more readily decomposed and freed from

the body. He calls attention to the fact, that the evil is not

met in porcelain where a reducing gas is used ; in fact, he

shows that one may even use the CaS04 in place of the

CaCOs as an ingredient.

Some of us don't want any more of the reducing gas

than we have to have, considering our glaze and colors, so

that this remedy will not fit our case. The use of barium,

as the brickmakers do, is also ruled out, as the least excess

would be ruinous to our CaS04 moulds. When you reach

this point, you seem to have reached the conclusion that you

must give up using any impure materials.

In the pottery business, so many conditions are imposed

on the raw materials, that it is with great reluctance that

you give up old and adopt new ones. Moreover, what still

continues you in their use, is the fact that at times you are

entirely free from evil results. Now, until you can give full

explanation for this variation, why make the materials the

the only scapegoat?

From the case as stated it would seem the chief trouble

was with the body, and so I firmly believe it is. With
this in view I completely changed the body, with a result

satisfactory in every respect. For months no traces of blis-

ter, when presently, back it came again. I now tried a

complete change of glaze. This also worked very well and

we were apparently completely freed ; but in course of time,

here and there it appeared again.

However, my conclusions are that the theory must be

correct, as I can see no other explanation, although I trust

some of you may offer one. In changing the body I proba-

bly obtained a smaller percentage of the sulphates. The
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fact that later the trouble returned can be explained by the

fact that at first we were using a freshly made-up body,

while later that much was used that was made up some

time before, allowing for the oxydizing of the sulphides, as

before explained. The benefit resulting from change of

glaze was due to the fact that after testing^a lower silicate glaze

with Seger's increased ability of such a glaze to hold the

acid in view, a higher silicate was finally adopted, on the

theory that the higher silicate would have less of a solvent

action on the body, which proved true.

Some facts are yet to be explained, as for instance, why
should thrown ware sufier much more than the cast ? This

is directly opposed to the theory, as it is the cast ware

which comes in contact with the CaS04 moulds.

The irregularity with which it appears and the dij65culty

in producing it synthetically are also hard to explain.

I will now turn the subject over to the society for dis-

cussion and trust some of you may throw some further light

upon it.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Ernest Mayer: I have listened with great interest

to Mr. Burt's paper. I suppose there are none of us en-

gaged in the manufacture of white ware, but have been

more or less troubled with the question of blistering. In

my experience, when it got so very bad, the only change I

made was to soften the glaze. That is a very curious state-

ment to make, but I didn't know what to do and did that.

In many cases it helped the trouble, if it did not stop it

entirely ; but as to what the action was, or why the efifect

was brought about that way, I am not able to state. I think

a most peculiar feature of the case is where you are using

the same material for body and glaze, and this trouble comes
on in a very peculiar way and leaves as mysteriously. There
is just one thought about the sulphates that might be men-
tioned. In the use of boracic acid, the very high percent-

age of sulphate of soda, in some of the Tuscany boracic

acid, is said to cause a great many troubles, particularly the

scumminess of glaze that we have known. Whether it

would have any effect on blisters I don't know.
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The Chair : I do not know that I define exactly what

kind of blister Mr. Burt means. We used to have one in

the white ware, in the form of a volcano ; we call it " blib.''

Mr. Burt: They are pretty closely allied. I think

probably they can be traced to the same source.

The Chair: I always found those were more promi-

nent on short fired vitreous ware, than any other class of

goods. It was a curious fact, that those with the least por-

osity were very much more susceptible to " blibbing " than

other wares. The very porous ware was not anything like

in the same degree troubled with that fault. Is your ware

porous?

Mr. Burt: Very slightly. I would like to ask Dr.

Zimmer a question, as to the chemical side of it. I attribute

this to a decomposition of the surface sulphates on the body,

and would like to know whether my theory there is correct.

We all know that if we generate gas under the glaze, a cer-

tain percent will be absorbed, and a certain percent will

certainly escape to the surface.

The Chair : Is it not a fact that hollowware is just as

subject to " blibs,'' inside and outside, and the inside does

not touch the plaster mould ?

Mr. Burt: Undoubtedly.

Mr. Mayer: Is it possible for the sulphate to exist

after passing the biscuit fire?

Mr. Burt: It is impossible for sulphates to exist if you

maintain a reducing atmosphere. If you maintain an oxi-

dizing atmosphere, you cannot get rid of them. They are

in combination with something; but with what? I don't

think it makes much difference.

Mr. Mayer : Fragments of plaster burn out and leave

a hole in the ware. They leave holes there just exactly the

shape of the pieces that came out.

Mr. William D. Gates : I do not want to go down to

history as a potter who never had a blister. We have troubles

of that kind, different from any of those which the speaker

has mentioned. His ware has the symptom, ours has the

disease (laughter). We burn in muffle kilns, where the

ware is supposed to be away from contact with the fire. Our
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enamel burns beautifully with oil ; and the same enamel on

the same body, burned with coal, is all blisters; and I hoped

to get some information about it here. The sulphur in the

coal is my only theory as to the cause of the trouble.

Mr. Burt: That is what you are probably suflfering

from. I think you will find I laid especial weight on the

sulphurous gases produced in the kiln by practically all

fuel. All fuel with the possible exception of wood contains

more or less sulphur, which oxidizes to sulphurous gases

when burning. In the kiln there is also a greater or less

percentage of water vapor. This water vapor, coming from

a hot to a cold spot in the kiln, easily condenses, deposits

water and with it these sulphurous gases as sulphuric acid.

Here, you can see, is a ready source for the soluble sul-

phates. So the fuel may be considered one of the chief

causes of the trouble.

Mr. Zimmer: I agree perfectly with what Mr. Burt has

brought out, but I wish to say that sulphates can stand heat

without decomposing. Whenever the condition of the gases

in the kiln are favorable, then the sulphuric acid will stand

even the heat of the biscuit fire. On the other hand, Mr.

Burt referred to the fact that Seger said sulphate of lime

could be used to advantage in the glaze

—

Mr. Burt: In the body?

Mr. Zimmer: It might be in the body, but I wanted to

refer to the glaze. The Royal factory in Berlin uses a lime

spar glaze at a temperature between cone 16 and cone 18.

At one time they introduced their lime in the form of sul-

phate of lime into the glaze, but after all, they found that it

was not very satisfactory and discontinued it, and are using

the carbonate of lime. At least, they did so at the time I

was there. On the other hand, I believe a great part of sul-

phuric acid will undoubtedly be derived from the fuel. The
steam will carry that sulphuric acid and deliver it when con-

densed, on certain parts of the ware. In some cases it might
be that not all the sulphuric acid originates from that source,

but I am satisfied a large percentage does.
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The Chair : I waut to ask Mr. Burt whether he can
suggest a remedy?

Mr. Bicrt: I suggested first using reducing gas for all

who are able to do so. By means of a reducing gas, we can

decompose the sulphates and volatilize the acid radical SO3,
while with an oxidizing gas it would be impossible. For
those not able to use a strong reducing gas, try the happy
medium, and use it to such an extent as not to endanger
your product, but balance it carefully. Then use your clay

as soon after it is prepared as possible, so as not to allow

any pyrites present to oxydize. Further, I recommended just

the contrary of what Mr. Mayer says ; that is, not to soften

the glaze, but to use a glaze of higher acidity which is less

liable to act on the body.

Prof. H. A. Wheeler : 1 would like to ask Mr. Burt if

it is possible to reduce the sulphate of lime, without reducing

the lead also ?

Mr. Burt: In my paper, I claimed this was a body
trouble, and not one of the glaze. It is the sulphates in the

body, not in the glaze, which we wish to drive off by the re-

ducing gas, and lead is never put in the body. It is the use

of a reducing gas in the first fire, not the glaze fire that I

refer to mainly. However, should the trouble be with the

glaze, that is if it be dangerously near saturated with the

sulphates, then the reducing gas can be applied here. In

this case you do reduce your lead, but without harm, pro-

vided that you are careful to re-oxydize it before your glaze

has fused. Naturally, once fused, the oxygen cannot reach

any reduced lead enclosed in the glaze.

Prof. Orion: Wouldn't you lose more ground than you
would gain by making your glaze more silicious? It ap-

pears to me to me that by making your glaze more silicious

you would reduce its ability to hold sulphuric acid and per-

haps bring out additional bubbles over what had previously

appeared.

Mr. Burt: Again let me state that I do not think the

trouble comes generally from the sulphates in the glaze, but

from those in or rather on the body. If the gla?e is any-
lOCer
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where near saturation, you are almost certain to have another

great evil from this cause. I refer to that scum which com-

pletely destroys the brilliancy of a glaze. If a glaze shows

any such symptom, then, of course, the more silicious glaze

would increase the evil. My argument is this—assume a

body having sulphates on its surface ; apply a glaze over

this surface. Now, when the glaze has fused, it will decom-

pose these sulphates, a gas results, and you have a bubble

of gas in the glaze. Glaze is never very fluid, so whether

the gas escapes or is absorbed, considerable time is required

to fill up the cavity again. So, when the fire is done, we
find new bubbles down in the glaze, others on the surface

just ready to break, and slight depressions where others

have bursted and partially healed over again.



TECHNICAL ADVANCES IN TRENTON,

BY

EDWARD C. ST0\T:R, Trexton, N. J.

A number of years ago, some of the crockery dealers in

diflferent parts of the United States, were accustomed to ex-

hibit signs reading "No Trenton Ware Sold Here." Not
an enviable reputation, to be sure, but justly earned by the

general tendency of Trenton ware to craze. Some good

pottery was made in the city, no doubt, but it was a case of

the innocent suflfering with the guilty.

Since that time, a marked and steady improvement has

has taken place in the quality of the various grades of pot-

tery manufactured in Trenton. This advance has been

perhaps slow, but it has embraced both durability and tech-

nical quality, while extending also to shapes, styles and

attractive decorations.

Among the early advances may be mentioned the artistic

line of Belleek porcelain, made by Messrs. Ott & Brewer.

The statuary and vases produced by this firm gained a

national reputation, the importance of which to Trenton is

frequently underestimated. The original Belleek, made in

Ireland at the town of that name, was a flimsy, fragile ware

;

but in the hands of the Trenton potters, the quality was

vastly improved, and in consequence, an increasing volume

of business was brought to the place.

A second advance was in the matter of hotel china, the

superior quality of which, as made by the Greenwood Pot-

tery, went a long way towards removing the prejudices which

existed against wares from the East. This firm has secured

a reputation which is second to none in the country ; but it

is a fact, that some of our manufacturers view this success

with more or less of a jealous eye, and few of them will be

found to admit that the Greenwood china has done a great
147
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deal to secure for other Trenton productions a favorable con-

sideration in the home market.

Following upon the improvements in hotel china, came

those in sanitary ware. Not suddenly, but by slow and

steady growth this product has been developed, until today

Trenton is unquestionably at the head of this most import-

ant branch of the pottery industry.

Again, this is the case not only as to the quality of the

ware alone, but also as to shapes and designs of the fixtures

from a sanitary point of view. The most complicated sani-

tary appliances are now being made in one piece of vitreous

ware, and fired with great success.

That the merit of this ware is being appreciated, is

shown by the increasing demand which is found in England

and on the Continent of Europe, besides Canada, Central

and South America, and Australia.

Within the past four years, an important advance has

been made in the manufacture of fire clay bath tubs and

sinks. In this short space of time, Trenton has taken first

place with these products, and now has the largest single

pottery in the world, devoted exclusively to the manufacture

of these goods. The works at Trenton are competing suc-

cessfully in Europe against the long established foreign firms,

as to quality, appearance and price.

This ware is fired but once. The body consists of fire

clay and ground grog, and the pieces are formed by hand, in

large moulds. When the clay is sufl&ciently hardened, it is

coated with a thin slip, which will fire to vitrification, and

on this the final coat of glaze is laid. The kilns used are of

the muffle type, and a high temperature is reached, which

causes considerable loss. This naturally necessitates the

grading of the ware, which is sold as first, second and third

quality.

Generally speaking, the glost kilns in Trenton are fired

at cone 8 or thereabout, and the glazes most generally used

are fritt glazes.

Flint and boracic acid are melted together, in saggers,

for the fritt.
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The following is the formula of what is known as the

Trenton glaze

:

0.19 K2O I r

0.48 CaO 1 n oc A , r. J

2.68 SiO,
., io ynn r 0.26 AI2 O^

And it is stated on good authority, that the recipe from which
this formula was figured, has been sold and re-sold many
times.

For some time, many of the more progressive men felt

that some definite, scientific teaching was necessary, and
about three years ago the first step in this direction was
taken. About a dozen men, manufacturers, managers, and
others interested in pottery, came together for consultation;

and as a first effort, they iavited Dr. Edward Hart, professor

of chemistry at Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., and Dr. W.
N. Mumper, professor of chemistry at the New Jersey vState

Normal vSchool, to take the matter in hand. These gentle-

men agreed to deliver weekly lectures, taking each a week
in turn, at the vState schools on the chemistry of pottery, and

a good deal of interest was developed. Neither of the pro-

fessors, however, was a potter, and the problems of the

industry were new to them ; but upon the lines of pure

chemistry some progress was made.

About this time an agitation was set on foot by the

mayor of the city, Hon. Welling G. Sickel, for the establish-

ment of a Technical and Art School. A large committee

was appointed, and the interest of many of the leading

potters was arou.sed.

The idea was not to form a distinctively pottery school,

but one that should, by developing the study of applied

science and art, benefit all the local indu.stries.

The scheme was matured in March, 1898, and our brother

member, Charles F. Binns, was invited to take charge.

A beginning was made in a small way, using an existing

evening drawing class as a nucleus. Additional art classes

were formed, and the first step in technical education was

taken in the formation of what is now known as the Wednes-

day evening class. The school met in an upper room, and
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there was neither opportunity for experimental work, nor

space for the meeting. A room was borrowed in a nearby

school, and the class met for the first time on April 6, 1898.

A series of talks on the theory and practice of glaze

composition was begun, and as the principle of the chemical

formula was new to most of those who attended, the first few

meetings were devoted to the figuring of the formula of a

glaze from the recipe, and the elaboration of the recipe from

the formula.

Other developments followed, and when, in the fall of

the year, the school removed to its present location, a labor-

atory was fitted up, and a lecture room was placed at the

disposal of the potters. Other subjects were then taken up,

the most important being vitreous bodies, body fluxes, and

leadless glazes.

This winter the members of the class met to decide upon

the line of work to be pursued, and after discussion it was

decided to continue the work on glazes, with special reference

to reducing the heat of the glost fire, and in addition, to

examine into the efiect of glaze constituents upon coloring

oxides.

The course thus far has been upon the lines of estab-

lishing standard glazes in which certain constituents should

predominate, and it is thought necessary to adapt each glaze

to a low and a high temperature. The melting points of

cone 3 and cone 8 have been chosen as the fires most suitable

for this purpose.

This work has, of course, caused a good deal of calcula-

tion, and a great number of experiments All of these have

been interesting, and many of them very instructive. Some
new points have been touched, and some new theories

broached, but about these Mr. Binns will speak.

In Trenton there is still room for improvement and

advance, but we believe that we are on the high road to both,

and we do not mean to pause in our onward march.



MONOSILICATE GLAZES.

BY

CHARLES F. BINNS, Tre>ton, N. J.

The late Dr. Seger, in one of his chapters on glazes,

uses words of which the following is a translation :

" If the glaze shows itself to be too fusible for the pur-

pose for which it is to be used, it can be made more difficultly

fusible by raising the silica^ contents, and thereby lowering

the contents of the basic fluxes. A limit must be observed

in this respect, in that the acidity of the glaze must never

exceed a trisilicate and never fall below a bisilicate. In the

first case an inclination to devitrification ensues, and in the

last a tendency to running ofi" the ware."

And again : "If one calculates that AUOg is equal

to 3 RO, because both contain equal contents of oxygen and
correspond to equal oxygen contents in saturation of silica,

the formulae will shape themselves as follows

:

WHITE WAKE GLAZES.

Minimum—
RO .lAUOs 2.5 SiOj

Maximum

—

RO .4A1,03 4.5 SiOa

According to this statement, a trisilicate glaze would

correspond to the equation :

(RO+R2O3) =3Si02

and a bisilicate to the equation :

(RO+R203)=2SiOo

below which it is not safe to go in acid content.

Idl
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Having occasion in the course of our work, during the

current winter at the Trenton Technical School, to lay down
certain standard glazes which should possess definite basic

qualities, we attempted to proceed upon the lines of the

equations given, firing the glazes on porous tile at cone 3.

The first prescription corresponded to Seger's white

ware minimum, with a lead lime base:

The mixture at cone 3 presented a dull, puckered mass,

having no resemblance to a glaze.

Upon a suggestion that the composition was " too hard,"

the alumina was reduced to half:

No. 1 B— Q3 CaO }^- ^^ AI2O3, 2.5 SiO^

but the result was no better.

To test the question of fusibility, these tiles were sub-

jected to increasing temperatures up to cone 10, but without

improvement.

It became evident then, as we had suspected at first,

that the trouble was devitrification, and the obvious course

of reducing the acid was taken.

Reverting to the original content of alumina, the silica

was lowered to 1.5 in No. l.C.

No. IC-
2;3 cao I

^-^^ AI2O3, 2.5 SiO^

and then to 1.3 in No. l.D.

No.lD-JJ;^Pljg}0.10Al,O3,1.3SiO,

The last formula gave at cone 3 a good glaze, flowing

well and fully matured, but inclined to run off the ware, as

Seger says, or to feed too liberally upon the substance of the

tile. This feature may be seen in the minute serration of

the sharp edges. An examination of the formula, however,
will show that the glaze corresponds to the equation

:

(RO+R^Oa)^! SiOj

and it is, therefore, a monosilicate.
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Anyone who has conducted a systematic series of ex-

periments in ceramics, must be conscious of the fact that

such experiments are apt to take the bit between their teeth,

and carry the operator whither he knows not. Something

of the kind happened in the present case. The conclusion

spoken of seeming of such importance and being, so far as

we were aware, a new fact in the science of ceramics, we de-

termined to push the matter to an issue.

Starting from the last formula given, a systematic in-

crease was made in both AI2O3 and Si02, but preserving

the monosilicate ratio until the formula was reached.

No. 55—
J-J ^^^|. 026 AI2O3, 1.78 SiOo

which produced a perfect glaze, yellow in tone of course,

but well saturated with acid^ flowing and matured at cone 3.

This was found to be the limit, at that temperature, for

no satisfactory increase of acidity could be made.

No.Se— o'sCaoj O.28AI2O3, 1.84 SiO^

did not flow well and

No. 63— M ^!?Sl 0.30 A1,0,, 1.90 SiO,
0.3 CaO /

was immature.

But so far, though it was demonstrated that a good glaze

could be produced as a monosilicate, the contrary was not

proven.

A further series was then laid down, first beginning with

a bisilicate ratio, the content of alumina being .15.

The best of this series had a silica content of 1.9 but

none of them were as good as the monosilicate.

A second series then followed, raising the Alumina to .2.

These were better. The glazes matured fairly well up to

the bisilicate, but none of them either was perfect. The
highest ratio that could be termed good was Si02 1-25 as

seen in No. 110.

No. 110—
^'l q^Iq\

0.20 ALO3, 2.0 SiOa

but this was not as good as No. 55 already given.
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The range of fusibility was then tested and all the glazes

in which the monosilicate ratio had been departed from were

impaired or destroyed at cone 8, while the monosilicate No.

55 was but little affected.

Parallel with these experiments others were put through

with the idea of securing varying combinations of bases.

One of these

:

0.5 PbO )
0.3 CaO [ a; Al203,2/Si02
0.2 ZnO J

was found to work well but the same truth came to the

front. No. 19 with 0.1 AI2O3 and l.SSiOa flowed well and

matured at the lower heat, cone 3, but was destroyed at cone

8. As a further test the silica was raised to 1.6 in No. 33

0.5 PbO
-)

No. 33— 0.8 CaO [ 0.10 AI2O3, 1.6 SiOg
0.2 ZnO J

this would not fuse at cone 3 and remained dull at cone 8.

The alumina was then raised to make the glaze a mon-
osilicate as in No. 48.

0.5 PbO 1
No. 48— 0.3 CaO [ 0.20 AI2O3. 1.6 SiOa

0.2 ZnO J

This glaze developed well at cone 3 and remained good at

cone 8. A comparison of these three glazes at each fire is

interesting and instructive.

It is not a matter for surprise that No. 19 should have

been spoiled by the higher temperature, but one would cer-

tainly have expected that No. 33 would have come to matur-

ity, seeing that the silica ratio is only 1.23.

Further attempts were made to raise the contents of

alumina and silica with this base, but without success, and
from this it is evident that these contents are dependent

upon the base employed, a conclusion which almost goes

without saying. The base of No. 55

0.7 PbO
I

0.3 CaO
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will carry .26 of alumina and 1.78 of silica, while the base

of No. 48
0.5 PbO )
0.3 CaO \

0.2ZnOj

will only carry .2 of alumina and 1.6 of silica.

It is also interesting to note the capacity for remaining

good under an increased heat ; or in other words, the range

of the glaze.

The base containing zinc oxide will stand more fire,

than that with only lead and lime.

For example, compare

0.5 PbO

)

No. 48 — 0..3 CaO \ 0.20 Al^Oj, 1.60 SiO,
0.2ZnOj

With
*

No. 38— ^-^ ^^g\ 0.20 AUOs, 1.60 SiO,

There is not much to choose between them at cone 3, but

at cone 8, No. 48 is distinctly the better glaze.

A comparison between 55 and 116 would further seem
to show that the monosilicate glaze has the greater range.

No. 55 -
g;^ ^Jg j

0.26 AI2O3, 1.78 SiO^

is good at both cone 3 and cone 8,

No. 116 —
J-^ ^^^ \ 0.26 AI2O3, 2.22 SiO^

is good at cone 3 but has not stood the harder fire.

Experiments with other bases such as

0.40 PbO]

No. 100 -
J-Jj ^;^g [>

0.1 AI2O3, 1.3 sio^

0.05 K2O J

0.40 PbO 1

No 101. - JJg £^g [
0.12 AI2O,, 1.36 SiO^

0.05 K2O j

0.40 PbO 1

No. 134-
J;|^ 2nO f

^'"^ -^1203, 1-60 SiO^

oilOK^O J
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0.35 PbO -)

No. 137- S;2ozSo j"
^-^^ ^^2^^' ^-^^ ^^^^

O.'lBK^oJ

did not materially alter the case, though there is, naturally,

some variation in the point of maturity.

All along the line, the ratio of the monosilicate has

proved the best and it may be considered a fact that glazes

of this type can be produced, and will mature well and bear

a considerable range of fire upon such a body as that in use.

Certain other points have also been developed. The alum-

ina content of .2 is the best for all purposes, but a higher

content is advisable when the glaze has to stand a harder

fire.

There is no doubt that each base requires its own con-

tent of alumina, and consequently of silica, but so far as we
have gone, and all our ceramic research must have its

limitations of application, the monosilicate ratio cannot be

departed from in raw glazes.

These two words will no doubt give a key note to those

who have thought about what has been said, for it is certain

that the introduction of boric acid will demand a new set of

conditions. What these conditions may prove to be must
be determined in another period of research, and may perhaps

be presented to the society on a future occasion.

DISCUSSION.

Prof. H. A. Wheeler : This is a very interesting con-

tribution of Mr. Binns, and it is illustrated by a most
interesting series of samples, put in a very neat and clear

way. This is a precedent which I hope will be frequently

observed,— samples which tell their own story by labels

when passed around. I would like to ask Mr. Binns if he

used the same body throughout?

Mr. Bmns : Practically,— I got the tile from two dif-

ferent houses because I did not want to ask one for all. For
our purpose there is very little to choose between them.

Dr. Zimmer : I do not feel at present like discussing

Mr. Binns' very interesting paper. When I read the title,
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" Monosilicate Glazes," the idea struck me at first that the

monosilicate would be a less stable glaze ; that it would have

a smaller range than the bi- or tri-silicate. But Mr. Binns

has disproved that, so I have nothing to say. Dr. Seger

had to deal with a different body. That would make some
difference. I am satisfied the Seger had no tile body to try

his glazes on.

Mr, Binns : The first point is that Seger lays down a

minimum. His contents of alumina is .1 silica 2,50, in fusible

glazes, and he says that you can make a glaze on these lines.

I started in believing this was right, and made experiments

up to No. 19 before I got anything like a glaze, simply

because I was threshing out Seger's principle. We then

saw that there was a weak spot and set out to trace it.

Mr. Walker : I would like to ask Mr. Binns if he made
the same line of experiments on a plastic body, and whether

he made any analysis of the glazes after firing, to ascertain

how much silica it had taken up from the body during

firing ?

Mr. Binns: Mr. Walker has touched an important

point, with his usual acumen. We have not made any ex-

periments on any other body, for the reason that we did not

set out to make glazes.

The course pursued has been purely accidental. The
original idea was to lead up to colors and we began to test

the influence of different substances. I settled upon tile for a

body, for several reasons. It was easily available and suit-

able for the purposes of experiment, readily stored and

labeled, and the colors, if good, would be available for tile

men. I did not attempt anything on any other body, though

we have in connection with the technical class constructed

glazes of the same type and same principle on plastic bodies.

I have not attempted any analysis of the fired glaze, but

from the potter's standpoint I do not think this is of impor-

tance. The first monosilicate glaze was distinctly feeding

on the body, and No. 55 is fully charged with AUOo and

SiOg and does not seem to feed at all. I do not think Seger

referred to the analysis of fired glazes
;
perhaps Dr. Zimmer

can tell us that.
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Dr. Zimmer : I think you are right : he did not refer

to that.

Professor Wheeler: Would not that feeding on the body

tend to stop the trouble of shivering and crazing?

Mr. Binns : The tendency of the glaze is to settle its

own difficulties, and to correct its own defects, automatically.

But I think it is best for us to correct the difficulties our-

selves where we can.

Mr. Walker : My experience is that there is a great

deal of diflference between working on a dust pressed body

and a plastic body. I have been in position to notice that,

on several different occasions, when Mr. Mayer has sent his

plastic body trials down to be fired in our kilns at a low

heat. Several months ago he sent a specimen of glaze over

to be fired on his body, using the formula of Seger cone No.

4 as a basis, adding one equivalent of boracic acid. It came

up beautifully with our heat. I made the same glaze, placed

it in the kiln, and it was not satisfactory. I immediately

considered that I had made some error in mine, and that

Mr. Mayer's was right. So I borrowed some of the glaze

from him, and it had the same effect as our own mixture

applied to our body, but both of the two glazes, when put

on Mr. Mayer's body, fired exactly alike. This demon-

strated the fact that the same glaze will act differently on a

plastic and dust pressed body.

Mr. Mayer : I quite agree with what Mr. Walker says.

There is a difference though I can not explain it. The glaze

which will come up and look brilliant and good on our body,

on Mr. Walker's tiles does not do the same. As he said, he

took my glaze, after he thought he had made some error in

mixing, and taking the same glaze that I dipped in, the

same glaze which was all right on my body, and all fired

together in the same kiln, under the same conditions, it was

not the same as on my body.

Professor Orion: I have made quite a few glazes in

an experimental way, at my laboratory, as low in silica as

shown in any of these that have been quoted, and shown to

m}' own satisfaction that they could be made in that way,

and that they were good, serviceable, raw-lead glazes. But
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I do not feel like discussing this paper of Mr. Binns off hand.

It is a contribution whicn needs study. Our proceedings

are already beginning to point strongly to a fact, which we
will have to reckon with before long, viz : that we will need

to prepare our papers about a month before our meetings,

and print them in advance, so as to be ready to discuss them
at the meetings. If this is not done, we will have to put

off the discussion for a year, as no one can do justice to such

a paper as this, or any other good paper, by rising and speak-

ing on the spur of the moment.

Professor Wheeler : I think this is what we will have

to do. We want time to mother over them, and do consid-

erable thinking, before we are prepared to discuss them freely.

I trust that it will not be long until the society can afford to

do this, with its growing membership.

Mr. Burt: I agree wifh all that has been said, as to the

necessity for the studying of the papers like that. It is very

difficult to try to criticise so important a paper as that with-

out study. One question : Mr. Binxis said that he added

the zinc to enable the glaze to withstand a higher heat.

Was there any other advantage from that ?

Mr. Binns : The color was a little whiter.

Mr. Burt: It neutralized the yellow of the lead?

Mr. Binns: It replaced the lead.

Mr. Burt: Why, in the majority of cases, do you dis-

place all traces of spar with kaolin ?

Mr. Binns : I found we could not use, satisfactorily, as

high a content of spar, and attributed it to the fact that I

had to use ready ground spar. I believe in grinding the

glaze so fine that you can get more spar in than I have.

Mr. Burt: So there is no radical objection to spar?

Mr. Binns: I think not; purely mechanical. The
glazes were fired in the factories of Trenton.



THE DISTRIBUTION OF COST IN THE MANUFAC-
TURE OF WHITE WARE.

BY

ERNEST MAYER, Beaver Falls, Pa.

The method that I propose to describe, for the distribu-

tion of cost in the manufacture of white ware, is one that I

adopted some years ago, and whatever imperfections the

system may eventually be found to have, I know, so far, of

no better way of attempting to solve the problem. That the

system is perfect, I do not for an instant claim.

The primary object in undertaking these calculations is,

to find out whether the "Standard Price List,'' from which all

white ware is sold, was in itself reliable. That is, does the

list have a proportionate rate of profit on every article con-

tained in it?

After my calculations were completed, I satisfactorily

demonstrated to myself that the "Standard Price List'' was

totally unreliable, so far as its actual relation to the cost of

production was concerned, and it will repay any person for

the trouble it will take to verify this statement for himself.

This system will be found extremely useful in figuring

on new articles, where a bid is required for a quantity, and

which have no chance of being compared with any article

on the standard list. Even for listed articles, is it known
whether the article in the standard list is made at a profit or

not?

I wish to point out the fact, that every manufactory must
make its own figures for itself, and those figures must be

made up from averages, running over a considerable period

of time. I will more fully explain what I mean by such an

indefinite phrase as " considerable time '' as we encounter

the various items. For instance, if you take ten biscuit

kilns, and find that the average loss is four per cent, and,

from this, in figuring, you class the loss of all ware as four
160
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per cent, in the biscuit, the figures would be misleading

;

because the loss in some articles must, necessarily, be greater

than in others. But, if you take those ten biscuit kilns, and

find the average loss of each kind of ware separately^ you

will have arrived much nearer the truth ; and while such a

small number of kilns might be taken, it is far better to let

the averages run for at least three months, which in a small

pottery would be about twenty-five kilns of ware. The above

instance is given to show—firstly, that general averages are

misleading—and secondly, that the system involves some
expenditure of time, labor and patience, and each one must
decide for himself, if the time and labor expended is worth

the result.

What I propose to do, is to thoroughly explain a system

whereby it is possible to find the cost of production of a

single article of white ware, laid down in glost warehouse.

I have classified the various sources of expense in man-

facture under the following headings, which will be taken

up in turn:

Making, clay, biscuit firing, biscuit saggars, addition

for losses in biscuit firing, glaze, glost firing, glost saggars,

stilts and pins, and dead expense.

The total of these items is then distributed on the three

grades of product of the glost kiln, viz: kiln run, thirds and

lump.
MAKING.

The first item, " making," will be arrived at very easily,

as practically all ware is now made piece-work. In case it

is made by day work, its cost will have to be determined by

averages.

In speaking of " making," it must be understood that

reference is made to ware delivered in the green room. It

will be f6und convenient in figuring on the cost of ware, to

take 100 dozen as the basis or amount of calculation.

CLAY.

The second item, "clay,'' will be found by the follow-

ing method : From the value of the various items of clay,

flint, feldspar, in condition as delivered, must be taken the

average knockings and moisture they contain.
llCer
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In my own case, I found a charge of 3074 lbs. produced

2643 lbs. of white hard clay, which is a loss of 421 lbs. for

moisture and knockings, the moisture being about 12.4 per

cent, and the knockings 1.6 per cent. There will be found

very great variations in moisture in materials, running as

low as 2 per cent, in some flint, and as high as 22.5 per cent,

in English ball clay, as delivered. The same remark is true

of the knockings, some of the best grades of China clay only

giving 0.1 per cent, knockings, while some of the English

ball clay run as high as 23.7 per cent, knockings.

In calculating the cost of clay in ware, I always take the

"white hard."

Having calculated the value of the materials entering a

mixing, and making allowance for the losses which your av-

erages teach you to expect in the way of moisture and

knockings, there remain the following items :

Stain. This item must include not only the ingredients

but the cost of preparing, firing and grinding.

Press Cloths. The average cost of a set of press cloths

must be divided over the period which experience has shown
them likely to last, deducing the probable cost in cents per

day. Knowing the average mixings made per day the cost

per mixing is readily found.

Lawns. The average life of the lawn is taken and the

cost found per day. This is again divided by the average

number of mixings made per day.

Labor. The cost of labor per mixing must be taken,

and not the cost oiX^hor per press ; the amount of labor per

mixing will appear to be excessive, but this comes from

the fact that a considerable percentage of the clay comes back

to be re-mixed and re-pressed; but as it is only the new clay

that we are dealing with, we must find the cost of labor from

the mixings, and not from the presses. There is a certain

amount of absolute waste in the sliphouse, impossible to

calculate so very closely, but an allowance must be made
for the same ; and in my own case, after finding the cost of the

dry clay to be ;$0.00726 per pound, I have always figured it

three-fourths of a cent, or ;^0.0075 per pound.
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MOULDS.

The third item, " moulds," is one that is certainly very

important, and for accurate calculations it will repay anyone

to be careful to watch how his figures are made.

In the first place I have divided moulds into three classes,

1st, pressers' moulds; 2d, inside jollied moulds; and 3d,

outside jollied moulds.

It will be found that pressers' moulds are the longest

lived of all ; next come the inside jollied moulds, such as

cups, bowls, nappies, etc., and the shortest lived moulds are

the outside jollied moulds, where bats are thrown on.

From records carefully kept, I find that 14.6 doz. ware

to a single mould, was the average life of a pressers' mould

;

8.3 doz. ware to a single mould, was the average life of an

inside jollied mould ; 6.6 dqz. ware to a single mould, was

the average life of an outside jollied mould.

The two following experiments were made with a view

of finding out the relative proportion between the amount

of plaster in a dry mould, and the amount of raw plaster it

took to make that mould:

Forty-nine pounds of raw plaster made fifteen "Hotel"

tea saucer moulds and fifteen four-inch fruit saucer moulds.

The weight of these moulds when dried white was 54

lbs. 4 ozs. The loss in scrap plaster, when dried white, was

5 lbs. 12 ozs., which is equal to 10.7 per cent.

Fifty grams plaster blended with fifty grams of water

weighed 55 grams when dried. This showed an increase of

10 per cent.

From the above, I infer that if the mould maker wastes

10.7 per cent, of plaster and the raw plaster increases 10 per

cent, by reason of the chemically combined water, it is quite

safe to assume that the weight of the working mould exactly

or very nearly represents the weight of raw plaster origin-

ally used.

Moulds are usually made by piece-work, so that when

we know the weight of plaster, cost of labor and life of a

mould, it is a simple calculation to find the cost of the

moulds for 100 dozen ware.
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BISCUIT FIRING.

The fourth item is "biscuit firing," including cost of

placing, drawing, firing, odd work, fuel, wads, etc. as follows:

Placing days (a per day

Drawing " @ " "

Fireman.... ..hrs. @> " hour.

Odd men

—

cleaning kiln hrs

punching and wheeling out ashes .

wheeling in coal

kindling and lumping

wad squeezing

building and taking out door

Total hours — f^^. . -per hour

Smoking, 1st night =
Firing 1st day and 2d night =

Wad clay lbs. @ per ton =
Fuel lbs., coal @r =
Sand— lbs. @ =

Total —
Note— The cost of biscuit warehouse work — brushing, stamp-

ing, stopping, etc., is not figured here. See calculations under glost

firing.

The next part of the calculation is to find out the total

number of cubic inches of placing room in a biscuit kiln.

From calculations made, I found that an average biscuit

kiln held 61.8 oval bungs ;
4.2 wash bowl bungs ; 3.4 seven-

inch plate bungs; 1.6 slop pail bungs; 0.2 sixteen-inch dish

bungs ; and 3 8 slop jar bungs.

The area of the bungs, outside of the oval, was exactly

equivalent to 10.3 oval bungs, which added to 61.8, makes

the average biscuit kiln hold 72.1 bungs.

Knowing the average number of bungs in the kiln, and

having figured out the area in square inches, it only re-

mained to multiply the square inches by the total num-

ber of inches of placing room in each saggar in the

average bung. I found that the average bung contained
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35,335^ cubic inches; this amount multiplied by the num-
ber of bungs in the kiln, gave me a total placing capacity

of 2,547,701 cubic inches in the kiln.

If we take the total cost of placing, drawing, firing,

fuel, etc., in a biscuit kiln as $83.55, and we know that it

has 2,547,701 cubic inches, then every cubic inch taken will

cost $0.00003279.

To give an example—we place forty-nine 2^-inch bakers

in what we call a low jack saggar, which has a placing capacity

of 1,305 cubic inches. 100 doz. of 2^ bakers will require

24.5 saggars. 24.5 saggers x 1,305 = 31,972.5 cubic inches x
.00003279 = $1.05 for cost of placing, drawing, fuel, etc., of

100 doz. 2>^-inch bakers.

BISCUIT ^SAGGARS.

In figuring the cost of saggars, to the value of the clay

and grog, and preparing same, must be added the labor and
cost of drying. Each difierent kind of saggar must be

weighed separately, to arrive at the value of clay and grog

in same ; and when this is done, it is best, at the same time,

to make a table showing every kind of saggar made, and to

make measurements to find the cubical contents in inches.

Unless saggars are fired in a separate kiln, with no ware

in them, nothing must be added to the value of a sagger for

cost of fuel, because this cost is sunk in the value of the

ware it contains ; but it must be remembered, that a green

saggar is seldom placed to its full capacity, so when the

whole cubical placing capacity of a biscuit kiln is figured,

this fact must be remembered, and something deducted from

the total amount to make due allowance for this discrepancy.

The value of the biscuit saggars is arrived at by taking

the number of saggars used, multiplied by the value of same,

and of this amount a per cent, must be taken, which has

been found by averages to be the life of a biscuit saggar.

In my own case, for biscuit firing, I take 3.5 per cent,

of the value of the saggars used to place 100 doz. of ware,

or whatever quantity may be taken.
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LOSS IN BISCUIT.

As stated previously, this item of biscuit loss is not one

that can be taken as a whole. If the average loss from a

whole kiln is 4 per cent., everything must not be classed as

having the same loss, but if accurate figures are wanted,

every item must carry its own specific loss.

No doubt a difficulty will be at once presented here that

will require some explanation, and that is, how is it practic-

able to find out definitely what is the loss on a biscuit kiln?

Taking the prevailing custom as now established in

potteries in the United States, it is quite unusual to brush

and dip all the ware that comes out of the biscuit kiln, a

very large per cent, of it being put away in the bins and

not used for possibly some time after it is drawn.

To count every biscuit kiln, and brush same and store it

in the bins, in order to find the loss, is too expensive a process,

and in fact could not be done, because in the second hand-

ling, in taking from the bins, an error of " breakage" in the

extra handling would be left unaccounted for. To overcome

this objection, I have all the ware counted that is brushed

for a glost kiln, and have the loss all set out and counted.

While I cannot tell the loss out of each biscuit kiln, I do get

a true average of all the biscuit ware, which is really all

we need.

Due allowance must be made, however, for ware broken

at the kiln step in drawing ; this is weighed and recorded

with each biscuit kiln, and is added to the loss.

GLAZE.

To the cost of the various materials used in the glaze,

must be added the cost of fritting whether done on a kiln

or in saggars, cost of grinding, mixing, and delivering to

dipper. The dry glaze is, of course, the basis on which
figures are made.

There are two ways of figuring on the item of glaze.

One is by taking a sufficient variety of ware, being careful

to include the largest and smallest pieces, and weigh—say

2 doz. of each kind in biscuit—and find the weight after
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being dipped and dried ; and from these figures strike a

general average.

I found the variation to be from 4.1 per cent, to 9,3 per

cent, so a mean is—say 6.7 per cent.

The other way is to find the actual amount by weighing

the ware to be figured on, before and after dipping and

drying. But as ware varies in the amount of glaze it

takes, and the dipping is generally irregular, an average

weight is sufficiently accurate for all purposes, provided an

allowance is made between dinner and tea ware and toilet

ware.

I reckoned 6.5 per cent, for dinner and tea ware, and 7.1

per cent, for toilet ware.

GLOST. FIRING.

Having given under the head of biscuit kilns all the

items, it is unnecessary to repeat them under glost because

the form will be the same, except the item sand. But we

must add the following, commencing with the biscuit

warehouse work

:

Placing, drawing, firemen, odd men, wad clay, fuel,

etc., as before $

Biscuit warehousework, drawing, brush-

)

j^-^^ 4

ing, stamping, etc. )
^ '

Dipping and carrying ware to dipper, $

Glost warehouse work, drawing, dress- 1
\\\i\ ,$

ing,selecting and packing away in bins j ^ ' '^

Glost warehouse work, wages paid for
\^ . j.-^^^ 4

getting out orders. J

ip^_jj_^__

Total $

We next need find out the total placing capacity of a glost

kiln and do it in exactly the same way as was done in the

case of the biscuit kiln.

As this calculation of the capacity of a glost kiln is a

little more complicated than the biscuit, for a better guid-

ance I will give the figures in detail.
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An average glost kiln contained as under :

39^ Oval bungs having a cubical placing capacity of cub. in. 1,496,039

6f Saucer Saggars 20 high == 113.2 Saggars , each 1909- " 216,099

If Sin. Plates D.B. 20 " 33.2 " 2688 " 88,242

1 5 in. Plates 8. B. 20 " 20.0 " 1567 " 31,340

1| Slop Jars 15 '' 20.0 '' 2095 '• 41,900

If 8 in. Plates 20 " 33.2 '' 1045 " 34,694

7J 7 in.Plates S.B. 20 " 146.6 - 2071 " 303,609

5f 6 in. Plates S.B. 20 " 113.2 " 1834 '' 207,609

1 Cir.dish Cover 20 '' 20.0 '' 2208 '^ 44,160

1 Bakers, 6 in. 20 ' 20.0 " 13.32 '^ 26,640

f Bakers, Sin. 20 " 13.2 '' 1775 '' 23,430

IJ Fruits, 4 in. 20 " 26.6 " 1724 '^ 45,858

f Ewers 15 '' 10.0 •• 2837 " 28,370

2 Basins 21 " 42.0 '' 1901 " 79,842

IJ Coffee Saucers 20 " 26,6 '' 2315 " 61,579

IJ Cham. Covers 20 " 26.6 '• 1873 " 49,822

IJ Slop Pails 16 " 21.2 " 1501 "

Total cub. in. =

31,821

2,811,054

The above figures show that the average placing capa-

city of a glost kiln is 2,811,054 cubic inches ; assuming

that the total cost of placing etc. is ^152.14, if we divide this

amount by the number of cubic inches in the kiln we find

the value of a cubic inch of placing room which in this case

is $0.00005412. If we take as an example, the same item

taken as an illustration before, viz. 100 doz. 2|^ inch bakers and

find that they occupy 66,415 cubic inches, then by multiply-

ing 66,415 x;$0.00005412 we find the value of glost firing,

to be ;?3.59.

GLOST SAGGERS.

The method of finding the value of glost saggers is ex-

actly the same as for biscuit saggers except that the extra

cost of sagger wash and bitstone and applying same must

be added.

To give an example as was done in the case of biscuit,

we will again take the first article in the list, viz: 2^-inch

bakers In the glost, we can place 32 bakers in a fruit sau-

cer sagger and one handled tea cup.
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To place 100 dozen 2% inch bakers, it will require

37.5 fruit saucer saggers, but it must be borne in mind that

these 37.5 saggers have one handled tea cup in each sagger,

which must be credited to the 100 dozen bakers. A 4-inch

fruit sagger has a cubical capacity of 1824 cubic inches there-

fore 37.5 will have a cubical capacity of 68400 cubic inches.

We have still to subtract from this amount the room in

saggers taken up by the 37.5 handled tea cups. A low cup

sagger has a capacity of 709 cubic inches and holds 13 han-

dled tea cups. So that to fire the 37.5 cups it will require

2.8 low cup saggers, the cubical capacity of which is 1985

cubic inches. This amount deducted from the 68400 cubic

inches mentioned before will leave 66415 cubic inches, as the

actual amount of room occupied by the 100 dozen 2J inch

bakers. As the cubic capacity of one 4 inch fruit sagger is

1824 cubic inches, the sagger space used, 66415 cubic inches,

is equal to 36.4 four-inch fruit saggers. These cost 24 cents

each or $8.73 for the total number required. The average

loss in glost saggers is say 7 per cent., therefore the value

of gloss saggers to fire 100 dozen 2i^-inch bakers, is ^0.61.

STILTS AND PINS '

This item explains itself, being simply the amount of

these articles used in placing in the gloss kilns.

DEAD EXPENSE.

Too much care cannot be used to get reliable results in

this head. In these calculations it must be borne in mind
that we are trying to arrive at the value of goods in the

glost warehouse without cost of selling or packages.

No attempt has been made in these calculations to give

figures except in cases where it was necessary to explain

methods that perhaps would not be clear without them.

The reason is obvious; figures made by me would be useless

to anyone else where conditions are different, and in no case

does this remark apply more forcibly than in the important

item of " Dead Expense.''
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The items following are those that constitute what 1

have figured on as *' Dead Expense :
''

Modeling $

Insurance on factory, stock, boiler and $

employers' liability

Taxes $

Water $

Steam heat $

Lighting, (natural gas and electric) $

Tool account (including all new tools) $

Repair account, (buildings, machinery, etc) $

Salaries (office, etc.,) $

Firemen and watchmen $

Advertising, stationery, stamps, express, $
telephone and telegraph

Sundry supplies, oil, wrapping paper, etc. $

Interest on capital $

Total $

Suppose we say that this sum amounts to $18,000.00 and

the average yearly production is 80 glost kilns a year, then

each glost kiln drawn carries with it a " Dead Expense " of

;^225.00, and I am satisfied that the best way of apportioning

this dead expense is by taking the cubical capacity of the

kilns into account and not by taking the average gross list

production, as is sometimes done. When a calcula-

tion must be made of a new article, of which there is no

gross list, a difficulty is confronted at once, but if you ap-

portion the dead "expense" on any new article you may want
to figure on, it would appear to be a perfectly legitimate

method to charge it with dead expenses according to the

space it has occupied in the glost kiln.
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Ifthe average glost kiln has a capacity of 2811054 inches

and its "dead expense'' is $225.00, then every cubic inch oc-

cupied by the article figured on must be multipled by

^0.0000804. Therefore the dead expense on the 100

dozen 2^-inch bakers (used as an illustration before) will

be ^5.34

After the item of " dead expense'' is added we have our

calculation complete. The final product from the glost kiln

may be in something like the following proportion :

From 70% to 90% RK.
" 28% to 1% 3rds
" 2% to 3% Loss

By loss, I mean actual loss, broken ware and cracked

ware (lumps) together and in making up what I consider to

be cost in a glost warehouse, I always reckon the RK and

3rds together and sink in th-eir cost the loss.

As an illustration of the application of my method to

an actual problem, I give the cost of making a plain white-

granite circle flat plate as accurately as I know how to do it.

I have been so very particular in my paper to carefully

explain how every detail is arrived at, that I consider it

quite unnecessary to repeat it here. If the maker is not quite

clear when looking over the example, turn back to the method

of arriving at the value of each item.

COST OF MAKING SIX INCH FLAT PLATES.

Making 100 doz. @ .05 .$5.00

Clay 870 lbs. @ .0075 $6.52

Moulds $ 0.69

Biscuit firing, 54.810 cubic inches $ 1.79

Biscuit saggars, 2\% of 12 low jacks @ 14c. each $ 0.14

Total cost of biscuit $14.14 $14.14

Average loss on biscuit, 2cfc $ 0.28

Glaze 1% of 870 lbs.=61 lbs @ $0.0375 • .$ 2.28

Glost flring=75 single banjo saggars=137,550 cu. in $ 6.74

Glost saggars 1% of 75 saggars @ 22c. each $ 1.15

Pins 25 gross ®\\c $ 0.31

Total cost of glost 110.48 $10.48

Dead expenses $11.62

Total cost $36.52
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From a careful average it is found that we get from
100 doz. six inch flat plates 85.8% run of kiln

13.8% thirds

0.'4% loss

100.0

So we get 99.6 dozens of saleable ware in proportions

as given above, at a cost of ^36.5, or say 36 cents a dozen.

It perhaps ought to be stated that in making this calcu-

lation, that I am figuring on 24 plates and 4 handled tea cups

being placed in a lowjack saggar the cubical capacity ofwhich
is 1305 cubic inches of placing room and I have taken ofi the

value of the cups placed along with them, only charging the

plates with the actual room taken. A low jack saggar, if

placed with cups alone, will hold 26. In the glost a 6 inch

double banjo plate saggar holds 16 pieces and the cubical

capacity of the saggar is 1834 cubic inches.

That the above described system of distributing cost

in the manufacture of white ware is a perfect one, I do not

pretend to claim ; all I can truly vouch for is, that

it is most extremely useful to have some method whereby you
can take any new article presented, and figure out a cost

that you need never worry over. You would worry, if you
tried to compare this new article with a standard list you
know nothing about. That the preparation of the neces-

sary figures to begin these calculations, requires some study

and work, must be apparent to anyone who cares to follow

the instructions laid down ; and after all, the question is

—

is it worth the trouble ? I think it is.

The subject I have taken up is white ware, but from
the lines laid down already, it is a very easy step to proceed
further ; to add either under- or over-glaze printing, and
enamelled ware, colored glaze ware, etc., because all these

extra costs will be figured exactly on the lines here laid

down.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Fiske: This paper has appealed to me very strongly,

because the subject of cost is one to which I have given a

good deal of study. I am not a potter but I can see that for
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the pottery business the system which Mr. Mayer has given

to us is a very beautiful and perfect system ; of course it

would not be applicable to any other line of business in de-

tail, but the principles as he has given them are correct for

any manufacturing business. Every business man, whether

a tile, brick, terra-cotta manufacturer, or a shoemaker, if he

is a shrewd man, must study his balance at the end of the

year and attempt to make some analysis of it. He can do,

as many in the clay-working business do, take the balance,

look at it, chew a tooth-pick awhile, and guess at the reason

for the loss or profit.

However, as our business is simple or complicated

we shall need simple or complicated systems of ac-

curately arriving at the cost of production. If the product

is of a uniform character, as for instance, common brick,

then we can take the total 'expenses of the year, divide by

the number manufactured and get the exact cost of each.

But departing from the simple unit, the minute your

product begins to be diversified, then one piece or the

other begins to cost more and you cannot take the average

of the whole number of pieces. This method of taking the

rate per piece would apply only where each piece is of the

same material, same amount of labor, same amount of loss,

same amount of expense, etc. The next division would be

the rate for each piece of a given kind. That is the basis

upon which Mr. Mayer figures the cost. He takes saucers

of a certain size and figures the cost per piece ; the same on

teacups and other things. The minute you make this sub-

division, you get into difficulty. Each piece does not have

the same amount of material, same amount of labor loss or

expense.

How shall we estimate the cost of each of these

different kinds of pieces? Why, we take the unit of weight,

or of cubic capacity, or take some other unit. If I under-

stand correctly, Mr. Mayer's requirements seem to call for

a unit of a certain cubic capacity as a basis, and he has given

us a a very fine description of his system, which is very per-

fect. That, however, would not be applicable to all lines

of business, because pieces of a given cubic capacity might
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not cost the same. For instance, take the case of terra

cotta manufacture ; I think that Mr. Gates will agree that a

basis of a hundred cubic inches would not be an absolutely

correct guide, because some pieces of a certain size will cost

a certain price, and others of the same size may cost more

or less.

In the factory which we have been operating for a good

many years, we made a great variety of materials, fire brick,

terra cotta, face bricks of various sizes, colors and kinds,

and sold raw materials, and it was quite a problem to de-

termine the cost of each kind of goods. I went at the

problem two years ago, and worked out what seemed to me
to be a very nice system on paper, and which I think I

described somewhat two years ago, at the brick makeis'

convention. Unfortunately, when I put it into practice,

I found a good many difficulties, and it had to be

modified a good deal. The system was based on daily re-

ports, and it was astonishing that a man who could do good,

intelligent work, could not make a report that would check

up within fifty per cent. He was simply unable to make out

a report at the end of the day, which would cover, with any

sort of accuracy, the work he had been doing.

The only basis which we could find, to use in calculating

our cost, was the basis of prime cost. That is, I mean this:

we could determine, with pretty fair accuracy, the amount
of labor and material necessary to manufacture a thousand

plain brick, or a million cubic inches of terra cotta, or a

million cubic inches of hand-made fire shapes. That was
done in this way : we issued a numbered order to the fore-

man, and had the workmen report at the end of the day the

number of hours spent in working on that order number.

We found, after educating the men a little, that the reports

would be fairly accurate, and agree fairly well from time to

time. But we were never able to get the men to report with

any sort of accuracy the amount of material used. They
simply could not count the number of wheelbarrows of ma-
terial put in the pug mill. So we established a series of

rules, so many pounds of raw material for so many pounds
of finished product; and knowing what the finished product
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weighed, we could get a fair idea of the cost of the material

entering into its manufacture. At the end of the year we
had a small balance of material to redistribute. That gave
the cost of labor and material for making the ware, putting

it in and taking it out of the kiln, but did not include the

cost of burning.

In estimating the cost of burning, we used the same
system Mr. Mayer has given us here, getting the total ex-

pense on the kiln in labor and fuel, not including repairs,

and dividing by the number of inch units in the kiln, and
charging each material with its own proportion.

We used a different system when it came to distributing

the ''dead expense.'''' We could not take the unit of a piece,

because each piece did not cost the same amount in dead ex-

pense. We could not take a unit of weight, because 100

pounds of one kind of material cost more in dead expense

than 100 pounds of another. We could not take a unit of

volume, because 100 cubic inches of fire brick, pressed in a

mould, did not cost the same dead expense as 100 cubic

inches of hand made terra cotta. We took the unit of prime

cost. We added the material and labor together—say the

sum of the two would make a dollar's worth of direct ex-

pense on a given unit, we said that a dollar's worth of ma-
terial and labor ought to carry twice as much dead expense

as fifty cents' worth of labor and material ; because an article

that will call for one dollar's worth of labor and material

requires, presumably, twice as large a plant, twice as much
machinery, twice as much power, twice as much taxes, light,

heat, power, etc. , that fifty cents' worth will call for.

It is largely a question of taking that assumption, which
appeals to us as being the nearest correct. That seemed to

us in our case as the best basis to go on ; it might not be so

in some other. I had some experience in other lines of

manufacture, particularly in electric work, and that was the

basis used there ; their argument being the same as I brought

forth.

I think this paper is a very valuable one. The question

of the cost of our goods in most cases, gives the clue to

what we must charge for them ; and the difference between
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the cost and the price we get for the goods, represents

our profits.

The man who guesses at the cost, and guesses at the

selling price, is likely to find at the end of the year that he

has guessed on the wrong side.



NOTE ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF MOULD BOXES.

BY
GUSTAV J. HOLL, Cleveland.

As the invention of modern clay working machinery,

and the improvements that are made in the same from time

to time, are of more or less interest to us, it might be well

to say a few words here on the proper construction of mould
boxes (for either the dry press or plastic processes), to pro-

vide facilities for air escapement.

In constructing a mould box for what is known as the

dry press process, the plungers, or die plates, should fit in

the moulds as snugly as possible ; but not so tightly as to

cause friction, as then in entering and leaving moulds, what
is termed "cutting"' on the sides of the moulds would be

the result ; unless lubricant, such as oil was used, which

would be out of the question with dry clay. The clay for

the dry process is generally ground and screened very fine,

in order to get a homogeneous brick, which will burn easier

and absorb less moisture than when coarse particles are used ;

but however fine the material is screened, there will be little

cavities or air chambers between the grain of clay, and the

air thus confined, must be expelled in the operation of

pressing.

A standard brick contains about 90 cubic inches of clay

when pressed ; but when in a loose state it is much more,

somewhere in the neighborhood of 130 cubic inches; thus,

there are about 40 cubic inches of air to be expelled in a

little less than one-eighth of a revolution of the machine.

As the mould plates and die plates fit snugly together, some

means must be provided to allow the air to escape, either

through top or bottom die plates ; or, if possible, through

both. This is done by drilling little holes through the die

plates. These vent holes should be tapering, that is wider

towards the outside, to prevent the clay which enters with

177
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the air from packing and filling up these air passages. If it

were possible, it would be well to have these vent holes in

mould plates as well ; but as holes in the mould plates would

disfigure the faces of the brick, they can be made in the die

plates only in most cases.

If no provision is made for air escapement, the mould

plates are likely to break or bend. Care should be taken

that vent holes are not so large that much clay is expelled

with the air ; while, on the other hand, the more readily

the air escapes, the closer will be the structure of the brick,

and the burning will be made easier and the absorption of

moisture less. Another point that merits consideration, is

the undue strain to which the pressing mechanism would be

subjected where insufiScient provision is made for relief from

the air.

In the plastic clay process, where the clay is pressed

after the air is expelled (or nearly so), by being forced

through a taper mouth piece, we do not have this to contend

against. Here again the mould and die plates are fitted

very snugly to what is called a " working fit
;'' but by means

of lubrication, the die plates can be kept from cutting or

grooving the mould plates when entering or leaving moulds.

In this process, a snug fit also prevents the so called objec-

tionable fin, squeezing up between the joints, to fall back

against the face of the next brick when entering mould.

As you know, it is a hard matter to make this fin unite

with the brick, on account of the oil which is used to lubri-

cate the column of clay to keep it from tearing when coming

in contact with the cut-ofi" table and table of press. Relief

holes, however, are sometimes used in this process, to permit

surplus clay to escape while under pressure, and thus get

uniform sizes of brick when clots are of uneven thickness.

These vent holes are sometimes drilled in mould plates and

sometimes in die plates, but wherever they are situated they

will prove a nuisance, as the pressure which the brick re-

ceives will not be the same throughout, because the clay

nearest the holes will escape, and the structure there will

not be so compact as at the places further away from the

holes. This will result in leaving indentations in the brick,
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at the places where the clay has been forced through the

vent holes, which will be noticeable after burning. It should

be added that the mould and die plates are never fitted so

tightly as to prevent the escapement of what little air may
be in the brick, and which is forced out in re-pressing.

New die plates should always be kept on hand to re-

place those which have become worn, and thus secure more
sharply defined edges on the brick, which is very important

in making a first class article.



Discussion on the 'Possibilities of Porcelain

in the United States.^

Mr. Charles F. Binns: Every time I go to New York

I am deeply vexed, and frequently driven into righteous

anger, on seeing that the contents of the china stores, where

the fine services and fine vases are found—I speak of porce-

lain only—are without exception imported. Now, I think

it is a crying disgrace to our country (and I class myself as

an American) that we are not making fine porcelain. I do

not know the smallest reason why we should not. I mean
to say technically. We have the skill and the material.

The first clay used in England, in 1744, was brought

from this country, and since that time they have continued

to import bone from America to make china. And it seems

to me that we ought at least to try to remove this blot from

our escutcheon.

What are the difiiculties? Technically there are none.

Bone china (I object to the term, but it is called bone china

here), can be perfectly well made at cone 8, at which our

granite kilns are firing ; but there are two stumbling blocks

in the way—want of manual skill and the high price of

labor.

The best factories in England are ready to pay high

wages for good plate makers ; and yet, can hardly get them.

The machine is killing our art. The thrower and the hand

plate maker are practically extinct, and china is not easily

made on a machine.

Then, of course, there is the question of artistic skill.

If we cannot get a plate maker, neither can we get a good

decorator ; decalcomanias are killing the decorators. There
are a few still who hold the field, but most of those we have

in this country, are distinctly mediocre.
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What can we do ? In my opinion, what we want is one

of two things. We want either a nucleus in porcelain, just

like that which existed in the foundation of the Rookwood
pottery ; we want a small band who are devoted to the art,

and are willing to take it up for the purpose of making good
things ; or else, we want a millionaire who is willing to cover

the losses until we have made them good. Failing these

things, the goal seems a long way oflf.

There is possibly another way. We have gone way up
in hotel china ; we make the best in the world ; England
hasn't anything like it ; and there is not such a great dis-

tance between hotel china and fine porcelain. Cannot we
enthuse somebody that is making hotel china into taking up
a line of fine porcelain, even though it does not pay for itself

in the beginning, for the sake of the art in America? The
production of fine things in porcelain depends—first, upon
the possibility of technical production—second, upon the

possibility of artistic development and skill.

I throw out these suggestions in the hope of waking

the ideas of those present to the necessities of the case.

With the exception of Rookwood pottery, and other faience

works on similar lines, we are not making any creditable

article in fine wares ; and we ought to be able to go to a

place like the Paris Exposition, and show something fine in

in the way of white wares.

Mr. Samuel Geysbeek : I have studied the possibilities

of porcelain in the United States for over five years now,

and I feel safe in predicting that it will be about ten years

more before porcelain will be manufactured to any extent in

this country.

We have made great progress in the last six years in

regard to white ware; but as to porcelain, we have made
none. The very few potteries which are making true, hard

porcelain, are not making any headway, and will not make
any as long as they are making porcelain for ordinary use.

The advance in the manufacturing of porcelain will come

when art potters take it up. By the advance of art porce-

lain, the public will pay more attention to the possibilities
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of porcelain for common use than they do now, and potteries

for this class of ware will soon be established.

I think we now have two potteries in this country, which

will be among the first to introduce art porcelain. The
Wheeling Pottery Co., of Wheeling, W. Va., and the Cera-

mic Art Co., of Trenton, N. J., will, before long, put true,

hard, art porcelain on the market. By art porcelain, I do

not mean Belleek or bone china, but genuine feldspar porce-

lain, such as is made in France and Germany ; which will

get its finishing touches at a heat varying from cone 12 to

to cone 16, and in which the glaze and the body are so inti-

mately united, that we cannot detect the line where the glaze

layer ends and the body begins.

It not only requires highly skilled labor, but also a great

deal of technical education to manufacture porcelain. The
American potters, with some exceptions, are copying the

English ; not only in body but also in fashion, and that re-

quires no skill or exertion. But to copy the French or the

German, they will have to procure a technical education on

the theory of bodies and glazes ; or go abroad and learn in

the centers of the pottery industry, the whys and the where-

fores of the manufacture of true, hard porcelain.

Mr. Ernest Mayer : I would like to ask if it is a fact

that bone china can be made at cone 8 ?

Mr. Binns: Yes, sir; I believe it can. I have made
bone china at cone 8, not quite as good as at cone 10, but

still a very good product.

Mr. Burt: I would like to ask Mr. Binns whether it is

possible that those manufacturers, who possibly might not

want to go to true porcelain, which requires a heat of 14 to

16, might be induced to put in a little work on Seger porce-

lain, which I would consider a step in the right direction.

I think a good Seger porcelain could be made at cone 6 or 8,

and he tells of attaining beautiful colors on this ware ; and

I think if we could influence some manufacturer, making
white ware, to take up Seger porcelain as a first step, in that

way we will advance up to hard, true porcelain.

Mr. Binns: Mr. Geysbeek, from the nature of his edu-

cation, is an enthusiast for hard porcelain ; and he is right,
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as far as that side of the question is concerned. My educa-

tion is with the English china. If we take up the making
of bone china, it requires the same conditions that we have

already. If we take up the making of the porcelain referred

to by Mr. Geysbeek, we have got to work on different lines, and

will want an entirely new set of workmen. This is imprac-

tical. On the other hand, if we make bone china, we can

employ the same moulds, placers, kilns, dippers, etc., the

whole system system right through as we have it, simply

developing the finer and more artistic side. That is why I

advocate that course, as being more within reach.

I would like to point out, in this connection, that all the

works making fine wares in Europe, began with a tiny nu-

cleus, and have grown in accordance with their reputation

and with the demand. T^iis is so contrary to American

practice, that this is where one of the difficulties lies. That

was the method adopted at Rookwood, and I think it is the

only one. You cannot fill two 16-feet kilns a week with fine

goods, and expect to sell them.

In England there is such a thing as hereditary skill; the

father, son, and even the grandson, will work in the same

line ; and I believe there is heredity there, that the skill re-

sults, not alone from the teaching from father to son and to

grandson, but the son will, frequently, be more skillful than

the father. But in this country, a man goes into one thing

one week, and then goes into another ; and there is not the

patient training which enters into the lives of the men in

the European world. The large works of England, Vienna,

Berlin, or any of the factories producing fine wares, began

on a small scale, growing in business, skill and art at the

same time, and I think something of the kind ought to be

attempted here.



Discussion on the Question '*Is the Color of a White Glazed

Brick, Of Any Other White Ware, Affected by the

Rate of Cooling of the Kiln/^

Mr. Carl Giessen: I am the one who asked to have

this question discussed, but I would not want to attempt to

open it myself. I can only say that I have noticed that

when our kiln was cooled off quickly, the glazed brick on

the top courses were darker than usual. That led me to

put the question, whether it is a fact that the rapid cooling

of the kiln causes the brick to become darker in color?

The Chair: Were these brick double coated ?

Mr. Giessen: Yes,—they were given a first dip, then

the second dip, and then the glaze, making three dips in all.

And they were made out of a clay which burned off at about

cone seven, usually requiring about seven days to finish a

kiln.

Mr. Burt: Then the first two dips are in the nature of

a slip, and the third a glaze ?

Mr. Giessen: Yes, sir. The slip makes a non-vitreous

body, between a vitrified body on one side and a glass on

the other.

Dr. William H. Zimmer: We observe the rule that a

biscuit kiln should be cooled oflf as slow as possible. But
the rule of our glost kiln is to shut of the fire and cool

quickly. When you have obtained a high heat, and the

object is to get a pure white color, then it is necessary that

you don't allow in cooling ofi", the liquid and semi-liquid

state of the glaze to prevail to such an extent that the iron

could be oxidized again. So we cool ofi" quickly, to avoid

spoiling the color of the ware. Besides, too slow a cooling

process might give the glaze a chance to crystallize and that

would cause the glaze to lose its briehtness more or less.
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The Chair : Then your conclusions are different from

Mr. Giessen's. His observation was that the rapid cooling

gives a darker color.

Dr. Zimmer : No. Rapid cooling gives a whiter color.

Mr. Ernest Mayer : I would say the same as Dr. Zim-
mer says—the quicker you cool the glaze off, the brighter it

will be, every time. As soon as the man is done firing,

knock down the doors, and whether it is enameled ware or

in glost kilns, the quicker you cool it off, the brighter the

ware.

The Chair: I had occasion to fire some Belleek ware

in both biscuit and glost, and I found that in case of the

biscuit, if it were cooled slowly it was apt to turn blue and

to blister. Now, in case of the glaze, which was highly

leaded, there was a tendency to pinhole.. On consultation

with, I think. Friend Burt, *we decided that the pinholing

was mainly due to the rapid cooling of the glost and I

changed this. When cone two began to go down, I fixed

the mouths with just coal enough to finish the firing and cov-

ered them, thus I got over the pinholing. The glaze did not

suffer in the least. I found that a rush of cold air in certain

wares produced trouble. Anyone who fires with spar trials

will find that the trials drawn out are whiter than those left

in the kiln and cooled slowly. The presumption is that a

little more fire would whiten the spar, but the trials drawn

out have less fire than those left in and yet are white. This

is an important point and one which affects our industry all

through. Then again the classes of ware are entirely differ-

ent. Mr. Geissen is dealing with enameled brick; Dr. Zim-

mer with white wares, with a boracic acid glaze. We want

to know whether the rate of cooling the kiln affects the

color; whether we get a whiter surface by rapid or slow

cooling. Has any tile man any experience on this point?

Mr. Burt: Did I understand you to say the higher you

fired spar, the clearer white? My experience is contrary.

The Chair: I only go by second-hand information. I

never fired spar trials. I asked this question of some of the

members of the technical school and they gave me these

points,—that with spar trials, the more fire they have, the
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whiter they are. Notwithstanding this fact, those that are

drawn and cooled quickly are whiter. They say that the

quick cooling gives the whiter surface. What . Mr. Giessen

means by a dark surface is just possibly what white ware
men are asking for. We would call it darker, if it were
slightly yellowish, and he would probably call it dark if itwere
slightly gray or blue. It seems to me it largely hinges on
the question of oxidation and reduction.

Dr. Zimmer: But the experience you have had with

spar confirms what I said,—the quicker spar is cooled off

the whiter and brighter it is.

The Chair: There is evidently a little confusion of

terms. Mr, Giessen says his ware on quick cooling becomes
darker. That darkening, as far as I understand it, is due
to the presence of ferrous, rather than ferric oxide ; the tint

becomes bluish rather than yellowish. We argue that on the

opposite side, that quick cooling prevents that reduction to

ferrous condition and maintains it as it was, as ferric iron.

We want to get a definition of terms. If we used the term

''blue" and "yellow"' perhaps we would be more in agree-

ment.

Mr. Giessen: I would say it was a blue color, but I

have to admit I don't know much about it. If the brick had
shown a yellow color, they could have been put on the mar-

ket. In England everybody strives to get as white a brick

as he can, but can only get a cream color. We can often get

a white brick, but whenever they are not white, they are a

dark gray.

The water supply got very low this last summer and we
used sulphur water from the mines, which contained a quan-

tity of iron salts. All summer, until about two months ago,

we have had to use the water, and it might be probable that

the rapid cooling did away with the scum, which tended to

appear on the glaze through the sulphur.

Mr. Burt: When he begins to speak about a blue effect,

it brings in possibly still another effect. We all know we
can take a comparatively porous body, in the earliest stages

submit it to a highly reducing gas, and deposit in the pores

particles of carbon which may be sealed in there. If Mr.
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Giessen had burned with rather a smoky fire, it is barely

possible that he put in particles of carbon which were then

sealed over and not able to be reoxidized.

TJie Chair: You may remember a very interesting

series of brick which were exhibited at Columubs, showing

the change of color by the cooling. That top brick of Mr.

Giessen's cooled before the rest, and exactly as Mr. Burt

suggests, it is a question whether the carbon or ferrous iron

is the cause of the color,—the oxidizing process may have

been not completed, before the brick were cooled. For my
part, I don't think any close comparisons can be drawn
between the production of enameled brick and white earth-

enware as to means of producing a white color.

Professor Orton : I think the whole matter in the case

of every instance which has been brought up here, from

brick makers, whiteware potters and china manufacturers,

is all referable to the operation of the same law, which we
discussed last year under the head of flashed brick, and

which was further discussed by Mr. Bleininger's paper this

year.

Samuel Geysbeek : This question is a very broad one.

If the gentleman who put up this question, would have spe-

cified as to the temperature at which his glazed brick or white

ware was burnt, I think we would be more likely to come to

some conclusions in the matter. I will assume that by

white ware, he means the second burn or glost burn on this

product.

I do not think that the rate of cooling a kiln has, at low

heats, much effect upon the color of the body ; but I do

know that it has its effects at high heat, from 8 up to cone

16. When I used to fire true, hard porcelain in Germany,

we would never think of closing up the fireboxes, and other

air inlets, in order to cool off" slow ; but we would assist in

cooling as rapidly as possible, in order to get a nice white or

bluish-white color. In case we would cool slow, we would

get porcelain which would have an ivory cast.

There is still another thing which will injure the color

of white ware products, and that is the firing. I have made

very close observation in this respect, and I can state that
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the color of white ware biscuit can materially be made whiter

by firing with reducing atmosphere. I have|found it to be

a fact that white ware, fired in down-draft^ kilns, will be

whiter in biscuit state, than the same body fired in up-draft

kilns. The down-draft kiln which I have'in mind, was fired

with very close bottoms, and the kiln atmosphere was dis-

tinctly reducing from cone 3 up to cone 10.



Discussion on the True Strttcture of a Sagger-Body*

Mr. Charles F. Binns: I would like to have a discuss-

ion of the topic "The True Structure of a Sagger Body."

Most of us use saggers and a very large per cent, of the loss

in a manufactory arises from defective saggers. I have

heard it said that a certain man makes saggers once only in

about three years. Others keep a staff of sagger makers
going all of the time and cannot keep a supply. The second

I know to be a fact, as to the first I cannot say.

In the first place the fusibility of the sagger clay is not

the most important point. We do not lose by melting but

by fracture or pressure under heat. What is the best com-
position to stand rapid heating and cooling under pressure ?

This is a wide field and most of us ought to have something

to say about it.

Mr. Letnon Parker: Our firm makes principally gas-re-

torts, some of which are 9 feet long by 26 inches in diameter

or even larger. We make them out of a coarse clay, prepared

wet. We use about half and half of burnt stuff" or grog, and

bond clay. This is mixed up very dry, not wet enough to

call it plastic, nor dry enough to call it dry press. It is stiff

enough to stand upright 9 feet high. In making these

retorts, we have found that it is possible to use too much
pressure in ramming the clay into the mould; it gets too

dense and stands better when more loosely put together.

We have practically no trouble either in handling or burn-

ing them. I am not sure that I have been speaking exactly

along the line of Mr. Binn's inquiry, but would be glad to

answer any question I can.

Professor Wheeler: If I get the spirit of Mr. Binn's

question, it is to bring out the question of durability under

moderate heats.
18B
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Mr. Ogle: The question with saggers is somewhat

different from retorts, because of the immense amount of

weight that the sagger has to sustain. In a tile factory, five

to sixteen tile are placed in a sagger, and the weight is

likely to crush a loose body, and we have to guard against

that as well. We find in mixing one-third grog, fire clay

and bond clay, this proportion will bear the weight very

well. We sift out every bit of fine grog and use the coarse.

We throw everything out, above eight mesh. The largest

fragments are a little larger than a hazel nut ; between a hazel

nut and hickory nut.

Mr. Ernest Mayer: I have given the subject of sagger

making considerable thought and have made many experi-

ments. The first information from a scientific standpoint I

got from Karl Langenbeck's Chemisty of Pottery, and I

believe that it will be of great benefit to those present to

read what he has to say, because by working on the lines as

laid down therein, much time and money will be saved, as I

found out. I first learned that if his theory was correct, the

clay that I was using—a New Jersey clay—was exactly what

I did not need, and in searching round for a suitable clay,

found one at Akron that has given me excellent results.

This clay is not nearly so plastic as the Jersey clay, and is

a somewhat difficult clay to work, for a man who has been

used to the plastic Jersey clay.

As to the comparison of the life of a sagger made from

the Jersey clay and the Akron clay, I can only say that the

result in favor of the Akron clay was, to me, surprising,

I do not wish for a moment to condemn the New Jersey

clays ; I merely say that a clay from that State that I was
using, viz : a very plastic and vitreous clay, was giving me
results that I knew could be bettered, and I sought for a clay

that would not be vitrified at a biscuit heat, and yet have all

the other necessary good qualities of a proper sagger clay,

such as bearing crushing weight, etc., and I found it in the

Akron clay.

I now use equal parts, by volume, of the Akron sagger

clay and grog (the grog has all fine particles sifted out), and
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the loss in the biscuit averages 2.5 per cent, and glost 6.1

per cent.

The' Chair : Is this new sagger-clay hard to work?
Mr. Mayer: Somewhat. You will have trouble in

trying to roll the grubs. This clay is a little less than half

the price of Jersey clay. We don't want to use any of the

latter. We, like many others, once thought we had to make
saggers from Jersey clay. But we have now used this new
clay three years, and wouldn't change it on any account.

Professor Orton: Isn't it the Akron stoneware clay

that you are using?

Mr. Mayer: That's it; it comes to us in bulk, already

ground.

Mr. Ogle: I would like to ask Mr. Mayer whether in

putting the sides of the saggers around the drums, it don't

crack badly at the corners, if 4t is at all stifif?

Mr. Mayer: We don't try to use it so stiff. We are

using half and half in volume ; by weight, two-thirds clay and
one-third grog. A wheelbarrow of clay will weigh 200

pounds, and a wheelbarrow of grog 150 pounds. Use 20

wheelbarrows of 200 pounds each of clay, and 20 wheelbar-

rows of 150 pounds grog.

Mr. A. R. Campbell: Being a native of New Jersey, I

must stand up for New Jersey clays. You can get all kinds

of clay in New Jersey, from a sandy clay to a very fat and

plastic clay. It is only a matter of selection, to get the clay

you want. If you want a clay sandy and loose, you can get

it ; if you want a vitrifying clay you can get that. I only

say this to vindicate the clays of New Jersey, since Mr.

Mayer's remarks would lead people to believe that saggers

made from Jersey clays were sure to give trouble. Buy the

kind of clay that is suited to the purpose, and you will not

have any trouble with Jersey clays.



Note on An Electric Furnace for Ceramic Purposes*

Mr. Stanley G. Burt: My note consists mainly of a

question. It is one of the habits of our Secretary to put

one down for the discussion of a problem upon which he

may have asked a question. I asked a question on this

topic and hence am called upon to discuss it. I happened
recently to see a little dentist's kiln, fitted up for firing with

electricity, and it took certainly not over three minutes to

get it up to cone eight or nine. This would suggest at once

a very good possibility in the way of testing small color

trials. It would be a very quick way of testing. The object

of the kiln in dentistry is to make teeth filling. I am told

by this up-to-date dentist of mine that in the course of a few

months gold filling will be a thing of the past. What we
will have will be porcelain fillings. After he has cleaned

out the cavity, he takes the form of the cavity with plati-

num foil, into this he puts the appropriate porcelain mix-

ture, and fires it in his little kiln, and while the patient is

waiting, his filling is being burned for him. It takes three

minutes to burn, is quickly cooled and then put in the tooth

with a cement. By a system of coloring the porcelain mix-

ture he can get the pink of the gum or the color of any dis-

coloration. Those are very handy little kilns, costing only

^16 and can be connected with any incandescent light cur-

rent. When I was over in Berlin, I had the pleasure of go-

ing over the Pintsch factory. What I was especially

interested in was the electrical welding. They had a large

locomotive wheel there which was cracked. The welding
is done by employing the heat of the arc light, not the ordi-

nary resistance coil of the incandescent light as in the

kiln described above. The idea is not to put tHe two car-

bons together as we ordinarily see them, but to put them at

193
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an angle. Naturally, when at an angle, the arc goes directly

across from the the tip. The trick was to be able to throw
that arc into a point, and they then had the most powerful

blow pipe you could think of. This is what they had accom-
plished—it is nothing new and probably a majority of you
have seen it. By means of this they brought the tip right

up to the crack in the car wheel. In a second, practically,

the hard steel wheel here was liquid metal. A few extra

pieces were dropped into the melted mass and in a moment
the whole wheel was solid again. We are constantly

bothered with sand, etc. , lodging in the glaze. We polish

it out and try to get the glaze up to its original brilliancy,

but in most cases the piece of ware is permanently injured.

With an ordinary blow pipe nothing can be done, but it

might be possible with this arc tip, first having ground out

the defect, to put in some glaze mixture, bring the arc to it

and practically instantly make the glaze a perfect glaze.

The trouble with using a blow pipe of any ordinary kind is,

as you can easily imagine, it is not done quickly enough, the

time consumed in heating up one side of the piece and not

the other causes cracking. I am firmly of the opinion that

if it could be done so instantaneously as this, we could melt

the glaze mixture and get a good piece. I would like to ask

if any one has thought on this line or seen anything of this

kind worked out.

13Cer



Discussion on ^The Use of Fluor-Spar in Body and GIaze«

Mr. Binns : I don't know about the use of fluor-spar in

the glaze, but I have tried it in the body with a view to find-

ing a substitute for feldspar. My experiments went to show
that fluor-spar could not be satisfactorily used, being subject

to the trouble of all lime salts—it brings the points of vitri-

fication and viscosity too near together. I noticed one feature

arising from the use of fluor-spar, I got a body which was
translucent and porous at the same time.

Professor Orton: I will ask Mr. Binns, whether in his

experiments with fluor-spar, he had much trouble with evo-

lution of gases after vitrification had set in?

Mr. Binns: I never noticed anything of that sort.

Professor Orion: I have never made any trials with

fluorides myself, but I have seen some which had been made
by a friend, and the trials were afiected with a trouble

which we very commonly meet in burning red clays, viz:

evolution of gas after vitrification has set in. Occasionally

pieces of the fluoride ware would come out pretty well, and
then in the same body, without any apparent change in

conditions, there would be an evolution of gas, making the

whole body vesicular and worthless. The maker of the

experiments arrived at the conclusion that the material was
unreliable, and out of the question as a flux for the class of

work in which he was engaged. I do not quote this as my
own opinion. I looked up the literature on the subject just

a little in response to a request from him. About all I

could find on the subject was a paragraph in Schumacher, in

which he discussed the probability of the fact that fluor-

ide of calcium, being placed in a ceramic body, would take

out a portion of the silica contents of the body, as SiF4

194
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and what would ultimately be left would be the lime of the

original fluorspar, and possibly some fused but still unde-

composed fluorspar. Schumacher's discussion indicated that

he considered fluorspar unreliable as a flux.

If this reaction between Si and F takes place at high

heats, as we know it does at low heats, the influence of silica

is able to drive the fluorine out of combination with the cal-

cium, and it will combine with a portion of the silica and

remove it as a gas. It seems to me liable to produce com-

plicated reactions, which are liable to lead to trouble. I

have never yet seen the necessity of bringing this flux into

use, as we can get equivalent results in other ways.

Mr. Mayer : I never used fluor-spar to any great extent,

but the makers of iron enameled bath-tubs use it, and

think they can't do without it. I do not know anything

about it, except that it is a fact they do use it in large

quantities.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EQUIVALENT
WEIGHTS.

To the American Ceramic Society:

Your Committee beg to report that they have drafted a

simple "Manual of Ceramic Calculations,'' which comprises:

First: A table of atomic weights of the elements used

by potters.

Second: A table of equivalent weights of potter's

materials.

Third: A series of examples to illustrate the uses of

those weights in glaze and body composition.

Your Committee feel that the "Manual" will be its own
justification and explanation, and offer the same for the

acceptance or rejection of the Society.

They respectfully suggest that if the "Manual" be pub-

lished, it may be in a form sufl&ciently durable to be of prac-

tical service and at a cost within the reach of those for whose
benefit it is intended.

Your Committee further suggest that at least two addi-

tional members of the Society be appointed to review the

construction of the "Manual'' and assist in the revision of

the proof.

Respectfully submitted,

( Charles F. Binns, Chairman.
Committee < William H. Zimmer.

( Edward Orton, Jr.
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Introduction.

The successful combination of the varied and complex
materials used by ceramic workers, in the manufacture of

bodies, glazes and colors, is a process requiring an intimate

knowledge of the substances employed.

At the present time where such intimate and expert

knowledge exists, it is usually the outcome of an accumu-
lated fund of practical experience extending over years,

and, though very many successful master-potters know but

little of the composition or chemical nature of their

materials, they have found out by long usage how to com-
bine them with a fair degree of certainty that they will

attain at least a marketable product.

However, the long-experienced man is likely at any

time to be brought face to face with materials with which

he is not familiar, or with the necessity for hurried altera-

tions of his usual combinations, and in this case he is at a

great disadvantage. Ceramic combinations of whatever

sort, are chemical products and their blending and manu-
facture are chemical operations, and should be conducted in

the light of all the aid that chemical and physical training

can throw on them.

The application of these and other sciences to the

operations of the clayworker is largely of comparatively

recent growth. Indeed, the present time is witnessing

more activity in the field of applied science than any pre-

vious period, although the work already done has only

roughly delineated the field to which investigation must be

applied. It has given us the tools by which we shall ulti-

mately uncover and explain what is now hidden or obscure.

It is with the desire to put these tools into the hands of

every ceramic worker of whatever grade, to the end that the
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art shall most rapidly advance, that the following Manual
has been prepared, and published by the American Ceramic

Society.

This work presupposes that the reader has had an ordi-

nary course in chemistry, such as given in high schools and
all higher institutions of learning, and is therefore familiar

with the principal or fundamental conceptions of chemical

science. Without these conceptions, it will be very difficult

if not impossible for one to understand the methods or

reasons for what is done. The mathematics involved is all

of the simplest description, and nothing is brought in which
requires a knowledge of anything above arithmetic.

Experience has abundantly proven that the possession

of an ordinary high school or even college course in chem-
istry does not give a sufficient insight into the subject to

enable the possessor to make application of science to his

work as a potter, alone and unaided. It is to meet the needs

of just such persons that this work has been undertaken.
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Table of the Atomic Weights of Elements Commonly Occarring:

in the Materials Used in the Ceramic Industries*

Element. Symbol. ,^t°"?'=
' Weight.

Symbol. ,-^'°™'=' Weight.

Aluminum

Antimony
(Stibium.)

Arsenic .

.

Barium . . .

.

Bismuth . .

.

Boron

Calcium . .

.

Carbon

Chlorine. .

.

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper .

.

(Cuprum.)

Fluorine.

Gold
( Aurum.)

Hydrogen

Iron
(Ferrum.)

Lead
(Plumbum.)

Al

Sb

As

Ba

Bi

B

Ca

C

CI

Cr

Co

Cu

F

Au

H
Fe

Pb

27

120

75

137

208

11

40

12

35

52

59

63

19

196

1

56

206

Magrnesium.

Mercury
( Hydrargyrum )

Xickel

Nitrogen . .

.

Oxygen ... .

Phosphorus.

Potassium

.

(Kalium.

)

Silicon

Silver
( Argentum.)

Sodium
{ Natrium.

)

Strontium.

Sulpliur

Thi
( Stannum.

)

Uranium

Zinc.

Mg

Hg.

Ni

o

p

K

Si

Ag

Na

Sr

S

Sn

Ur

Zn

2i

55

59

14

16

81

89

28

108

23

87

32

117

240

65

This table is following the atomic weiglits by Meyer and Ten-

bert. Fractious smaller than 0.5 are neglected, larger fractions than

0.5 are rounded up to 1.
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Substances Used in the Ceramic Industries, Their Formulae,

Molecular and Equivalent Weig^hts.

Substance.

Albite
(See Feldspar, Soda)

Alumina
(Aluminum Oxide)

Antimony
(Antimonious oxide,
Oxide of Antimony)

Barium Carbonate
(Witherite, Carbonate

of Baryta)

Barium Chromate ...

(See Chromate of Barium.)

Barium Sulphate.

(Heavy Spar).

Basic Carbonate of Lead
(See Lead Carbonate.)

Black Oxide of Cobalt. .

.

(See Cobalt Oxide)

Black Oxide of Copper..,

(See Copper Oxide)

Black Oxide of Iron

.

(See Ferroso-Ferric Oxide)

Black Oxide of Maganese
(See Maganese Di-Oxide)

A1,0,

Sb.O,

BaCO,

BaSOi

Molecular
Weight.

102

288

197

Equivalent Weight.

233

R,0,—102

R.C-i

RO—197

RO—233

*For minerals usually employed as a source of Alumina in glazes, see Kaolinite Feldspar
and Cornwall Stone.
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Substance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight.

Equivalent Weight.

Blue Vitriol

(See Copper Sulphate)

Bichromate of Potash ... ....

(See Potassium Bichromate)

tBone
(See Calcium Phosphate)

tBone Ash
(See Calcium Phosphate)

Boracic Acid (Flaky)

(Boric Acid.)

BgOjiSHaO 124 B2O3-I24

Boracic Acid (Melted) . .

.

B2O3 70 B2O3-7O

Borate of Lime. ....

Borax Na20,2(B203),
10(H2O)

382 HO )

(Sodium Biborate.) 2{B,d,)r*2

Borax (melted) Na20,2(B203) 202

2,rd.)}2»2(Borax Glass.)

(See Boracic Acid.)

Calcium Borate . .

(Borate of Lime.)

CaB^Oi 126
1%,V'-'

Calcium Carbonate
(Whiting, Paris White,
Marble, Limestone,
Cliffstone, Chalk.)

CaCOs 100 RO— 100

Calcium Fluoride

(Fluorspar.)

CaF^ 78 RO— 78

tBone or Bone Ash varies somewhat, but may be tigured as consisting ot i Calcium
Phosphate and a Calcium Carbonate. There is not verj' much difference in the equivalent

weight of both (103 and 100 for RO) and in most cases it will be safe enough to consider bone
as Calcium Phosphate.
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Substance.
Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Weight.

Calcium Oxide
(Caustic Lime, Quick-
lime.)

Calcium Phosphate.
(Bone, Bone Ash)

Calcium Sulphate. . .

.

(Gypsum, Plaster of Paris)

CaO

Ca3 {P04)2

CaSO^, 2H2O

Carbonate of Baryta.
(See Barium Carbonate)

Carbonate of Calcium—
(See Calcium Carbonate)

Carbonate of Maganese.
(See Maganese Carbonate)

Carbonate of Lead

.

(See Lead Carbonate)

Caustic Lime
(See Calcium Oxide.)

Celestite
(See Strontium Sulphate)

Chalk
(See Calcium Carbonate)

China Clay .

.

(See Kaolinite)

Chromate of Barium.

Chromate of Lead.

.

(Chrome Yellow)

BaCr04

PbCrO^

56

310

172

253

323

RO — 56

RO—103

RO — 172

2RO
R 2O3

2R0
R 9O,

506

646
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Substance. Formula. Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Weight.

Chromium Oxide
(Chrome Green)

Clay Substance
^See Kaolinite)

Cliffstone
(See Calcium Carbonate)

Cobalt Oxide
(Cobaltoso-Cobaltic

oxide,
Black Oxide of Cobalt)

Cobalt Suljahate

Copper Oxide
(Cupric Oxide, Black
Oxide of Copper)

Copper Sulphate

(Cupric Sulphate, Blue
Vitriol)

Copperas
(See Ferrous Sulphate)

Cornish Stone
(See next below)

^Cornwall Stone

(Cornish Stone, Stone)

Crocus
(Crocus Martis)
(See Ferric Oxide;

Cryolite

Cr,0,

C03O,
(Co203,CoO)

Co SO4, 7H2O

CuO

Cu SO4, 5H2O

lRO,2.oAl203
20.SiO,

Na.AlF,

152

241

280

249

1550

210

R,0,— 152

RO — 80

RO — 280

RO — 79

RO — 249

IRO
2.5 R,03 ! 1550
20.0 SiO,

3RO,Al,O3 420

^Cornwall Stone, Cornish Stone, or Stone, as it is variously designated in the receipts of

potters, is a rock and not a mineral, and hence no accurate composition can be given for it.

Where it is necessary to estimate its composition, In calculating probable composition of glazes,

it may be assumed to be as above given, without likelihood of serious error.
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Substance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Wdight.

Cupric Oxide

CujO

NazO, AI2O3,

esiOa

CaO) AI2O3,
Na^O \ 58102

K20,Al203,
6Si02

Fe^Og

FeS2

Fe304

FeS04,7H20

142

524

520

557

160

120

232

278

(See Copper Oxide)

Cuprous Oxide
(Red Oxide of Copper)

riimrio Snlnha.f.p

RO — 71

(See Copper Sulphate)

*j)oloniite

Feldspar IRO )

(Albite, or
Soda-Feldspar)

Feldspar

1R,03 y 524
6S1O2 j

1 RO 1

(Oligoclase, or
Lime-Soda Feldspar)

Feldspar

1 R.Os y 520
SSiba J

1 RO )

(Orthoclase or
Potash Feldspar)

Ferric Oxide

1 R2O3 y 557
6Si02 J

RjOa — 160

(Red Oxide of Iron, Cro-
cus, Venetian Red)

Ferric Sulphide RjOs — 240

(Pyrites)

Ferroso -Ferric Oxide
(Black or Magnetic Ox-

ide, Iron Scale, Roll
scale, etc.)

Ferrous Sulphate

R2O3 —155

R2O3 —556
(Green vitriol, Copperas)

Flint
(See silica)

Dolomite, or dolomitic limestone, is a mixture of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magne
sia, with the usual earthly impurities which characterize limestones. Pure Dolomite contains

about 55 per cent, CaCOj and 45 per cent. MgCOj,but limestones are called dolomitic when they

contain over 10 per cent, of MgCOa.
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Substance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight.

Equivalent Weight.

Fluorspar
(See Calcium Fluoride)

Green Vitriol
(See Ferrous Sulphate)

Gypsum
(See Calcium Sulphate)

Heavy Spar
(See Barium Sulphate)

Iron Scale
(See Ferroso Ferric Oxide)

Kaolinite

(Kaolin, China-Clay, or
Clay Substance)

Lead Acetate
(Sugar of Lead)

Lead Carbonate
(White Lead, or Basic
Carbonate of Lead)

Lead Chromate—
(See Chromate of Lead)

Al203,2Si02
2H,0

Pb(C,H30o
3H,0

*

2 (Pb CO3
Pb(OH);

Lead Oxide
(Red Lead, Red Oxide
of Lead, Minium)

Pb,0.

Lime Soda Feldspar.
(See Feldspar, Oligoclase)

*Limestone
(See Calcium Carbonate)

258

378

772

682

2 Sl§: }
258

RO — 378

RO — 258

RO— 228

Limestone is a rock, not a mineral, and accurate composition cannot be given. It usually

contains perceptible quantities of silicious matter, oxides of iron and alumina, and carbonate of

magnesia, in addition to the carbonate of lime which is its chief component. A limestone fit for

use as a glaze or body ingredient ought to contain not less than 90 per cent, of calcium carbonate

and very little oxide of iron.
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Substance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Weight.

Litharge
(Yellow oxide of lead)

PbO 222 RO— 222

See Magnesium oxide)

(See Magnesium Carbonate)

....

(See Magnesinm Carbonate)

Magnesium Carbonate. .

.

(Magnesia alba, magne-
site)

MgC03 84 RO— 84

Magnesium Oxide
(Magnesia, magnesia

usta)

MgO 40 RO— 40

Magnetic Oxide of Iron.

.

(See Ferroso Ferric Oxide)

Manganese Di-oxide

(Black oxide of manga-
nese, Pyrolusite)

MnOo 87 RO— 87

Manganese Carbonate Mn CO 3 116 RO— 115

Marble '• • • ....

(See Calcium Carbonate)

Marl

Minium ....

(See Lead Oxide)

H"iti'e ....

(See Potassium Nitrate)

*Marl, a soft, friable, earthly carbonate of lime, usually containing clay and organic matter

In considerable quantity. No accurate composition can be given, but as much as 76 per cent.

CaCO, is usually present.
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Substance. Formula.
j

Moler.ular
Weight. Eqiiivalenf Weight.

Nickel Oxide NiO 75 110-7.5

*Ochre
;

Oligoclase
(See Feldspar, Oligoclase)

Orthoclase
(See Feldspar, Orthoclase)

Qxldes.
»(Look for the name of the baie)

Paris White ....

(See Calcium carbonate)

Pearl Ash ....

(See Potassium Carbonate)

Plaster of Paris
(See Calcium Sulphate)

Potassium Bichromate. .

.

KjCr^O: 294 RO 1 ^34
2R,0, /

^-^

Potassium Carbonate K.COa 138 RO-138
(Pearl Ash)

Potassium Nitrate KNO3 101 RO— 202

(Nitre, Salt Petre)

Potash Feldspar ....

(See Feldspar-Orthoclase)

Pyrites
(See Ferric Sulphide)

,..

''Ochre, a yellow fine-grained substance, consisting principally of clay, fine sand and ferric

oxide, or hydroxide, the latter amounting to 10 or 20 per cent, of the whole. Used in ceramic
work, as a source of iron for colored glazes.
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Substance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Weight.

....

(Sec Maganese Di-oxJde)

(See Silica)

Quick Lime
(See Calcium Oxide)

....

Red Lead ....

(See Lead Oxide)

Red Oxide of Copper
(See Cuprous Oxide)

....

Red Oxide of Iron
(See Ferric Oxide)

Red Oxide of Lead ....
(See Lead Oxide)

Roll Scales
(See Ferroso-Ferric Oxide.

Bait ....
(See Sodium Chloride)

Salt Petre ....
(See Potassium Nitrate)

Sand ....
(See Silica)

Silex ....

(See Silica)

Silica SiO^ 60 SiOj 60
(Silicic Anhydride,
Flint, Quartz, Sand,

Silex)
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Substance.

Soda Ash
(See Sodium Carbonate, Dry)

Soda Feldspar
(See Feldspar-Albite)

Soda Nitre
(See Sodium Nitrate)

Sodium Bi-Borate .

.

(See Borax)

Sodium Carbonate
(Crystalized)

Sodium Carbonate.

.

(Dry, Soda Ash)

Sodium Chloride.

(Common Salt)

Sodium Nitrate.

(Soda Nitre)

Stannic Oxide.
(See Tin Oxide)

Sugar of Lead

.

(See Lead Acetate)

Formula. Molecular
Weight.

Stone
(See Cornwall Stone)

Strontium Carbonate.
(Strontianite)

Strontium Carbonate
(Celestite)

NaaCOslOH^O

Na,CO,

Na CI

NaNO,

SrCO,

Sr S O4

286

106

58

U7

183

Equivalent Weight.

RO— 286

BO — 106

BO — 116

BO — 170

BO — 147

BO — 183
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Subitance. Formula.
Molecular
Weight. Equivalent Weight.

Tin Oxide SnOa 149 RO — 149

(Stannic Oxide)

*Umber

Uranium Oxide U3O, 784 B2O3 —523

(Uranoso-Urauic oxide)

Uranium Oxide, Com'l.
(Yellow Oxide of Ur-
anium)

NagO, UjOe, 6
H,0

746 RO ) ^.„

^Vitherite
(See Barium Carbonate)

White Uead
(See Lead Carbonate)

"Whiting ....

(See Calcium Carbonate)

Yellow Oxide of Lead
(See Litharge)

....

Yellow Oxide of Uranium
(See Uranium Oxide, Commercial)

Zinc Oxide . ZnO 81 RO— 81

An earthy clay-like substance, used both raw and burnt, as a coloring agent for paint, and to-

a less extent as a coloring agent for glazes. The color is due to the presence of the oxidet

of iron and manganese.
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III.

Calculation of the Molecular Formula of a Substance from its

Chemical Analysis.

Chemical analyses are usually reported by chemists in

per cents, i. e., in parts in one hundred. To understand the

struchire of a substance, however, it is much better to reduce

this percentage composition to a formula which shows more
or less perfectly the grouping of the molecules, and enables

us to grasp the relationship existing between kindred or

analagous substances, whose analysis is perhaps very

dissimilar.

a. Calculate the molecular formula of the substance

represented by the following analysis

:

Sodium 39.65

Chlorine 60.35

100.00

Rule I. Divide the percentage of each ingredient by its

atomic weight {from table /) if it is a single elemettt, or its

molecular weight {from table II) if it a compound substance.

The object of this rule is to obtain in each case an

expression which signifies how many times the molecular

weight of a substance is represented in the analysis given,

viz.:

We have in the above, 39.65 per cent, of sodium. From
table I, we find the atomic weight of sodium to be 23. Hence
there are in this substance 39.65 -^ 23 molecules of sodium or

1.72 molecules.

In the same way, we find that there are 60.35 -s- 35, or 1.72

molecules of chlorine which is also found in table I as a

simple substance or element.

The proportions of the molecules are therefore

Sodium 1.72; Chlorine 1.72.
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Rule II. Reduce the expression obtained under Rule /,

to Its lowest terms ^ by dividing through by one of the numbers

taken as unity.

Where the substance is a simple salt, choose the base

as unity. Where the substance is complex, unity will be

selected as the important or characteristic base. Thus in a

clay, alumina is always taken as unity.

In the above substance, sodium is the base. Hence

dividing through by 1.72 we have

1.72 Sodium 1.72 Chlorine , o j- ^ r^x ^ -

^- =1 Sodium, 1 Chlorine or
1./2

using the symbols to express the element,

NaCl

which is the formula of the substance represented by the

above analysis.

b. Calculate the molecular formula of the following

feldspar from its analysis:

Silica (SiOJ, 64.74

Alumina (AI2O3),18.35

Potash (K,0), 16.91

100.00

Applying Rule I, we have

64.74-^ 60 (from table II)=1.0790 molecules.

18.35^102 (from table II)= .1799 molecules.

16.91H- 94 (take the atomic weight of the elements enter-

hig into the molecules, each as many times as

it occurs— viz: K^O=39+39-hl6=94) = .1799

molecules.

Reducing these expressions to their simplest form by

Rule II, we have

Si02 1.0790^.1799=6.00

AI2O3 .1799--.1799=1.00

K2O .1799h-.1799=1.00

The formula of this substance is therefore

K2O, AI2O3, eSiOj
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This is the theoretical composition ot pure potash

feldspar.

In practical work, however, we never find feldspar which
is absolutely pure; there is generally more silica than 6

molecules, and we always find soda and lime as well as potash

in the analysis, though the former are generally in smaller

quantities than the latter.

It is nothing strange, therefore, as a result of similar

calculations, to find the formula ot a feldspar to be more
like the following than like the simple type-formula just

given, viz

:

.92 K.,0 )

.06 XroO ^

.02 CaO i

1.00 RO

1.06 A1,0,. 6.48 SiO,

c. Calculate the formula of the following glaze •

Silica 59.00

Alumina 6.32

Lime. 7.48

Potash 6.13

Soda 3.16

Lead oxide 10.58

Boracic acid 7.25

99.92

By Rule I—
SiOj 59.00^ 60=.9833

Al.,63 6.32-i-102=.0619

Cab 7.48^ 56=. 1336

K,0 6.13-- 94=.06o2

^'a,0 3.16H- 62=.0509

PbO 10.58^222=.0476

B.Oa 7.25^ 70=.1C36

The question now arises as to what element or substance

to select as unity. The rule in glasses and glazes is to take

the sum of the bases, or fluxing elements, such as potash,

soda, lime, magnesia, lead, zinc, etc., as unity, to gather in

a second or intermediary division the alumina, iron,chromium,

or other elements whose formula is of the type R2O3, and to

bring the two acids. Silica and Boracic acid in a last group.
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In this instance, we find the following fluxes present:

Lime (CaO) .1336

Potash (K2O) .0652

Soda (Na^O) .0509

Lead fPbO) .0476

.2973=1. RO.

Then by Rule II—

SIO2 .9833^.2973=3.307

AI2O3 .0619^.2973=0.208

CaO .1336^.2973=0.449

K2O .0652^.2973=0.219

Na20 .0509-^.2973=0.171

PbO .0476-^.2973=0.160

B2O3 .1036-f-.2973=0.348

Grouping these terms in classes as indicated above, we
have the foUowius: formula

0.171 Na.O
[f. o,,^ . , ^ \ 3.307 SiO^

0.449 CaO f
^-"^ AJ2U3 .

Q^g^^ g q

0.219 K2O 1

0.171 Na,r
0.449 CaO
0.160 PbO J

0.999 RO

which indicates a fritted glaze, suited to ordinary white

granite or C. C. ware.

PROBLEMS.

1. Calculate the formulee of the substances represented

by the following analyses:

Iron (Fe) 77.78 Sodium (Na) 43.40 Barium (Ba) 79.65

Oxygen (O) 22.22 Carbon (C) 11,32 Chlorine (CI) 20 35

100.00 Oxygen (0) 45.28 lOo.OO

100.00

Cobalt oxide (CoO) 48.39 Alumina (AI2O3) 29.83

Sulphuric Acid (803)51.61 Sulphuric acid (SO3) 70.17

100.00 100.00
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2. Calculate the formulae of the substances represented

by the following analyses

:

Pb 77.82 Na 32.86 jSra^O 14.63

C 9.02 Al 12.86 CaO 13.43

H 1.18 Fl 54.28 SiO^ 71.94

O 12.03

100.00

100.00 100.00

V^ 3. Calculate the formula of Seger Cone No. 4 from the

following analysis

:

SiO, 66.96

AUOg 14.23

Cab 10.94

K,0 7.87

100.00

4. Calculate the formi:^la of a Yellow-ware glaze, having

the following analysis:

Si02 37.74

AI2O, 7.13

K2O 5.25

PbO..... 49.87

99.99

^ 5. Calculate the formula of the following Rockingham
glaze :

SiOj 36.54

AI2O3 6.65

Fe203 2.98

K2O 4.38

MnO 4.41

PbO 45.03

99.99

6. Calculate the formula of the following White-granite

glaze

:

SiO^ 54.61

AI2O3 9.99

CaO 6.61

Na^O 3.93

ZnO 4.20

PbO 12.20

B2O3 (by difference) 8.46

100.00
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7. Calculate the formula of the stone-ware clay repre-

sented below

:

SiOa 60.81

AI2O3 24.50

Fe203 57

CaO 1.48

MgO .77

K2O 2.71

Xa20 59

H2O 8.56

99.99

8. Calculate the formula of the following sample of

stain for white-ware bodies :

CoO 54.03

ZnO 15.17

K2O 7.45

Si02 23.35

100.00

9. Calculate the formula of the following sample of

Cornwall stone

:

SiOz 7.3.57

AI2O3 16.47

FeaOa 0.27

CaO 1.17

MgO 0.21

K2O 4.96

NajO 0.87

H2O 2.45

99.97

10. Calculate the formula of the green tin-enamel

herewith quoted

:

Si02 37.32

AI2O3 8.70

CraOg 4.93

CaO 8.30

CuO 2.33

K2O 4.43

NaaO 4.39

PbO 19.72

B2O3 7.84

SnO, 7.03

99.99
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IV.

Caktjiation of the Percentage Composition of a Substance from

its Molecular Formula*

Ceramic chemists, when they wish to communicate to

others the composition of the substances with which they

deal, generally use molecular formulae, on account of their

compact and simple form, and the great advantage which the

formulae oflfer over analyses, iji understanding the nature and
probable character of the substance under discussion.

But, it often happens that it is necessary, or convenient,

to know the percentage composition of the substance whose
formula is given. The calculation is merely a reversal of

the preceding calculation, and is made as follows

:

d. Calculate the percentage composition of Barium

Sulphate (BaS04).

Rule III. Set downin column, the elements or molecules

given in the form,ula. Multiply each term by its numerical

coefficient^ and its atomic or molecular weight. Add these

products together^ and divide each product by the sum so ob-

tained. The results multiplied by 100 will be the percentages

of the elements or molecules gtveti.

Applying this rule, in the above case, we find from

table II the atomic weights of Ba, S, and O, are found to be

respectively 137, 32 and 16.

Placing them in vertical column, and multiplying as

directed, we have

Ba X 1 X 137 ^ 137

S XIX 32= 32

O X4X 16= 64

The sum of these products is 233
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Dividincr each term by this sum, and multiplying by
100, we have

^^ X 100 = 58.80 percentage of Barium

go^ X 100 = 13.73 percentage of .Sulphur

&i
7^^ X 100 = 27.4:7 percentage of Oxygen

100.00

e. Calculate the percentage composition of pure Kao-
linite, the basis of kaolin or china clay, from its formula

AUO3, 2 SiOo, 2 H,0.

From table II, we find AloO3=102, SiO2=60. And
compiling from table I, we find that HoO=18.

Proceeding by Rule 3, we have

AI2O3 X 1 X 102 =102 -- 2.58 = .395.3 X 100 = 39.53%
SIO2 X2X 60 =120 -- 2-58 = .i651 X 100 = 46.51%

H2O X 2 X 18 = 86 ^ 2.58 = .1396 X 100 = 13.96%

258 100.00

It will be noticed, that in d we resolved the substance

into its elements, while in e the percentages are calculated

on the molecules exclusively. This latter form is much
more commonly used in ceramic work, in dealing with at all

complex substances, because of the better insight which the

molecular formula affords into the nature of the compound;
viz: compare H4AloSi409, with AUOg, 2 SiO^, 2 HoO.

In the latter, the eye grasps at once the fact that one

molecule of alumina is combined with two each of silica and
water, while in the former, nothing intelligible is seen with-

out further analysis of the proportions.

/. Calculate the percentage composition of the follow-

ing Rockingham glaze

:

0.21 K2O I

0.10 CaO I 0.191 ALOj 1 o r.e cuo
0.24 MnO f 0.026 Fe'^O^)^'^^ ^^^''

0.45 PbO
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Proceeding by Rule III, we have

K2O X0.21 X 9^= 19.74 --291.17:= 0.0678X100= 6.78

CaO XO.IO X 06= 5.60— 291.17 = 0.0192X100= 1.92

MnO X0.24 X 71 = 17.04 -- 291.17 = 0.0585 X 100= 5.85

PbO X0.45 X 223 = 100.35 --291.17 = 0.3446X100 = 34.46

AUOjX 0.191 X 102= 19.48 --291.17 = 0.0669X100= 6.69

Fe,03X 0.026X160= 4.16-^291.17 = 0.0143X100= 1.43

8162 X 2 08 X 60 = 124.80 -^ 291.17 = 0.4286 X 100 = 42.86

291.17 99.99

Grouping these results in the usual order in \\'hich an

analysis is reported, we have

Silica 42.86%
Alumina 6.69%
Ferric oxide 1.43%
Lime 1.92%
Pota.sh 6.78%
Manganese ... . 5.85%
Lead 34.46%

99.99

PROBLEMS.

11. Calculate the percentage composition of the follow-

ing substances:

Ferric Sulphide (FeS2) ; Sodium Sulphite ^XajSOs);
Nickel Chloride (XiClz); Strontium Sulphate (SrSO^);

Phosphoric Acid (H3PO4).

12. Calculate the percentage composition of the follow-

ing substances:

Borax, Xa20, 2 B2O3, 10 HoO.
Plaster of Paris (calcined), 2 (CaO, SO,), H.O.
Calcined Bone, 4[Ca3(P04)2] (CaCOs).

13. Calculate the percentage composition of Seger Cone

No. 8, having the formula :

Qj ^^^}0.80 AI2O3 8.00 Si02

And Seger Cone No. 14 :

0.7 CaO \

^-^ ^^'^' ^^-^^ ^'^^
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14. A friend gives you the formula of his blue glaze

for Majolica ware, as follows

:

.10 K2O]

:046 CoO r-1^9 ^1^03 1.58 SiO,

.704 PbO J

What is its percentage composition?

15. A white-ware glaze having the following formula,

0.12 K2O 1

0.16 Na,0
I (

„ oq o.^
0.34 CaO S0.37 AI2O3 n^i ^Vf

0.33 PbO J

is found to replace another having the following analysis,

SiOa 47.10

AI2O3 11.81

CaO 6.64

ZnO 1.60

PbO 19.52

K2O 2.13

Na^O 2.10

B2O3 9.09

99.99

Reduce the first to a basis comparable with the second.

16. Figure the analysis of the following terra-cotta

speckle-slip

:

.25 NaoO
^ la T7o n i 1-20 SiO^

.75 MnO
i

•^** ^^^^3
j .06 Fl
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V.

Calculation of the Rational Analysis from Analytical Data*

The Rational Analysis of Clays and similar minerals is

merely an attempt to form, by a process of inductive reason-

ing based on a few analytical facts, a conception of the

mineralogical composition of the substance from its ordinary

ultimate analysis.

In making the latter analysis, the chemist uses such

powerful means of decomposition and solution that all sub-

stances in the body are brought into solution together, and
are then separated out, one by one, without regard to their

previous mineralogical state of combination. Silica, as

reported in in an ordinary clay analysis, may be and prob-

ably is derived from the following different minerals existing

side by side in the clay, viz: sand; kaolinite, or silicate of

alumina; feldspar, or silicate of alumina and the alkalies;

mica, or silicate of the alkalies, magnesia, iron, and alumina;

and possibh' from free hydrated silicic acid. The gross

amount of silica present, therefore, gives no clue to the miner-

alogical constitution of a clay, and therefore gives only the

crudest idea of what to expect of the clay in working

operations.

The first and fundamental assumption of the Rational

Analysis is, that quartz sand and feldspathic minerals are not

decomposed in hot concentrated sulphuric acid, and that clay

substance, the micaceous minerals, and the common precipi-

tated compounds of iron and lime are successfully decom-

posed by the same treatment.

But this decomposition does not take into solution the

silica of these various minerals ; it leaves this silica in an

amorphous or flocky form, in which it is readily soluble in

alkalies at boiling temperature, while the sand and feld-

spathic minerals resist this treatment also.
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This separation is not a perfect one. The sand and

feldspathic minerals are attacked by both acid and alkaline

treatment to some degree, but for the purposes we have in

view the amount is not important, and the division of the

clay into sand and feldspathic minerals on the one hand, and

kaolinite and micaceous minerals on the other, is close

enough for technical purposes.

The second assumption is, that on making a separate

ultimate analysis of the sand and feldspathic matter, that the

amount of the latter will be proportional to the alumina and

alkaline fluxes found in the mixture ; sand being supposed

to be pure silica, it is evident that any other substance in

this residue must come from the feldspathic minerals, and

may be taken as an index of their amount. This assumption,

like the preceding, is not chemically exact, but it is never-

theless exact enough to give a useful idea of the composition

of the substance.

An illustration of the application of these assumptions

to an ordinary case follows.

g. The ordinary ultimate analysis of a clay is as

follows

:

Silica 69.12
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -^u k v

., . 01 .10 And on treatment with boilmg
Alumma, 21.42

, , . ., j i, •l•„ . . , cQ sulphuric acid and boiling
Ferric oxide fiS K . . , 1 -t
-J.

. ^2 carbonate of soda, as laid

,, " ".

Q^ down in chemical text books,

c ,
,„ a residue of quartz sand and

Soda 10 ^.

feldspathic minerals amount-
ing to 51.03 is found.

Potash 1.60

Water 6.76

100.00

On analysis of this residue, it is resolved into the fol-

lowing quantities

:

Silica 47.27

Alumina 1.86

^^^^Mxi 02
'^ """"^ CaO 04

-

'

MgO 16

Alkalies 1.68

61.03
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Now, by the second assumption above described, the 1.86

alumina and the 1.68 alkalies and the other traces are all

derived from feldspar or minerals of similar composition.

On examination, the composition of feldspar shows that on
the average for every 1 per cent, of alumina, there are 3.51

per cent, of silica present.

The 1.86 alumina in the above case indicates that

1,86x3.51 or 6.42 silica is present, which is combined with

this alumina and alkali in the form of feldspathic minerals.

e. o".

47.27 — 6.42 = 40.85 = amount of quartz saud present.

And 6.42 + 1.86 + 1,68 + .16 4- .04 + .02 =10.18, or the amount of

feldspathic mineral matter present.

This process of reasoning on the above analytical facts,

has now brought us to the following results

:

First. That the minerals soluble in the sulphuric

acid and carbonate of soda treatment amount
to 100— 51.03 = 48.97%

Second. That of the 51.03% insoluble minerals,

the feldspathic minerals amount to = 10.18%

Third. That the residue or (51.03-10.18) = quartz

sand = 40.85%

100.00

Now, of this soluble portion, 48.97, we know as yet but

little; but, by a similar process of reasoning, we may find

out something of its nature.

Subtracting from the total analysis that of the insoluble

portion, we will have left that of the soluble portion, viz

:

Silica 69.12— 47.27 = 21.85

Alumina 21.42— 1.86=19.56

Ferric oxide 0.68— .02= .66

Lime 0.12— .04= .08

Magnesia 0.20— .16= .04

Soda 0.10— \, f,o_ 09
Potash 1.60- r-^^- -^2

Water 6.76— ....= 6.76

100.00— 51.03 = 48.97

Dividing each of these terms in the third column by the

sum, 48.97, and multiplying each result by 100, we obtain

the percentage composition of the soluble portion, viz

:
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Silica 44.62

Alumina 39.94

Ferric Oxide 1.34

Lime 16

Magnesia 08

Soda 04

Potash 04

Water 13.81

100.03

Comparing this analysis with that of theoretically pure

kaolinite, we find a striking similarity, viz

:

Silica 46.51

Alumina 39.53

Water 13.96

100.00

The natural deduction, therefore, in this instance is,

that the soluble portion of this clay consists almost wholly

of kaolin, or pure clay substance, though a small quantity

of some iron bearing aluminous mineral is present and

disarranges the normal kaolinite ratio slightly.

Our results in this case lead us to say with reasonable

assurance that this clay consists of an intimate mixture of

the following minerals

:

Clay substance (clay) 48.97

Feldspathic minerals (spar) 10.18

Quartz sand (flint) 40.85

Now, while the original ultimate analysis told little to

the potter, this Rational Analysis shows him at once that

this clay consists of almost exactly the same minerals and

the same proportions that he would use in making a good

average white granite body ; and thus the analysis becomes

intelligible and useful.

h. On calculating the percentage composition of the

portion of the clay dissolved in the Rational Analysis treat-

ment, we generally find that it does not follow the kaolinite

ratio very strictly, the commonest divergence being in the

presence of the alkalies and other fluxing oxides, and a

reduction in the amount of combined water.
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Langenbeck* has pointed out that the nearly constant

presence of mica, or the dust and debris of micaceous

minerals, is the simplest and most probable explanation for

these facts. Micaceous minerals have a wide range of

possible compositions, but in general we may say that they

are similar to kaolinite in their proportions of alumina and
silica, but differ from it in having much less water of consti-

tution, and in having alkalies, magnesia, lime, iron, and
other bases to make up for these deficiencies.

The average composition of muscovite, the commonest
of the light-colored mica minerals, may be taken as

:

Silica 45.00

Alumina 40.00

Ferrous Oxide
)

Lime Y 6.00
Magnesia • j

Potash "I - nn
Soda I

'-00

Water 2.00

On reflection it will be evident that the blending of such

a mineral with kaolinite would produce a mixture, the

analysis of which would show a lower quantity of water than

kaolinite, and which would show varying amounts of the

other fluxing bases, while not materially different as to its

silica and alumina ratio.

Langenbeckf illustrates his views by the following

illustration

:

Analysis of Kaolin from Nelson County, Virginia

:

The Entire Clay The Contained Sand

Silica 50.02 12.62

Alumina 35,18 1.72

Ferric oxide 0.36 .09

Lime 0.12 .06

Magnesia 0.07 .02

Alkalies 3.39 1.08

Combined Water... 10.57 0.00

99.71 15.59

Chemistry of Pottery, pp. 10-12.

tibid, pp. 10-12.

ISCer
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Proceeding as before, we have

1.72X3.51 = 6.07

12.62— 6.07 = 6.55

6.07 + 1.72 + .09 + .06 + .02 + 1 .08 = 9.04

99.71 — 15.59 = 84.12

e. g. the analysis of the clay is

Clay Substance 84.12
'

Feldspathic Matter 9.04

Quartz Sand 6.55

99.71

But on examining the constitution of this 84.12 per cent.

of matter soluble in H2SO4 and Na2C03, we find it to have

the following percentage composition :

Silica 44.47

Alumina . .39.78

Ferric oxide 0.32

Lime 0.07

Magnesia 0.06

Alkalies 2.74

Water of Constitution 12.56

100.00

In this analysis, the alkalies and other fluxes are derived

from the presence of mica, according to this hypothesis,

which is further confirmed by the presence of less than the

proper quantity of water for kaolinite.

Using the average percentage of alkali in muscovite as a

basis, he calculates out the proportions of silica, alumina and

water to be deducted exactly as the feldspar is calculated from

the alumina of the insoluble sands. His results are given as

Clay substance |0.23 1 g„,„b,, p„,y„„

This hypothesis, he says, should only be made when
microscopic or mechanical analysis shows the presence of

micaceous matter in evident quantities.

Further, it will hardly become as well established as

the feldspar hypothesis has been, because the micas have not

a so clearly defined type composition as the feldspar, and the

analytical results will more often prove confusing.
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PROBLEMS.

17. The analysis of a white-granite body gives the fol-

lowing data. What is its mineral composition?

18. A porcelain body shows on analysis the following

composition. Of what minerals is it probably composed and

in what proportions?

Silica
Alumina
Ferric Oxide.
Lime
Maguesia
Soda
Potash
Water . .

.

".

Carbonic Acid

99.93

Total. Insoluble Portion.

60.78 41.11

22.34 6.66

.24 tr.

4.02

tr.

3.52 3.29

.28 .17

5.44

3.31

51.23
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19. Determine approximately the mineral constitution

of a blue shale-clay, from the following data

:

Ultimate
Analysis.

Silica
Alumina
Ferrous Oxide.
Ferric Oxide...
Lirne
Magnesia
Potash
Soda
Water
Carbonic Acid.
Sulphuric Acid

57.1.5

20.58
4.47

3.18
.86

1.70

2.59
.tr

5.37

2.74

1.23

99.8';

Insoluble in

H^SO^ and
Na-CO,.

35.45
1.80

66

38.91

Insoluble in

Dilute HCl.

57.15
20.58

86.84

Approximate
Composition

of Mica.

42.

38.

13.

100.00

20. Given the following analysis of an English soft

porcelain body. What is its probable mineral composition?

SiO^..
AI2O3
FejO.
CaO.;
MgO.
K,0
NajO
H2O.
CO2..
p,o..

Total.

33.64
20.91
0.74

19.49

0.13
2..34

0.42

5.87
1.30

15.04

99.88

12 24
3.12

.08

.12

.13

2.29

.40

18.38
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VI.

The Use of the Rational Analysis in Compounding Clay Bodies*

The preparation of artificially blended clays, or pottery

bodies, is at present done by potters almost entirely by prac-

tical rules, which have grown up from long experience in

the work. Only in a few instances is any attempt made to

use chemical analysis as the basis of mixing. Potters

ordinarily require that anal>^ses shall be furnished with all

new clays which are ofiered to them for use, but merely use

this analysis as a guide to the presence of iron, and as a

means of comparing the clay with some other which has

given satisfaction.

The last Section has shown us that wide variations in

mineral composition may occur, especially as regards mica

and kaolinite, with but little change in the gross analysis of

the clay, and that judgments based on superficial similarity

are very apt to be misleading.

A pottery body is supposed to contain three classes of

ingredients : (1) Clay substance, which gives it its plas-

ticity
; (2) Non-plastic matter, generally powdered quartz,

which controls the shrinkage and assists in the vitrification

and hardening of the ware
; (3) Body fluxes, generally feld-

spar, which produce incipient combination between the

other two substances at high temperatures, and make the

mass hard and strong.

These two latter ingredients are obtainable in the

market, reasonably pure and free from admixed minerals,

but pure clay substance is not. We employ ball clays,

china clays, kaolins, etc., but each of them is itself a mixture

already, and already contains various amounts of the same

quartz and feldspathic matter which is to be added in larger

proportion in making a satisfactory body. It is clear, there-

fore, that in order to maintain control of the composition of
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a pottery body, so that it shall go on from month to month
without important fluctuation in its ingredients, we must

keep constantly aware of the constitution of the ingredients

used, especially the clays.

An illustration of the application of the Rational

Analysis to this problem follows :

j. Given the four following materials,

Ball Clay ...I f...
Kaolin ^hr^. . *^.V\

Feldspar
Flint

Clay Substance

82.82
93.16

2.93

Feldspathic
minerals

4.91

2.21

B6.05

Quartz

12.27

4.63

11.02

100.00

In what proportion must they be blended in order to

produce the following body, deriving one-half of the clay

substance from the ball clay

:

Clay substance.. . 42.50

Feldspar 12.19

Flint 45.31

Since one-half of the clay substance is from ball clay,

then 42.50H-2=21.25=clay substance from ball clay. Then
by proportion, 82.82 : 21.25 : : 4.91 :x=amount of feldspar

brought in by ball clay=1.26, and 82.82 : 21:25 : : 12.27 : y=
3.15=:amount of quartz brought in by ball clay.

There remains 21.25 clay substance still to be obtained

principally from china clay ; but, on observing the compo-

sition of the feldspar to be used, it is clear that a slight

allowance must be made for the clay substance which will

be brought in from this source.

Accordingly, instead of 21.25 clay substance from kaolin

we add only 21.00. With 21.00 parts clay substance, comes

in .49 feldspar and 1.04 quartz, making 22.53 parts of kaolin

altogether.

There have now been added :

Ball Clay
Kaolin

Clay Substance

21.25

21.00

42.25

Feldspathic
minerals

1.26

.49

1.75

Quartz

3.15
1.04

4.19
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Subtracting these amounts from the composition which
the body is to have, we get,

Clay substance 0.25

Feldspathic minerals 10.44

Quartz 41.12

Adding feldspar sufficient to supply 10.44, we add
with it,

Clay substance 0.35

Feldspathic minerals 10.44

Quartz 1.32

Subtracting, we find we have ad^ed .10 per cent, too

much of clay substance, while there now remains 39.80 of

flint yet to supply.

The actual weights of the various materials used then.

Ball Clay ...*. 25.66 >

Kaolin 22.53 i
^^^

Feldspar 12.11

Flint 39.80

which varies considerably from the rational composition of

the body itself.

k. But the commonest case which arises in ordinary

ceramic work is the substitution of a clay in an already well

known and satisfactory mixture, viz :

Given a body having the following Rational Analysis

:

Clay substance from English China clay No. 7=21.15

Clay substance from English Ball clay No. 4. .=28.45

Feldspar =20.63

Flint =29.77

100.00

I wish to retain the English China clay No. 7 in the

body, replacing the English Ball clay No. 4 by a local clay.

The Rational composition of the two clays to be used are :

English China Clay
No. 7

Local Ball Clay

Clay substance
Feldspathic matter
Quartz

95.20
1.08

3.72

74.64
2.88

22.48

100.00 100.00
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What will the new "batch weights" be?

28.45 X ^QQ=38.l2=weiKht of new clay needed
74.64

38.12 X 2.88%= 1.09=feldspar brought in

38.12 X 22.48%= 8.56=flint brought in

e. g. 20.63 — 1.09 =19..54=feldspar required

and 29.77 — 8.56 =21.21=flint required

f 21.15 English China No. 7

Tj^rw ] 38.12 New Ball Clay
^^^y=i 19.54 Spar

L 21.21 Flint

Suppose, as would very probably be the case, that the

new ball clay would have somewhat different physical pro-

perties, as to color, plasticity, bonding power, etc., and that

while a body made up as shown would perhaps be correct as

regards coefficient of expansion and vitrification, it would

perhaps be too weak or " short " in the unburnt state. A
larger quantity of the ball clay would then be required, but

with a corresponding reduction in the less plastic and weaker

English ball clay, No. 7.

We would then proceed as follows

:

The present proportions of the two clays are as

21.15 , 38.12
and

59.27 59.27

or 36 per cent, and 64 per cent.

We will now change these proportions to 30 and 70

respectively, making the mixture more plastic.

49.60 or total clay, by 30 per cent. = 14.88, amount clay

substance from kaolin, and
49.60 by 70 per cent. = 34.72, amount from ball clay.

14 88
Hence _' — 15.63 parts No. 7 clay, and

9o.20

—-^=46.52 parts new ball clay
74.64

Of these quantities

15.63 X 1.08% = Spar 0.18

and 46.52 X 2-88% = Spar 1.34

Total Spar derived from clays = 1 .52

Balance required = 19.11

Total, 20.63
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Also,

15.63 X 8.72% = Flint 0.58

46.52 X 22.48% = Flint 10.46

Total flint derived from clays = 11.04

Balance required = 18.73

Total, 29.77

The " batch weight " therefore is

English China Clay No. 7 15.63

New Ball Clay 46.52

Feldspar 19.11

Flint 18.73

99.99

which has the same "rational" composition as that with

which we started, and has still permitted the use of materials

of different composition, and difierent physical qualities from

those first employed.

PROBLEMS.

21. Given the rational analysis of the following body,

and its ingredient minerals :

Body. Kaolin. Ball Clay.
Cornwall
Stone.

Flint.

Clay Substance 47.50 98.11 84.16 83.57

Feldspathic Matter 11.19 0.28 2.88 25.31 • •••

Quartz .

.

41.31 1.61 12.96 41.10 100

Using one-third of the clay substance from the ball clay,

what is the body mixture ?

22. In the above, substitute a feldspar of the following

composition for the stone, and give the body mixture,

Clay Substance 2.20

Feldspathic Matter 90.96

Quartz 6.84

100.00
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23. The new body, produced by the substitution of

spar for stone, is far too " short," as the bulk of its clay sub-

stance is now derived from the kaolin ; change the ratio of

kaolin to ball clay to 1 : 3, and calculate the body mixture.

24. Given the following materials from which to con-

struct the following body

:

Body. Ball Clay. Kaolin. Feldspar. Flint. Whiting.

Clay Substance 54.11 97.06 63.17 0.27 ....

Feldspathic Matter

—

21.89 1,66 1.08 81.21

Flint 19.40 1.28 85.75 18.62 100.00

Carbonate of Lime— 4.60 100.00

The kaolin being much the cheapest ingredient, it is

required to figure out the largest ratio which it may bear

to the ball clay in compounding this body. What is the body-

mixture when completed ?
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VII.

Calculation of the Equivalent Weight of a Compound.

Chemists have to a large extent given up the belief in

the old theory of chemical equivalence. But among ceramic

chemists the idea forms the basis of such a very convenient

method of computation, that it is retained more as an empiri-

cal convenience than as a real scientific truth. No one

would be willing to assert that the chemical work done by

94 parts of potash is the same as that done by 62 parts of

soda, in fusing a given quantity of silica to a glass. But

as long as pure chemical science is unable to unlock the

secrets of the constitution of the igneous silicates, or, when
blended into a glassy solid, to resolve it into its component

compounds, just so long will the molecular formulae and

the equivalent weights continue to be the familiar tools of

the ceramist in all branches of his work.

The molecular weight is calculated, as already explained,

by adding the atomic weights of the elements in the mole-

cule, giving each its proper coeflGlcient, viz

:

Fe203=(56 X 2) + (16 X 3)=160

and FeO=56 + 16=72

The equivalent weight, as understood and used by

ceramists, is a somewhat different conception. It is such a

quantity of any body, simple or compound, as will furnish

one whole molecule of some one desired substance therein

contained. For instance, CaO is the formula of lime,

wherever met in any ceramic compound. CaO is therefore

the unit quantity with which the ceramist deals, and its

molecular and equivalent weight are both 56. That is, one

would weigh out 56 units of caustic quick lime if a formula

calling for one molecule of CaO were being filled, and quick

lime was the reagent.
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But if the quick lime has been slaked before it was dried

and prepared for use, we would no longer weigh out 56 parts

as an equivalent. It is now Ca(OH)2 and (56 + 18) or 74

are now needed to furnish 1 CaO. Hence the equivalent

weight of Ca(0H)2 is 74. Similarly the carbonate is 100

and the sulphate 172, since these various weights all produce

an equivalent quantity of the oxide or unit compound.
The above case is very simple and clear, because CaO is

the only lime compound capable of existing as such in a

ceramic compound. But in the case of the oxides of copper,

iron, manganese, chromium, and other metals, the problem

is complicated by there being more than one possible com-
pound in the final silicate form, 'it now becomes necessary

to arbitrarily select one or the other state of combination as

ithe
unit, and make the nomenclature conform to this. The

one selected is usually the higher state of oxidation, as being/'

more probable in a product formed at high temperature and

with access of air and oxydizing gases.

For instance, iron oxide is found in both states FcsOs
and FeO, but so much commoner in the former that it is

taken as the unit. 160 is the molecular and equivalent

weight of Fe203; 72 is the molecular weight of FeO ; but

in ceramic work the double molecule (FcaOg) is always con-

strued to be present, and by mere absorption of one more
atom of oxygen becomes Fe203. Hence 144 is the equiva-

lent weight of FeO. Ferrous sulphate, FeS04, ^ H2O, is

reckoned at 556 for the same reason, and 232 for FeCOg
So far we have considered only pure chemical combina-

tions. But the majority of ceramic reagents are far from

being such. They are generally impure and generally of

complex composition. But the principle already laid down
holds good.

For instance, suppose that we employ a fritt of the

following composition as a means of adding NaaO to a glaze :

NajO, 1.16 CaO, 5.21 SiO^

It will at once be seen that the equivalent weight of

this compound is the sum of the weights of all its parts, as

so much must be taken as will yield one whole molecule of

NagO. The weight is therefore :
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1 Na20 X 62= 62

1.16 CaO X56= 64.96

5.21 SiOj X 60=312.60

439.56= Equivalent Weight.

This substance, having been fritted and reduced to a

state of silicate combination, naturally contains no volatile

ingredients, and hence its molecular weight and its equiva-

lent weight agree.

In another class of compounds the formula is often

written so as to indicate the elements which the substance

will yield to a ceramic product, and it therefore is misleading

in calculating the equivalent weight.

For instance, a limestone used as a source of lime for a

glaze, has the formula,

1.00 CaO^ 0.14 A^Os^ . 29 SiO
.14 MgO \ 0.03 Fe^Oj ]

'^'^^ ^^^^

But its equivalent weight must be calculated on the

basis of 1.00 CaCOg and 0.14 MgCOg, as in a limestone they

would naturally be found in this condition. The equivalent

weight is therefore,

1.00 CaCOs X 100=100.00

0.14 MgCOsX 84= 11.76

0.14 AI2O3 X 102= 14.28

0.03 Fe,03 X 160= 4.80

0.29 8162. X 60= 17.40

148.24=Equivalent Weight.

instead of 98.08, as the formula strictly calls for. The sub-

stances most commonly omitted in formulae, and which must

be included in the equivalent weights are carbonic acid and

water, though of course any volatile substance is liable to

figure in this way.

The equivalent weight may be used in one other con-

nection. Where a fritt or complex mineral is used as the

base of a ceramic product, it is frequently calculated without

reference to any single element or group as the principal

object of its use. In such a case the whole substance is

regarded as one molecule, and its combining weight or

equivalent weight is calculated as before.
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For instance, Albany Slip clay is frequently used as

the basis of an ordinary Rockingham glaze. Albany Slip

clay generally has a formula similar to the following

:

.20 KNaO
I

.60 Al^Os \ 4 no S 0-v
.80 CaO \ .08 Fe^Os /

**""

It is used partly for its coloring matter, partly for its

physical properties in the glaze, but principally because all

of its ingredients fit serviceably into the contemplated glaze

formula. It is obviously unfair to take any element as the

basis of calculation. In such a case its molecular weight,

and that of the water and carbonic acid not above indicated,

make the equivalent weight.

PROBLEMS.

25. (a) What is the molecular weight of KCIO3, and its

equivalent weight, as a source of KgO? (^) What is the

molecular and equivalent weight of PbO ; PbCOs ; PbOg
;

Pb304 ? c. What is the molecular and equivalent weight of

boric acid, calcined? Raw? Of borax, Na2B407, 10 HgO?

26. (a) What is the equivalent weight of black oxide

of copper, CuO ? Of the red oxide, CU2O? Qf the chloride,

CUCI2 ? Of the sub-chloride, CuCl? {d) What is the

equivalent weight of calcined bone, 4 [Ca3(P04)2]CaC03 ?

27. I have 10 pounds pure powdered quicklime, and

accidentally spill into it 1.5 pounds of flint, and the two

become mixed. What was the equivalent weight of the

original substance, and how is it modified by the accident?

28. What is the equivalent weight of a frit whose for-

mula is,

26 NaaO")
, 1 7r a,n

48 CaO [ 0.24 ALO, ^
^'^^ ^^"'

26 PbO ' r .52 B,0,

29. Supposing that borax, whiting, red lead, kaolin,

and flint were used as the ingredients of the above fritt,

what was its original equivalent weight before fritting ?
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VIII.

Compoonding Raw Glazes from their Chemical Formulae,

Where formulae are habitually used as a means of expres-

sion of the constitution of glazes, the user soon makes all his

records and comparisons as well as perfects his future

experiments in this medium, and only resorts to pounds and
ounces when his plans are ready for actual embodyment in

the glaze mill or frit kiln.

The necessity for the rapid transfer of a formula into

common weights is therefor^ imperative, and likewise the

return process of figuring the formula from the crude "batch

weights.''

The principles of these operations are exactly like those

explained in Sections III and IV, but instead of dealing

with the abstract atomic weights, we now deal with the crude

minerals which supply these substances in practical glaze-

making.

In glaze-making it is a generally accepted practice to

employ only insoluble compounds, except in certain special

cases, to be discussed later. These compounds may be

insoluble by nature, or may be made into insoluble silicates

by fusion with the requisite silica and auxiliary bases. In

the former case the glaze is said to be "raw,'' and the num-
ber of substances available for use in this form is compara-

tively limited. In the latter case a much wider range of

substances may be used and made insoluble and suitable for

glaze preparations by preliminary fusion or " fritting," and

in this case the glaze is called "fritted." The variety of

compounds used in fritted glazes is so great that they are

treated in a separate section of this Manual.

/. Given the formula,

PbO, 0.2 AI2O3, 2.00 SiOa

Calculate the "batch weights'' to make the glaze.
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Rule IV. Arrange the ingredients of the formula in

horizontal line^ each symbol accompanied by its coefficient.

Introduce into the glaze batchy as the first components^ those

ingredients which contribute only one permanent oxide to the

glaze. Subtract these from the totalformula and bring down

the residue. Next add^ one at a time^ those ingredients which

contribute two or viore permanent oxides to the glaze^ using

them in such order that the alumina and the silica remain last

unsatisfied: Filially, satisfy these by addition of the needful

amounts, in such a form that no other permanent oxide is

overstocked by the last addition.

In this glaze, we have only one simple base, PbO, em-

ployed, aside from silica and alumina which are mentioned

above as always preferably residuary.

PbO may be introduced into a glaze in many forms, but

ordinarily, unless otherwise specified, red lead (Pb304), or

white lead (PbCOs) are employed, indiflferently. In this

case, we will consider that red lead is employed.

After subtracting the lead, we have next the alumina to

consider. Very many aluminous minerals are used in glazes,

as sources of alumina, but the simplest one, containing only

alumina and silica, is kaolinite. It is practically the only

form here available, unless the prepared oxide of alumina

were used, which is too expensive for common use.

In introducing AI2O3 from kaolinite, we must always

bear in mind that the whole molecule of the mineral is added,

and not the AI2O3 alone. With each molecule of AI2O3 go

two of SiOa and two of H2O. Hence 0.2 AI2O3 carries into

the glaze in this instance 0.4 SiOg- The water being vola-

tile, is not given consideration in the glaze formula, though

it must be considered in determining the weight used.

The silica, after deducting the 0.4 brought in by the

clay, amounts to 1.60, which is readily supplied as flint. A
convenient form for the calculation is as given below

:
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Original Formula

First Addition.

PbO
PbO,

0.2Al,O3, 2.00 SiO^ 1. Equivalent.

T},pd T,pad

First Subtraction

Second Addition

X
X

0.2 AI2O3,

O.2AI2O3,

2.00 Si02

0.40 SiOz

0.2 Equivalent.

Kaolin.

Second Subtraction

Third Addition

X
X

X
X

1.60 SiO^

1.60 SiO,

1.60 Equivalent.

Flint.

Third Subtraction X X X

Rule V. Set dowii the list of substances used in the

calculation^ mtdtipiy each by the quantity used and by its equiv-

alent weighty as calctilated or as found in table II. The sum
of the numbers so obtained is the batch weight.

In the above table, we have

1.0 Equivalent PbO X Equivalent weight as Red Lead (228)=228.

0.2 Equivalent Kaolin X " " 258 =51.6
1.6 Equivalent Flint X " " 60 =96.0

Batch Weight, 375.6

This batch compounded in these proportions, taken in

any unit of measurement, such as grams, pounds, ounces or

tons, will produce when ground and fused together, a glaze

whose composition has the original formula, except for such

discrepancies as arise from faulty weights, impure reagents,

volatilization in firing, absorption of body ingredients, etc.

m. Given the following formula of a white stone-ware

Bristol glaze:

0.17 K2O 1
0.43 CaO I0.46ALO3, 3.81 SiOj
0..32 ZnO f + 2 per cent. Soda Ash
0.08 PbO J

Calculate a mixture of raw ingredients, assuming them
to be pure, that will produce such a glaze, on fusion.

leCer
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Proceeding by Rule IV, we have

.43 eq. Whiting..
.17 K^O 43 CaO

.43 CaO
.32 ZnO .08PbO 0.46 AI2O3 3.31 SiOz

.32 eq. Zinc Oxide

.OSeq.WhiteLead

.I7K2O X .32 ZnO
.32 ZnO

.08 PbO 0.46 AI2O3 3.31 SiOj

.08 PbO

.17 eq. Feldspar..
.17 K2O
.17 K2O

X X X O.46AI2O3 3.31 SiOj

0.17 ALOa 1.02 810,

.29 eq. Kaolin
X X X X O.29AI2O3 2.29 SiO^

0.29Al,O3 .oSSiOj

1.71 eq. Flint....
X X X X X 1.71 SiOj

1.71 SiOa

By Rule V, we have

0.43 Equivalents Paris White
0.32

0.08

0.17

0.29

1.71

X100= 43.00

Oxide of Zinc X 81 = 25.92

White Lead X2o8= 20.64

Potash feldspar X obi = 94.69

China Clay X258= 74.82

Flint X 60 = 102.60

Total, 361.67

361.67 X .02= 7.23 pounds = weight of Soda Ash.

Assembling terms, we have

Paris White 43.00

1

Oxide of Zinc 25.92 l

White Lead 20.64 I

Potash Feldspar 94.69 |- Batch Weight
China Clay 74.82

Flint 102.60
1

Soda Ash 7.23 J

368.90

n. Calculate the batch weights for Seger Cone No. 2,

having the formula

0.3 KgO'/0.4AUO3 "14 00 810
0.7 CaO io.l Fe.Osr-^^^^^^

Using the following impure mineral reagents

:
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(1) Feldspar, having the formula

0.86 K,0 )

0.11 NaaOU.09 AI0O3, 6.72 SiO,
0.03 CaO )

(Equivalent Weight 603.72)

(2) China Clay, having the formula

AI0O3, 2.31 SiOo 1.85 HoO
(Equivalent Weight 273.9)

(3) Limestone, having the formula

0.92 CaCOa 10.08 ALOgl^iq ^.^
0.08 MgCOg /O.Ol FeoOg r ^

(Equivalent Weight 119.88)

(4) Clinton Iron Ore, having the formula

0.08K,Oi.ooAl oil
0.44 CaO K nn^i n 1 0-57 SiOg 0.28 H^O
0.04MgOj^-^^^^2^='-'

(Equivalent Weight 342.18)

(5) Flint, substantially pure.

[The calculation is given on next page.]

0.299 Eq, Feldspar X 603.72 = 180.5

0.095 Eq. Iron Ore X 242.18= 23.0

0.645 Eq. Limestone X 119.88= 77.33

0.016 Eq. China Clay X 273.9 = 4.38

1.778 Eq. Flint X 60.0 =106.7

391.91

In explanation of the above, the following considerations

may prove helpful

:

(1) Before adding feldspar to satisfy the required

potash, the other ingredients should be observed, as to their

contents pf the alkalies. In this case, the iron ore also

carries a little. Allowance must be made for what will be

brought in from this source, when the iron is added. As the

iron to be added amounts to 0. 1 equivalent, and carries only

.08 K2O, then 0.1 X .08 r= .008, or .01 is enough to reduce

the feldspar on this score. Accordingly, instead of adding

sufficient spar to introduce 0.30 alkalies, we add enough for

0.29 only.
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(2) Where a formula calls for NagO or K2O, or CaO,

or MgO, and the mineral to be used contains both KgO and

NagO, or CaO and MgO, the sum of the two alkalies or the

two earths is held to satisfy the requirements of the formula.

But replacements are not considered as proper except of

alkali for alkali and earth for earth, and even then, only

insofar as the conditions render necessary.

(3) When an uneven quantity of any oxide is to be sup-

plied from an impure source, the equivalent required is s/

obtained by division of the quantity needed in the formula

by the quantity found in one molecule of the formula,

viz

:

In this case we require 0.29 KoO, and we have in one

molecule of the feldspar 0.86 KgO and 0.11 Na20 or 0.97

KNaO. Then 0.29-^0.97=0.299 equivalent, which is the

amount of spar needed to supply .29 of the two alkalies

together.

(4) Quantities of less than 0.005 equivalents are not

worth consideration, unless the quantity of glaze or body

being weighed per batch is very large. The ordinary causes

of fluctuation and loss introduce far larger differences than

these.

(5) In some instances, cases arise where a given com-

pound will not make a given formula, on account of too

great excess of some ingredient. In such cases, the formula

must be remodeled or a more suitable material sought.

For instance, it would be impossible to make Seger Cone

No. 1 from these same ingredients, as there are 0.3 KgO and

0.3 AI2O3 required, while the feldspar given contains .97

KNaO and 1.09 AI.2O3. Obviously, a portion of the alkali

would have to be brought in from some non-aluminous source,

and this would take the compound into the field of fritted

mixtures.

PROBLEMS.

30. What are the batch weights for making Seger

Cone No. 11,

OJ CaO 1 1-2 ^^'^' ^^'^ ^'^^

using only chemically pure reagents.
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31. Given 500 pounds spar, 100 whiting, 100 zinc

oxide, 1000 red lead, 500 flint, 500 kaolin, to make one net

ton (dry weight) of glaze having the formula,

0.12 K^O^
y

o:08 zSo K^^ ^^^« 2.31 Si03

o!66 PbO J

How much of each reagent will be left over?

32. What is the greatest quantity of the above glaze that

can be made from this quantity of stock?

33. With red lead costing 5 cents a pound, zinc oxide

at 4^ cents a pound, Paris white at ^16.00 a net ton, spar,

containing 8 per cent, free water, at $10.70 a gross ton,

flint, containing 12 per cent, free water, at $7.45 a gross ton,

kaolin, containing 6 per cent, free water, at $12 per net ton,

figure which of the two following glazes will be the cheapest,

and how much will be saved per ton of liquid glaze, 33 per

cent, solids, assuming all reagents pure except where noted

:

0.14 KgO)
No. 1—0,15 CaO V0.336 Al^Og 2.11 SiOg

0.71 PbO j

0.18 KgO^
^"^'^"0.18 zSo fO-23^ ^^^^^ 2-^^ ^^^2

0.*55 PbO J

34. Calculate the economy per ton of dry glaze, result-

ing from the substitution of Albany slip at $6,00 per ton, in

a Rockingham glaze, where the formulae before and after

changing, stand as follows

:

0.10 K,0 ) 19 Al O 1
0.26 MnO >nn9ft^^n M-67 SiOg Before
0.64 PbO )

"-"^^ ^^*^« *

0.146 K2O ^
0.144 MnO (0.19 Al^Oa -I, 09 q:q Af,._
0.12 CaO f0.084Fe2O3 /^•'^^ ^^^2 Alter

0.59 PbO j

The other ingredients, same prices as in 33 ; manganese

dioxide at 2.40 cents per pound and iron oxide at 1 cent per

pound.
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Formula of Albany slip:

il|?l«:*^F^.S:}^->8SiO...00H,O

35. Calculate the batch weights of the following raw
glaze, using the same ingredients as used in n, with the
addition of white lead having the formula, 2 PbC03,>^[Pb
(0H)2].

0.22 KNaO I ^ .. .
, ^

0.48 CaMgO
f
0-46 AI3O3

0.30 PbO )^-^^ Fe^Oj 3.48 8iO,
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IX.

Compounding: a Fritted Glaze from its Molecular Formula, by-

Use of Equivalent Weights*

As explained in Section VIII, the list of mineral and

chemical products available for raw glazes is very limited,

on account of the difi&culty of finding the desired elements

/ in insoluble combinations. There are several reasons why

j
soluble compounds are not well suited to glaze manufacture.

/ Among them may be mentioned, (1) the tendency of porous

biscuit wares to absorb soluble fluxes, and in burning become
hard unevenly, by reason of the concentration of the soluble

fluxes on those portions of the ware where the evaporation

of the glaze liquid proceeds most rapidly. (2) The impossi-

bility of preserving the contents of soluble matter uniform

in relation to the suspended solids in the glaze slip. One is

apt to be withdrawn at a diflferent rate from the other in the

process of dipping ; hence the ware is never glazed exactly

alike over any long period. (3) The tendency for soluble

fluxes to take colors into solution and leave them concen-

trated on the angles and edges of the ware. (4) The often

injurious effect on the operatives, whose hands and arms are

covered with fluid glaze for hours daily.

The limitations of raw glazes are so great by reason of

the small number of materials available, that a knowledge of

fritting is essential to any well equipped glaze maker, for it

opens to him the entire range of substances which are within

commercial reach for such operations.

The operation of fritting accomplishes two objects :

(1) that already mentioned, of making a soluble into an

insoluble substance, suitable for incorporation into a glaze

bath
; (2) it drives out the volatile and useless substances

present in the original materials and brings the permanent
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ingredients into a close permanent union, and presents them
in this condensed form for use in the glaze. It really does a

large part of the chemical work which in a raw glaze must

be accomplished while the substances are actually on the

surface of the wares. Further, the temperature of the opera-

tion is subject to very much less exacting conditions than

that of fusion of the glaze in situ on the ware, and accord-

ingly, fritts may bring into a glossy combination, propor-

tions of certain substances which would be absolutely

prohibitive in raw glazes.

The rules to be observed in the compounding of fritts

are comparatively simple.

(1) Keep the ratio between bases and acids in the

fritt batch, within the range of easy fusion; viz : the acid

molecules should not fall below the base molecules, nor

exceed them more than three times.

(2) The two substances most commonly requiring

fritting are the alkalies, nearly all salts of which are soluble,

and boracic acid, which is soluble alone, and also makes

some soluble salts.

The alkalies are remarkable in the fact that they form

soluble silicates. Mere fusion of any soluble alkali com-

pound alone, or with silica, will not produce an insoluble

result. Insolubility of the silicate is readily attained how-

ever, by crossing it or blending some other base with the

alkali. For instance K2O, 2 SiOa, is insoluble, but 0.5 K2O,

0.5 CaO, 2.00 SiOa, is not. Any base, like lime, lead, zinc,

alumina, etc. , which makes insoluble silicates by itself, has

the power to reduce or destroy the solubility of the alkaline

silicates. The degree of insolubility produced, varies with the

amount of the crossing base used ; the greater the absolute

proportion of the alkali, the more solubility remains, but an

alkaline silicate becomes virtually insoluble with much less

crossing base than is readily fused to a glass; hence, no diffi-

culty exists in using any desired proportion of alkalies in a

glaze, if the fritt has been properly prepared.

Boracic acid also requires crossing to make its products

safe for use. The common and well nigh universal practice,

among white ware potters in, America, of fritting flint and

K
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boracic acid together without any basic matter, is a remark-

able illustration of the errors into which chemical industries

fall when not under chemical management. Such a fritt is

not insoluble, when made, and its value is greatly lessened

and the quantity of boracic acid used is far in excess of what

would be required if a thoroughly insoluble fritt were made.

A good rule to follow, is to use at least two other bases

than the alkalies, one of which shall be alumina, if the glaze

formula permits it, and the other shall be one making an

insoluble silicate when used alone. The acid element of

the fritt should always contain silica, and if boracic acid is

present, the proportion should not exceed one-half of the

silica contained.

(3) The ratio between the alkalies and boracic acid in

a fritt-formula, should be the same as that in the glaze in

which it is to be used. If this ratio is not observed, then

some other source of alkali or boracic acid other than the

fritt must be used in making the glaze, and to avoid this is

the principal object in fritting.

(4) The ratio between the alkalies and the other RO
elements of the glaze must not be permitted to fall below

that existing in the glaze, for the same reason given in para-

graph three. It may exceed this ratio, as additions of the

insoluble bases are easily made to the glaze.

o. Calculate the batch for the following glaze

:

J|^|^^^O|0 25Al,O3, 2.30SiO,

1.00 RO

The natural thing to try, in making so simple a glaze,

is to make it as a raw glaze. A difficulty is at once met

however, on calculation, viz

:

0.35 K2O 0.65 (.^aO 0.25 AI2O3 2.30 SiOa-

Add 0.35 equivalents of Potash Feldspar, as source of the K2O.
0.36 K2O 0.35 AI2O3 2.10 Si02.

Obviously, this reagent is impossible, carrying so much
alumina.
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No Other common, raw, cheap source of K2O is avail-

able. Hence a fritt must be made. Further, the fritt must

contain the alkalies, lime and silica, and may contain the

alumina also. A fritt consisting of alkali, lime and silica,

at once calls to mind the cheapest and commonest of all fritts,

common glass, which can be had in vast quantities, as scrap

glass from the factories, or from junk dealers.

Common window glass has for its typical formula,

0.5 Na,0
0.5 CaO ^2.50SiO,

though of course no common glass is free from small quan-

tities of K2O, MgO, AI2O3, FeaOa, etc. None of these

elements disarrange the formula to any important extent,

however.

Using this typical glass* as the needed source ot alkali

for this glaze, the calculation is as follows

:

Additions 0.35 KNaO 0.65 CaO 0.25 Al.Oa 2.30 SiOj

0.35 Na20 0.35 CaO 1.75 SiO^0.7 eq . Glass

0.3 eq. Whiting
X 0.30 CaO 0.25 AI2O3 0.55 SiOa

X 0.30 CaO

0.25 eq. Kaolin
X X 0.26 AI2O3 0.65 SiOj

X X 0.25 AI2O3 0.50 SiOg

.05 eq. Flint
X XX 0.05 SiO^

X XX 0.05 8i02

The batch will be :

0.70 Equivalents Glass X 206 = 146.30

0.30 Equivalents Whiting X 100 = 30.00

0.25 Equivalents Kaolin X 258 = 64.50

0.05 Equivalents Flint X 60 = 3.00

Total 243.80

Examining this batch, we observe that the kaolin con-

stitutes a large element, amounting to over 25 per cent, of

the batch. Now a glaze must generally be applied to a

biscuited ware, or if to a green body, at least to one which

is nearly dry and which has no longer the power to shrink
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sensibly. But the glaze, being moist, will shrink as it dries,

and the amount of this shrinkage will depend on the amount

of clay substance it contains and on the fineness to which it

has been ground. Consequently the glaze will always tend

to shrink and cracking, will tend to roll up into little isolated

flakes, if too much clay is used and if not enough is used,

the glaze will not crack but will lack coherence and will fall

off or " dust " when touched.

The proper quantity of clay to be used must fall between

these extremes and this cannot be laid down by law—a num-

ber of factors, notably, fineness of grinding, influence it, and

trial only will determine for each case. ^Ordinarily the

proportions fall between 5 and 15 per cent of the weight of

the glaze batch, depending of course on what the glaze con-

tains ; 5 per cent of a heavy lead glaze would perhaps mean a

greater actual quantity of clay than 10 per cent, of a light

lime spar glaze.f

In any case, 25 per cent, is far too much for any glaze,

and accordingly, this batch should be rejected, and another

be calculated to remedy this defect, as follows

:

Additions 0.35 KNaO 0.65 CaO 0.25 AI2O3 2.30 SiOa

0.15 eq. Feldspar 0.15 K2O 0.15 AI2O3 .90 SiOg

0.40 eq. Glass
0.20 KNaO 0.65 CaO 0.10 AI2O3 1.40 SiO^

0.20 Na^O 0.20 CaO 1.00 SiOj

0.45 eq. Whiting
X 0.45 CaO 0.10 AI2O3 0.40 SiO^

X 0.45 CaO

10 eq. Kaolin
X X 10 AI2O3 0.40 SiOj

X X 0.10 AI2O3 0.20 SiOa

0.20 eq. Flint
X XX 0.20 SiO^

X XX 0.20 SiOa

The batch will be

0.15 Equivalents Feldspar X 557 = 83.55

0.40 Equivalents Glass X 209 = 83.60

0.45 Equivalents Whiting X 100 = 45.00

0.10 Equivalents Kaolin X 258 = 25.80

0.20 Equivalents Flint X 60 = 12.00

249.95
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In this batch, we have the same, chemical elements

which we had before, but derived from a different combina-
tion of ingredients, in which the kaolin amounts to only

10.32 per cent., which is about midway between the limits

given above.

p. Calculate the batch for the following glaze

:

0.11 K2O 1
0.12 Na^O

I ( 2.79 SiO,
0.11 CaO ) 0.360 AI0O3 ^

0.09 ZnO
1

'
( .48 B2O3

0.27 PbO J

On considering the above formula, we see at once that

the glaze must be a fritted one, for besides the presence of

boracic acid, which can not well be used without fritting,

there are here specified separate quantities of the two alkalies,

and in a ratio which could not well be found in any feldspar

or Cornwall stone. Lastly, the glaze is too low in lead, too

high in lime and zinc and too high in silica and alumina to

melt well if used raw.

On considering further, it is also evident that nothing

like common glass will be able to meet this case, and a

special fritt must be made for this purpose.

The ratio between the soda and the boracic acid is the

first thing to observe. The latter obviously cannot be intro-

duced wholly in the form of borax, as the molecular ratio of

the latter is two molecules of B2O3 to one of Na2 0, while

in this glaze the B2O3 is four to one. Nor is the K2O likely

to belong to this excess of B2O3, as no potassium borate is

found in the market as a glazing material. These facts

indicate clearly that part or all of the B2O3 should be added

as boracic acid. The KgO is best supplied as feldspar; the

Na2 as borax. Enough of the lime and the zinc should be

used to cross the alkalies and to fix the boracic acid in the

form of an insoluble borate.

The general proportions of the fritt, where the amount

of boracic acid is liberal, may go close to the upper limit of

the molecular ratio given. We will assume three as the

ratio of the fritt. Next arrange the RO elements and adjust

the amounts as follows :
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(1) Assume that all the KoO, all the NaaO, all the

ZnO and .21 equivalents of the CaO will be fritted. Then
the RO elements of the frit will be

0.11 K,0
0.12 Na,0
0.21 CaO
0.09 ZnO

0.53

0.207 K,0 1

0.227 >'a,0
or reducing to 0.396 CaO [

a basis of 1 RO 0.170 ZuO I

1.^X1

(2) Considering the ratio of alkalies to B0O3 in the

glaze, make the fritt the same; viz:

0.11 -f 0.12 = 0.23 and 0.207 - 0.227 = 0.434

0.23 KNaO : 0.48 B2O3 : : 0.434 : x

X =0.905 = proportion of BjOj for fritt.

(3) Note the alumina in glaze, whether high or low. In

this case it is rather high, therefore a part of it should be

fritted, or it will have to be added as clay substance in the

glaze and make the glaze too plastic. The KoO from feld-

spar will bring in an equal quantity of AI.2O3, but this will

still leave 0.25 AUOg. There should not be more than 0.10

AI0O3 added as raw clay to the glaze. Hence add so much
kaolin to the fritt batch, as will amount to 0. 15 in the glaze

or 0.15^ 0.53 = 0.283.

(4) The silica, including that from the spar = 0.207

X 6 = 1.242 equivalenis and from the kaolin — 0.283 X 2

:= 0.566, should be made up to an amount which with the

boracic acid added in, will equal about 3.00 or three times

the RO fluxes.

Hence 3.00 — (1.242 - 0.566 -t 0.905) = 0.287. Assem-
blins: terms we have

.207 K2O 1

.227 ]Sra,0
(

.396 CaO
1

.170 ZuO J

^•n ^ro 1 \
2.095 SiO^

396 CaO 1
0.49 ALO3

Vr^ ^^Y ! .905 B,0,

1 .000 3.000

as the formula of the fritt.
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The batch weights for this are as follows

Na,0 CaO ZnO

0.227 0.396 0.170

KsO

0.207

0.207

AUO3

0.49

0.207

SiO,

2.095

1.242

0.227 0.396 0.170 0.283

0.227

0.396 0.170 0.283

0.396 0.170

0.288

0.283

0.905

0.905

0.454

0.451

0.451

0.207 Eq. Feldspar X 557 = 115 80 1

0.227 Eq. Borax X 382 = 86.71
0.396 Eq. Whiting X 100
0.170 Eq. Oxide Zinc X 81
0.451 Eq. Flaky Boric AcidX 124= 55.93
0.283 Eq. Kaolin X 258 =
0.287 Eq. Flint X 60 =

Total

0.853

0.853

0.853

0.566

0.287

39.60
I
Equivalent Weight

13.77 y (after fritting)
308.50

73.02
!

17.22 J

401.55

The next step is to see that a fritt of such a formula

works out well in making the required glaze.

The calculation is as follows

:

Equivalents. K,o Na^O CaO ZnO PbO Al,03 SiO, BjOj

Original Formula

.

0.11 0.12 0.41 0.09 0.27 0.36 2.79 0.48

0.53 Fritt 0.11 0.12 0.21 0.09 0.26 1.11 48

0.20 Whiting
0.20

0.20 ....

0.27 0.10 1.68

0.27 Red Lead
0.27

0.27

0.10 1.68

0.10 Kaolin
.... 0.10

0.10

1.68

0.20

1.48 Flint ....

1.48

1.48
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The batch weights will be

0.53 Fritt X 308.5 = 163.50

0.20 Whiting X 100.0 = 20.00

0.27 Red Lead X 222.0 = 59.94

0.10 Kaolin X 258.0 = 25.80

1.48 Flint X 60. = 88.80

358.04

In this batch, the kaolin only amounts to 7.2 per cent,

of the glaze, and would undoubtedly work well on biscuited

ware, under average conditions.

The instructions of the chemist to the glaze maker for

making a glaze of the formula taken would be,

FRITT. GLAZE.
Feldspar 115.3 Fritt 163.5

Borax 86.71 Whiting 20.0

Boric Acid 55.93 Kaolin 25.80

Whiting 39.60 Red Lead 59.94

Oxide of Zinc 13.77 Flint 88.80

Kaolin 73.02 358.04
Flint 17.22

401.55

PROBLEMS.

36. Given the glaze.

0.22 Na,0
0.45 CaO ] 0.31 A1,0,
0.33 PbO

2.28 SiOj
0.44 B,0,

and the fritt,

0.44Na,O|
0.40 A1,0. H-SO SiO,

0.56 CaO
S

^^2v^3
1 0.88 B2O3

and pure whiting, white lead, kaolin and flint.

Calculate the batch weights for both fritt and glaze, and

the equivalent weight for the fritt.

37. Given the glaze,

0.20 NagO"]
0.10 K,0 lo4o Al O 1 2-^ ^^^^
0.46 CaO l"-*"

^^2*^3 \o.5 B^Og
0.24 PbO j

calculate a fritt composition, bringing in all of the soda, one-

half of the lime, one-half of the alumina, half of the silica,
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and introducing as much boric acid from borax as possible.

Give the batch weights composing the raw fritt and formula
of the fused fritt.

38. Given the glaze,

0.30 Na^O
] 10 9^0

0.36 CaO U.3() AUO, Li'f ^ S^^

0.34 PbO J
- " J 0.4 i^aOg

Calculate a fritt formula and fritt batch mixture, introducing

all of the soda, all of the lime, half of the alumina, half of

the silica and all of the boric acid. Also calculate the batch

mixture of glaze.

In fritt, introduce maximum amount of borax, and do
not use any feldspar.

39. In trying to produce a glaze of the following

composition

:

0.20 K^O) )0 96SiO
0.45 CaO ^0.38 Al^Og ;t-^e ^ V^'
0.35 PbO J

"
'
"-^^ ^2^^

and using the fritt

:

0.4S B2O3, 1.00 SiOii

it is found that on grinding in water, 2.25 per cent, by weight

of the dry glaze is dissolved. The glaze materials are ortho-

clase feldspar, whiting, red lead, kaolin, flint and flaky boric

acid, all assumed to be pure. Calculate actual formula of

the glaze under these conditions.

40. a. From data of problem 39, calculate cost of boric

acid wasted by using the unsuitable fritt, per batch of thous-

and pounds, a pound of boric acid being valued at 11 cents.

b. Calculate batch weights of materials making up the

fritt

0.308 Na^O ; ^ oos ai n ^-84 SiOa
0.692 CaO ^'^^^ ^^^"^ .738 BoO,

17Cer
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X

Calculation of the Approximate Molecular Formula of a Glaze

from the Batch Weights or Potters Recipe.

Much of the information which has accumulated in the

hands of practical potters as the results of the patient labor

and undeniable skill of preceding generations, is in the form

of so called Pottery Recipes. These recipes are in some

hands most jealously guarded, in others are made the subject

of exchange or sale, in others are exchanged among friends

freely, but preserved scrupulously from the vulgar gaze of the

uninitiated, and in still other hands they have been compiled

and strewn broadcast in books purporting to explain the

technique of ceramic work.

To a person who wishes to understand the principles or

theory of what he is doing, these empirical recipes are not at

all satisfactory from the reason that they deal with so large

a number of substances, and such countless variations in

combinations that no one can arrive at any comprehensive

insight into the principles of glazing by merely study collec-

tions of recipes. The mind will infallibly become clogged

with details before anything like a lucid principle has been

evolved.

In order to turn this great collection of knowledge and

experience into such a form as to admit of close comparison

and intelligent deductions, it is necessary to reduce it into

the simplest possible form, which is the molecular formulae.

To do this accurately would necessitate a full knowledge of

the composition or analysis of every single ingredient used

in each recipe. Obviously it is imposible to obtain any such

details. The potters who made these recipes did not have

such information when they made them, or at least have

seldom recorded it.
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The only course possible, therefore, is to base our calcu-

lations on hypothetical compositions or assumed analysis of

the various ingredients used. For instance, where a recipe

calls for whiting, or paris white, or chalk or marble dust,

it is highly probable that the substance that the originator

of the recipe used was a reasonably pure carbonate of calcium,

and that its equivalent weight would fall between 100 and
110.

Likewise, china clay when used for glazing, is usually

the fine white pure kaolin, as good as can be had, and con-

sisting of kaolinite, a little silicious and feldspathic matter,

its equivalent weight would be 258 if pure, but it is not likely

to run more than 270 as actually used. Feldspar, nominally

557, is almost always too silicious and aluminous for the

alkali-contents, and its combining weight is more nearly 600

than 557.

Similar comparisons must be made, by each calculator

for himself, as to his estimate of the materials which he finds

specified in a recipe. With a good knowledge of pottery

ingredients and supplies and a familiarity with the peculiari-

ties of nomenclature in various pottery districts, when the

same substance is often given several diflferent names, it is

possible to arrive at a very close estimate of what any given

recipe means when brought to a chemical method of ex-

pression. Of course, no one must attach undue weight to

the results, as they are wholly based on assumptions which

generally it is impossible to verify ; nevertheless, the results

of such calculations are infinitely more valuable to the

Ceramist, for purposes of study and comparison, than the

original recipes themselves.

Such a calculation is necessarily diflferent from that

given in Section III only in the fact that in the latter we

are dealing with the pure bases and acids, as determined

by actual analytical separation, while in the former we are

dealing with crude and often complex minerals of whose

composition we can only hope to make a close estimate or

shrewd guess.

As illustration of what may be done in this manner the

following two problems are worked out in detail.
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q.—A clear raw lead glaze, used by a terra cotta manu-

facturer, is made from the following recipe:

Feldspar 72.00

Whiting 17.42

Red Lead 139.00

Zinc Oxide 8.10

Kaolin 23.49

Flint 47.16

307.17

What is its approximate molecular formula?

Regarding the ingredients, it is first necessary that we
make some assumptions based on our knowledge of the

materials usually met in the American market for pottery

chemicals.

We will assume for feldspar a composition as follows:

olu icCo }
1-^^ ^^^^^' ^-^^ '^^^^

which numerous analyses will confirm as about a fair

average of American potash feldspar. The equivalent

weight for this is near enough when taken at 600.

It is impossible to buy pure CaCOs on the market.

The English clifFstone, chalk, whiting, or paris white, as it

is variously called, has a fairly regular composition, which

may be taken as follows

:

S.05MgCO:}0-05SiO,

the combining weight of which is about 102.5.

The kaolin is probably subject to more variation, and

unless the locality from which it comes is known or some
special brand is mentioned in the recipe, the composition

is liable to be considerably difierent from the best estimate.

Kaolin, or ball clay, is usually damp, with obstinately

adhering hygroscopic water, and hence it is safe to consider

it as above the normal in this respect. Also it always has a

little free sand. We will assume

AI2O3, 2.10 SiOz, 2.20 H2O

of which the combining weight is 267.

Lead, zinc, and flint are usually substantially pure.
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On the basis of these assumptions the work is as follows :

Feldspar 72.00

Whiting 17.42

Red Lead 137.00 ^ 228 = 0.60

Zinc Oxide 8.10

Kaolin 23.49

Flint 47.16

600 = 0.12 Equivalents
102.5 = 0.17

81 = 0.10

267 = 0.088

60 = 0.786

307.r

It is now necessary to reduce these Equivalents to their

corresponding molecular formulae.

0.12 Equivalent of Feldspar as assumed above, contains

1.00 KNaO X 0.12 = 0.12 KXaO
1.1 AI2O3 X 0.1^ = 0.132 ALO3
6.60 Si02 X 0.12 = 0.792 SiO,

0.17 Equivalents of Whiting, as assumed above contains

1.00 CaMgO X 0.17 = 0.17 CaMgO
.05 SiOa X 0.17 = 0.008 SiO^

0.088 Equivalents of Kaolin, as assumed above, contains

1.00 AI2O3 X 0.088 = 0.088 Al^Os
2.1 SiO^ X 0.088 = 0.1848 SiOj

2.2 H26 X 0.088 = 0.1986 HjO

0.10 Equiv. Zinc contains 0.10 ZnO.
0.60 '' Red Lead contains 0.60 PbO.
0.786 '' Flint contains 0.786 SiOj

Assembling terms we have

0.12 KNaO 1 0.132 AI.O3 ( 0.792 SiO,
0.17 CaMgO t 0.088 "

I 0.008

0.10 ZnO
f

1 0.1848 "
0.60 PbO J I 0.7860 "

0.99 RO 0.220 AI2O3 1.7708

In this case, the sum of the R O elements amounts to

unity by itself, and the formula is already completed. Ordi-

narily, it is necessary to divide through by the sum of the RO
in order to bring the glaze to a basis of 1 RO.
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r,—Given the following glaze recipe, formerly used by

English whiteware makers.

GLAZE
Stone 35
Fritt 300
Zinc Oxide 21
White Lead 110
China Clay 60
Flint 40

FRITT
Stone 35
Whiting 18
Borax 35
China Clay 10
White Lead 5
Flint 17.5

120.5 556

Figure the approximate formula.

The first point in this case is to establish the relation of

the fritt and glaze. Three hundred pounds of fritt are used,

but only after fusion to a glass and all volatile ingredients are

expelled. So that more than 300 pounds of fritt batch would

have to be taken, to get a quanitity sufficient for one mixing

of glaze.

Therefore the fritt must be examined and every volatile

element calculated out, leaving only the actual mineral

matter which will cftme from the Kiln as a glass ; viz

;

Stone 35 X 98% = 34.30 a loss of 1% Water
Whiting 18 X 56% =10.08
Borax 35 X 52.88% = 18.50

China Clay 10 X 86% = 8.60

White Lead 5X 86% = 4.30

Flint 17.50 X 100% ^ 17.50

44% Carbonic Acid
47.22% Water
14% Water
14% Carbonic Acid
Nothing

Fused weight 93.28

There is required, 300 pounds of fritt.

must weigh out in proportion,

Therefore we

93.28 : 120.5 : : 800

X = 387.5

387.5

120.5
= 3.216

or each ingredient of the fritt batch must be multiplied by

the factor 3.216, to bring it up to the amount required for

one glaze mixing.
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From Fritt. From Glaze. Total.

Stone 35 X 3.216 = 112.56+ 35= 147.56

Whiting 18 X 3.216= 57.89+ ..= 57.89

Borax 35 X 3.216 = 112.56+ . . = 112.56

China Clay 10 X 3.216= 82.16+ 50= 82.16

White Lead 5 X 3.216= 16.08+ 110 = 126.08

Flint 17.5X3.216= 56.28+ 40= 96.28

Zinc Oxide + 21= 21.00

887.53

The proportions of the substances used in this glaze,

including the fritt, are now represented in the last column.

We proceed to reduce this a formula, exactly as in the last

illustration, viz

:

147.56^-1550.0= .0952 eq. = 0.0952 K^O, 0.238 Al^Oj, 1.904 SiO^

57.89-^ 102.6= .5648 eq. = 0.*5648 CaMgO, 0.028 SiO^

112.56^ 382.0= .2947 eq. = 0.2947 Na20, 0.5894 B.Os
82.16^ 267.0= .3077 eq. = 0.3077 Al^Os, 0.6461 SiOa

126.08 H- 258.0 = .4887 eq. = 0.4887 PbO
96.28 -=- 60.0= 1.6047 eq. = 1.6047 SiOg

21.00 ^ 81.0 = .2592 eq. = 0.2592 ZnO

Assembling terms, we have,

K3O
Na^O
CaO
ZnO
PbO
AI2O3
SiOj

B,0,

X 0.0952 -

X 0.2947 -

X 0.5648 -

X 0.2592 -

X 0.4887 -

X 0.5457 -

X 4.1818"^-

X 0.5894 -

RO
1.7026 = 0.056^

1.7026 = 0.173

1.7026 = 0.332

1.7026 = 0.152
_

1.7026 = 0.287 J

1.7026 = 0.320

1.7026 = 2.456

1.7026 = 0.346

RO

The approximate formula therefore is.

0.056 KoO 1

0.173 Na^O
0.832 CaO
0.152 ZnO
0.287 PbO j

1.000 RO

0.320 Al,Oc
2.456 SiOi

0.346 B2O3

2.802
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PROBLEMS.

41. Calculate formula of the following composition:

Fritt—70 lbs., Borax
60 lbs., Cornish Stone
20 lbs., Whiting
20 lbs., Flint

Glaze—Add to above fritt,

90 lbs.. White Lead

42. Calculate formula,

100 lbs., White Lead
45 lbs., Cornish Stone
25 lbs., Flint

15 lbs., China Clay
5 lbs., Common Window Glass

(Assume glass to be 0.5 NaaO, 0.5 CaO, 2.5 SiOg)

43. Calculate formula,

Fritt—80 lbs.. Crude Borax
90 lbs., Cornish Stone
60 lbs., Flint

40 lbs., Whiting
16 lbs., China Clay

Glaze—To above charge add,

95 lbs., Cornish Stone
25 lbs.. Whiting

140 lbs.. White Lead

44. Calculate formula.

Fritt—36 lbs.. Red Lead
18 lbs., Flint

12 lbs., Cornish Stone
8 lbs., Borax
6 lbs.. Manganese dioxide

Glaze—7 lbs. of above fritt

2 lbs., Common Salt

Ulbs. White Lead
1 lb., Flint
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45. Calculate formula of Glaze No. 2 :

1
Fritt

Glaze Xo.l—24 lbs., Cornish Stone
9 lbs., Boric acid

3^ lbs. Carbonate of Soda
6 lbs.. Whiting

72 lbs,, Fritt, as above
31 lbs., Cornish Stone
16Albs. White Lead

Base—3 lbs., Oxide of tin

6 lbs., Crude Antimony (SbgOg)
9 lbs., Red Lead

14 lbs., Common Alum
Glaze No. 2—5 lbs.. Glaze Xo. 1

2 lbs., Base above
5 lbs.. White Lead
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.XL

The Blending of Ceramic Mixtures to Produce a Given Mean.

( The application ofchemistry to ceramic operations is not

by any means an exact science.. There is a very great differ-

ence between the chemical formula of a glaze as originally

designed by the chemist, and as it is finally fused on the

surface of the ware, and this disparity arises from the num-
berless variations in conditions and treatment, which exert a

modifying influence on the final result. We do not know
much about the actual constitution of the finished glazes

;

we only know what we have prepared to make the glaze and

in a general way, what effect changes of the various elements

will produce.

On account of these modifying conditions, and the

unknown influence of physical factors, for which we can

make no allowance chemically, we are still obliged in attain-

ing any desired end, to resort to constant practical tests and

trials to demonstrate whether our theories are leading in the

proper direction. The adjustment of a glaze to a body, can

not yet be done by any system of calculation. We must

resort finally to the kiln, to demonstrate whether or not the

glaze will stand or fail.

Accordingly, in order to cover ground quickly, and to

attain, if possible, a given result from the trials fired at one

time in the kiln, ceramic chemists ordinarily make their

experiments in series, rather than in single trials, and pur-

posely make the range of the series wide enough to bring

the desired result between its extreme members.

.y For instance, if in the following glaze one desired to

know how much cobalt oxide to add, to match a given blue

color, he would proceed to make two glazes as follows

:
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Glaze No. 1, clear, colorless.

0.22 Na^O ) ( 2.75 SiOj
0.42 CaO } 0.32 AlgOg \
0.36 PbO ) ( 0.25 B2O3

Glaze No. 2, containing enough cobalt oxide to produce

a very dark blue color.

0.22 Na.O
^ 2.75 SiO,

0.26 PbO 1^
^-^^ ^TagO

0.20 CoO 0.25 BoO,

The second glaze is in all respects the same as the first

except that 0.20 eq RO, one half of it as CaO and one-half as

PbO, has been substited by 0.20 eq of cobalt oxide. So large

a quantity would produce a blue, bordering on blackness from

its intensity, and might even leave cobalt oxide undissolved,

as black scummy matter suspended in the glaze.

Now, since these glazes are alike, except as to the cobalt

lime and lead, it is plain that by mixing them in aliqot propor-

tions, that a series of mixtures may be made, which will

possess any desired variation between these extremes. For
instance, if we think that the amount of cobalt required will

be small, we might make glazes, by mixture, in which the

CoO is respectively 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10 and 0.15

and surely the desired color must lie close to one of these

mixtures.

The glazes must then be mixed as follows:

Glaze Xo. 1 contains. . . .0.0 cobalt oxide.

Glaze No, 2.... con tains.... 0.20 '' "

Difference = 0.20.

Glaze No. 3 is to contain 0.02 cobalt oxide.

Difference between No. 2 and No. 3 = 0.18 cobalt oxide.

Now dividing the difierence between the desired glaze

and either extreme of the series by the maximum or total

diflference between extremes, we get a decimal fraction expres-

sing the proportions in which the opposite extreme must

be used in the mixture.

In this case,
0-^8, desired difference, _ ^^

I 0.20, total difference,
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i.e. 0.90 parts of No. 1 glaze must be used. And 1 —
0.90 = 0.10 parts of No. 2 glaze to make 1.00 part of No. 3.

The truth of this is easily proven.

Take 0,90 parts No. 1 X 0.00 cobalt oxide = 0.00
" 0.10 " No. 2X0.20 " " = 0.02

Then 1.00 part No. 3 will contain the sum = 0.02 CoO

which was the required amount.

Suppose we wish to produce another member of this

series containing .08 cobalt oxide.

Proceeding as before,

0.00

0.20

0.20 total difference.

0.20

0.08

0.12 desired difference.

1^
Then —^—:^= 0,6< = proportion of No. 1 fflaze.

0.20 ' ^ *- &

And 1 — 0.6 = 0.4 = proportion of No. 2 glaze.

Proceeding in this way, we can soon fill in a complete

series of glazes, covering as wide a range of compositions,

between the given extremes, as may be thought needful, viz :

Variable Proportions

Equivalents for

Glaze
Number.

Fixed
Equivalents.

Blending.

CoO. CaO. PbO. Glaze 1. Glaze 2.

1 0.00 0.42 0.36 Soda, Alumina, All None
3 0.02 0.41 0.35 Silica 9 1

4 0.04 0.40 0.34 and Boracic 8 2
5 0.06 0.89 0.33 Acid, are 7 3
6 0.08 0.38 0.32 the same as 6 4
7 0.10 0.37 0.31 in Glaze 1, 5 5
8 0.15 0.345 0.285 throughout 2.5 7.5

2 0.20 0.32 0.26 the Series. None All

This table being prepared, it is an easy matter to weigh
out from the two glazes, Nos. 1 and 2, the proportions indi-

cated in the last two columns, providing of course, that the

weight of the dry solids in a given weight of glaze is

known. The fluid weights could be used, if it were certain

that in each glaze exactly the same proportion of water were
used in making the same quantity of glaze. But this condi-

tion rarely exists, and it is better to evaporate a small

weighed portion of both glazes to dryness, determine the
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loss of water and the per cent, of solids, and make the fluid

blends on these facts.

Two grindings of glaze have thus permitted us to pro-

duce a series capable of indefinite expansion, in which at

some point the desired shade can be matched exactly, with

a minimum of time and material.

Practical men have often expressed surprise that the

chemist cannot proceed direct to his goal by a more direct

route than by this species of refined empiricism, and ex-

pressed doubt as to the value of science, if it resorts to

methods which are open to practical men. The reasons for

this have already been given, viz :1 that the problems are

only partly chemical, and that the interjection of physical

factors of unknown value make purely chemical reasoning

impossible.N

But the fact remains that by the aid of such systems of

calculation, one can proceed to the solution of ceramic prob-

lems with far more certainty and speed, and with far

clearer comprehension of the work than can be otherwise

attained.

The following illustration will show that this same
principle is capable of use in other connections, where a

mean is produced from the blending of two extremes.

t. Given a mixture of potash and soda, whose equivalent

weight is 88.6. How much of each oxide is present?

The combining weight of potash (K2O) is 94, and that

of soda (NaaO) is 62.

94—62 =32 = Total diflference.

94 — 88.6 = 5.4 = Given difference.

5,4 -^ 32 = 0.1687= Proportion of lower extreme.

1.000 — 0.16S7 = 0.8313= Proportion of upper extreme.

The mixture consists, therefore, of 16.87 per cent, of

soda and 83.13 per cent, potash.

It does not matter which extreme is selected to compare

to the given compound. For instance, in the above case let

us take 62 instead of 94.0.

88.6 — 62 =26.6 = given difference

26.6 -T- 32 = 0.8313 = proportion of upper extreme

1 _ 0.8313 = 0.1687 = proportion of lower extreme
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/ PROBLEMS.

46. Given the following analysis

:

Silica 65.85

Alumina 19.32

Ferric Oxide 0.24

Lime 0.56

Magnesia 0.08

Alkalies 14.10

100.15

Distribute these alkalies into potash and soda, their

joint combining weight being 91.8.

47. The total metallic iron in a clay is 4. 91 per cent, and

the amount of oxygen combined with it is 1.690 per cent.

What is the weight of the ferric and ferrous oxide.

48. Given a glaze of the formula,

0.12 K2O "]

oil zSo 1-
*^-^"* ^2^3^ 2-^9 ^^^^

0.53 PbO J

1.00

which is too high in alumina, but is satisfactory in other

respects. Another glaze is prepared similar in all respects,

reducing the alumina to 0.157, which is too little. The
proper quantity is finally found to be 0. 283. How many
pounds of each glaze is needed to prepare such a blend ?

49. Given the glaze No. 1,

oil Pbol 0.50 AI2O3, 2.50 SiO,

in which the oxygen ratio of base to acid is 1 : 2 and the

molecular ratio of AI2O3 to SiOg is 1 : 5, and glaze No. 2,

85 PbO 1
0-0-^^45 AI2O3, 1.13635 SiO^

of the same oxygen ratio and whose molecular ratio of

AI2O3 to SiOa is 1 : 25.

Required to produce a series of blends from these two

extremes, whose molecular ratio of AI2O3 to Si02 is succes-

sively 1:6, 1:7, 1 : 8, 1 : 9, 1 : 10, 1 : 15 and 1 : 20 and

give the formulae of the glazes produced and the weights

of each of the glazes used.
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Answers to Problems-

1.— FeO XajCO, BaCl, CoSOi Al^fSO^j;

2.— PbCCjHaOj)^ Na^AlF, Na^O, CaO, 5 SiO^

3.—

4.—

5.—

6.—

9.—

10.—

S;??ao}'^-'^^l^^-4.WSiO,

0.801 PbO ('^•^^^ Al.O,, 2.24 SiO,

0.65 PbO [;V^ fi^'^^^
l.OfiSiO,

0.20 MnO) ^-^ i^^'Z^H
)

0.22 Na^OI
0.40 CaO I n Q4 Al n l'^-'^ ^^^^
0.18 ZnO r""^* ^^2'^' ;0.42 B,0,

0.12 KjO
^

0.04 Na^O I
1.00 A1,0, 1 4 09 ajn

0.11 CaO r 0.01.5 Fe^O, P"^ ^^^'

0.08 MgO J

0.11 K,0
0.26 ZnO l^-*^^

^^'^' ^-^ ^^^'

0.326 KjO 1
0.086?^a,O I

1.00 Al^O, / 7.594 SiOj
0.13 Cad fO.Ol Fe^Oj l0.843HjO
0.03 MgO J

or use 1 RO as unity

0.16 K2O
I

0.24 Na,0
I 29A1 O f^-HHiO^

0.20 CaO 1- "'fj ^;^'^^
] -f 0.16 SnO,

0.30 PbO
I

"-'^ ^^^ ^» 1 0.38 BjO,
0.10 CuO J

ISCer
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11.— Fe 46.67

S 58.33

100.00

Na 25.40

S 36.50

O 38.10

100.00

Ni 45.74
CI 54.26

100.00

Sr 47.54
8 17.49

O 34.97

100.00

H 3.06
P 31 .63

O . 65.31

100.00

12.— Na^O 16 23
B2O3 36.65
HgO 47.12

100.00

2 CaO 38.62
2SO3 55.17

HjjO 6.21

100.00

(^aO 54.33

P^Os 42.39

CO 2 2.28

100.00

13.

Cone 8

fK^O 4.48

j CaO 6.23

1 AI2O3 12.97

tSiO^ 76.32

100.00

Cone 14

2.12

2.95

13.79
81.14

100.00

14.

IB.—

SiO^ 32.62

AI2O3 6.28

CaO 2.89

PbO 53.78

CoO 1.19

K2O 3.23

99.99

SiO,.
AI2O3
CaO..
ZnO..
PbO..
Na^O
K2O.
B,0,

Glaze Analysis
Given.

47.10
11.81

664
1.60

19.52

2.10

2.13

9.09

99.99

16.—

17.—

SiOa 45.60

Fe^Os = 10.13

MnO 33.73

NagO 9.81

Fl .72

99.99

Clay Substance 53.45

Feldspathic Matter 16.10

Qnartz .30.73

100.28
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18.

—

Clay Substance 41.37

Soda Feldspar (Albite) 33.49

Quartz 17.74

Carbonate of Lime (Whiting) 7.33

{)9.93

19. - Clay Substance 34.65 \ Soluble in
Micaceous Matter 13.28 j H.SO4 and NagCOg

Feldspathic Matter 9.77 \ Insoluble in
Quartz 29.14 / H^SO^ and Na^CO^

Carbonate of Iron 7.21) 011-1 • i-i ^

Oxide of Iron 3.18 x^''^^^^^
"' ^^''"^•'.

,

Sulphate of Lime 2.64 \
Hydrochloric Acid

99.87

20.— Clay Substance 45.88

Calcined Bone 3.5.62

Feldspar 16 99

Quartz 1 ..39

99.88

21.—

22.

23.

24.—

Ball Clay 18.81

Kaolin 17.95

Stone 41.88

Flint 21.38

100.02

Ball Clay 18.81

Kaolin 32.02

Feldspar. 11.60

Flint ..37.57

100.00

Ball Clay 42.10

Kaolin 12.04

Feldspar 10.95

Flint . ..34.91

100.00

Ball Clay to Kaolin : : 0.5727 : 0.4273

f Kaolin 39.86

Batch L4l^'^^ fdiSpar 25.82

Whiting 4.60

100.02
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25.—a. Molecular Weight 122 Equivalent Weight 244.

b. Molecular Weights 222; 266; 238; 682.

Equivalent Weights 222; 266; 238; 228.

c. Molecular Weights 70; 124; 382.

70; 124; 382.

The equivalent weight of Borax is taken as 382 because it is

usually figured as a source of NagO, and 382 is the least quantity

containing one molecule of the latter Considering it as a source of

B2O3 alone, it would be proper to call its equivalent weight 191.

26.—a. CuO = 79; CUgO = 71 ; CuCl^ = 133; CuCl = 98.

b. Considered as source of CaO, 103.

27.—CaO = 56. After mixture, equivalent weight is 64,40.

28.—266.60.

29.-344.72.

30.—
Potash Feldspar 167.1

Paris White 70.0

Kaolin 232.2

Quartz 504.0

973.3

31.—There will be left over,

Spar 125.18

Whiting 21.49

Zinc Oxide 63.67

Red Lead 156.26

Kaolin 254.08

Flint 79.43

700.11

32.-2370,20 pounds.

33.—There is a saving of $2.00 per ton of 33 % glaze, in favor of No. 2.

34.—16.62 saved per ton glaze.

35.—
Feldspar 129.80

Clinton Iron Ore 33.90

Limestone 48.79

Clay 49.85

Flint 87.60

Lead 78.24
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36.—
Equivalent weight of fritt ~ 269.04

FBITT BATCH
Borax, 168.0S^
Wliiting, 56.00

\

Kaolin, 103.20
Flint, 60.00

387.28

GI.A.ZE BATCH
Fritt, 134.521
Whiting, 17,00

1

White Lead, 84.92 \
Kaolin, 28.88

1

Flint, 69.60 j

Per
Clay

cent, of Raw
in Glaze, 8.48

334.42

37.—
0.465 Na^Olf. .„, ., ^ \ 2.674 SiOjj
0.535 CaO /^•'^^^ ^^^^4 1.1625 B,0,

Whiting 58.500

Borax 177.630

Flaky boric acid 28.892

Kaolin 119.970

Flint 104.640

484.632

38.-

^""
i 0.545 CaO

FBITT BATCH
Whiting 54.000
Borax 115.746
Kaolin 70.434
Flint 67.200
Dry Soda Ash.. 16.112

323.492

0.273 Al

39.

0,20 K2O)
0.45 CaO ^0.38 Al^Oj
0.35 PbOj

^ \ 1.666 SiO^
'^3/0.606 B2O3

GLAZE BATCH
Fritt ....150.882
Red Lead 77.066
Kaolin 46.440
Flint 66.000

340.388

2.96 SiOz
0.406 B,0,

40.—^a) $2.46

(6) Borax 117.65
Whiting 69.200

Kaolin 79.464

Flint 73.200

Flaky Boric Acid 15.128

354.648

41.—

42.—

0.051 KjO
0.238 Na^O
0.258 CaO
0.452 PbO

0.065 K2O
0.027 Na^O
0.027 CaO
0.880 PbO

0.125 Al.O,
1.446 SiO^
0.475 B,0«

0.296 AUO, J 2.39 SiO
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43.—

44.—

45.—

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS.

ra,o
0.077 Ki
0.140 Na2w

I A 94 A 1 o
0.430 CaO r"-'* AA2»-'3

0.360 PbO J

0.015 K2O 1

0.402 Na^O
0.446 PbO
0.136 MnO

0.089 K2O
0.078 Na^O
0.157 CaO
0.684 PbO J

0.038 A1,0,

0.195 AI0O3
0.052 SblO,

2.82 SiO^
0.275 B,0,

1.26 SiO 2

0.81 B,0,

1.26 SiO^
0.182 B2O3
0.051 SnO,

46.—KjjO = 13.131% Na^O = 0.969%

47.-Fe203= 2.702% FeO =3.898%

48.— 131.8 pouncLs of the low alumiua glaze and 199.9 pounds of the

high alumina, will make the required blend.

49.-

Formulae. Blends.
Glaze

Numbers
CaO. PbO. AljO, SiOj Glaze 1. Glaze 2.

No. 1 .15 .85 0.50 2.50 427.80
a 0..S33 2.00 271.0 104.85
b 0.250 1.75 192.5 155.80
c 0.200 1.60 145.5 186.90
d 0.166 1.50 114.1 207.70
e 0.1428 1.428 91.5 222.20
f 0.0833 1.250 35.64 259.60

g 0.0588 1.1764 12.58 274.90
No. 2 0.04545 1.13625 283.24
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